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SUPREME 00E110, INC... 
The Professional Source for Callers & Cuers 
TRAK SHUN' 
DANCE FLOOR TOO SLIPPERY? 
This marvelous newly-reformulated product helps 
prevent slipping . It will satisfy your requirements in 
making asphalt, linoleum, vinyl and wood floors safe 
for walking, dancing, and other physical activities. 
Sprinkle sparingly to the slippery area until the floor is 
safe or pour in an area where dancers can step in it and 
then enjoy sure footing. 
This is not rosin! No rosin build-up on your floor. 
Easily swept away. Long shelf life. Not recommended 
for polished stone surfaces. 
Excellent for Square and Round Dance Clubs to have 
at their dance halls and at weekends and festivals! 
Trak Shun - 1 lb can $7.00 each plus $3.00 shipping 
(10% discount for orders of 12 or more) 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• 
• Available Exclusively From Supreme Audio, Inc. • , 
OOO OOOOOOOOOOOOO OO • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
 
We guarantee your satisfaction! 
1-800-445-7398 
(USA & Canada) 
(201-445-7398 - Foreign) 
Supreme Audio, Inc. 
P.O. Box 687 







(Callers & Cu.,. oily - 
others send 34.00) 
 
THE STATUE OF LIBERTY- 
IS AMERICA'S 
FAVORITE LADY . . . 
She's America's favorite lady ... 
She's the Statue of Liberty. 
She stands a proud 300 feet in the air ... on 
Liberty Island in New York Harbor. 
She has been the first thrilling sight of free-
dom for millions of new citizens as they reached 
the United States. 
The Statue of Liberty is one of the wonders 
of the modern world. 
She weighs 225 tons, and has a 35-foot waist. 
Her right arm is 42 feet long . . . and her 
index finger measures eight feet. 
Her head is 10 feet wide, her nose is 4'/ feet 
long ... and each of her eyes is 2% feet wide. 
She is so constructed that she sways gently 
with the breeze, and is built so strong she can 
withstand a 150-mile-an-hour gale. 
The Statue of Liberty is a gift to the Amer-
ican people—from France. 
Thousands of Frenchmen contributed to the 
fund to build the Statue of Liberty and send it 
to the United States. 
The statue was designed by French sculptor 
Fredric Auguste Bathholdi. 
The iron framework for the Statue of Liberty 
was planned and built by Gustave Eiffel, the 
man who later built the famed Eiffel Tower in 
Paris. 
The Statue was built in France, and shipped 
to the United States in 214 huge crates. 
Money was raised by public subscription in 
the United States for the base of the Statue of 
Liberty. 
It was officially dedicated in 1886 ... 
Millions of people from all over the world 
have visited the Statue of Liberty—America's 
favorite leading lady . . . 
And symbol of freedom to the entire world. 
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scope— big mac records 
PRESENTS 
BM 126 OH JOHNNY by Mac 
BM 078 I'LL COME RUNNING by John 
Mac McCullar 
MAC'S FAVORITES 	 San Luis Obispo, CA 
BM 125 I GET THE BLUES-Mac 
BM 124 CAJUN MOON-Jeanne 
BM 121 MUSIC MUSIC MUSIC-Don 
BM 120 ANNIVERSARY SONG-Mac 
BM 114 TEACH WORLD TO SING-Mac 
BM 111 OH LONESOME ME-Ron 
BM 099 BEER BARREL POLKA-Jeanne 
BM 096 UTTLE RED WAGON-John 
BM 091 BELL ON MY HEART-Ron 
BM 089 THANKS A LOT-Mac 
BM 088 SISTER KATE-Ron 
BM 083 BACK ON MY MIND AGAIN-John 
BM 076 BLUE MOON OF KENTUCKY-Mac 
BM 075 TWEEDLE DEE-Mac 
BM 074 HAZEL EYES-Guest 
PO Box 1448, San Luis Obispo, CA 93406 Tel: 805-543-2827 
WPew! the January issue is off to the rinters, on schedule no less. It has 
been very hectic around the Sanborn 
household these last few weeks. I left for 
Ohio on November 20 to meet with Stan 
and Cathie and to familiarize myself with 
the operation of ASD. Thursday and part 
of Friday morning was spent getting the 
magazine ready for mailing. I got the job of 
rubber banding the bundles, there's a lot of 
them, and also received the sore thumb 
award. Friday afternoon was spent loading 
the truck for the trip home to California 
and meeting with the attorneys. Needless 
to say everyone was kept quite busy. 
Thursday evening was a treat as the Bur-
dicks and myself went to an enjoyable play 
entitled June Bride. It was a good comic 
relief. Saturday morning, up early and on 
my way. Four and one half days later I was 
in California and home. Then the work 
really started - unloading the truck, setting 
up the office, and the beginning of typing 
for this issue. 
Hopefully there is something of interest 
for all readers including the proof readers 
as I'm sure there are some errors in text and 
ads. Forgive me if there are. I want to espe-
cially thank Jeanne Briscoe who has spent 
endless hours typing and giving me moral 
support. For without her we wouldn't have 
made it! And to my wife, Susan, who has 
given of her time, talents, and under-
standing. 
Yes, It's a New Beginning. It's going to 
be difficult following in the footsteps of the 
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Credit must be given to Bev Warner for 
t 	 sending us (many years ago) the photo of 
III BY-LINE 	
her granddaughter Jessica Noah Rose Guietle. 
The picture was taken when Jesica was the 
I, 	 tender age of 11 months. She is now 10 years old. We felt that the picture was fitting for a New 
Beginning. Ed Butenhof describes his calling 
experience in Western Europe, calling 23 dances in four countries in six weeks. That's a 
busy schedule. Jack Murtha and Wade Drive combined efforts on an article about sound 
equipment for the hard of hearing. An idea that more clubs and callers should consider. 
Cathy Villa contributed a whimsical, but true, tale about The Elvira. Al Maertz authored 
the limericks that are spattered throughout this issue (send more Al). And finally A Little 
Bit of History by NiNi Harris. But let us not forget Stan with his Meanderings (he does get 
around, maybe even to California sometime). Anyone out there who would like to con-
tribute an article or two 
— -- 
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* GRAND zip 
During August and September, my wife 
Robyn and I, plus our three children 16, 14, 
and 11 were able to holiday in sunny 
California. We left New Zealand in the 
grips of late winter, it was 32 degrees F, 
arriving in California it was 80-90 degrees 
F.. 
Once the initial excitement of being in 
America, visiting Disneyland, Knotts Berry 
Farm and Universal Studios was over, we 
hired a car and drove (on the wrong side of 
the road, to us) to Santa Maria which is 100 
miles or so north of Los Angeles. Santa 
Maria was the venue for the Labor Day 
Weekend "28th Central Square Affair", of 
which we had registered prior to leaving 
New Zealand. 
the weekend was certainly busy with 
dancing starting on the Friday evening, 
workshops in the mornings of Saturday and 
Sunday. Dancing both afternoons and 
evenings. 
The highlight of the weekend was the 
"Grand March" on the Sunday evening, 
involving the 75 clubs, represented by 900 
dancers. 
The calling and singing, (one caller 
yodelled) it was amazing and of course the 
dancing was fantastic too. The callers cer-
tainly put us through our paces. 
It was with a lot sadness that the 
weekend finished so quickly and we had to 
say good—bye to so many new friends. 
A few days later saw us dancing with 
Jack Murtha and the "Bus'n Cousins", in 
Yuba City north of Sacramento. It was a 
great evening's dancing. Even though the 
temperature had risen to over 100 degrees 
F. during the day and the air conditioning 
had broken down. 
The holiday started to draw to a close 
with the drive over the Golden Gate Bridge 
and into San Francisco. We danced for the 
last time in America with the "Caper Cut-
ters" of San Francisco, at least 10 squares 
danced plus and mainstream, it was great. 
The holiday ended all too soon with Robyn  
and I determined to return to California 
one day soon. 
Finally through the American 
Squaredance magazine we would like to 
thank all the dancers, callers and cuers who 
danced with us in Santa Maria, Yuba City, 
and San Francisco. We really had a great 
time and we will be back, one day soon !!!! 
Dave and Robyn, Wendy, Rachel and 
Paula Savage Invercargill 
New Zealand 
The April 1991 issue of "The Northwest 
Square Dancer" (pp.6) contained a letter 
from Dale and Jo (Yakimowski) Zumwalt, 
Dedham, Ma. concerning the idea of hold-
ing 2 + 3 square dances. Upon reading the 
letter I was very dismayed as a square dan-
cer that some one was proposing yet 
another lean on square c by suggesting that 
the idea of doing hash one hash call, one 
singing call, and then doing three rounds 
(each a different level). I shrugged the idea 
off as a "Never get off the ground", and 
assured myself that the idea was only a wild 
thought by some round dance leaders. 
Several months ago we went to a local 
dance that was featuring Wayne 
McDonald's (from Tennessee). Upon ar-
riving at the dance we learned that the 
dance was sponsored by the Zumwalts 
round dance club and would be presented 
in the 2 + 3 format. This "Old Dog" was 
sure that this would prove to be "One of 
those nights" and hopped into the first tip. 
Surprisingly, the tip bordered on 
memorable. Then came the 3 rounds, 1 and 
2 and 3. 
Therein was something else of amuse-
ment. All 3 of the rounds took up scarcely 
more time than the old standard of 2. This 
2 + 3 pattern continued until the closing 
hand shakes and hugs. Every one left the 
dance in a euphoric state, and I drove home 
muttering "What made this dance so dif-
ferent"? 
Being a non-round dancer, the extra 
round didn't do anything for me. Wrong! 
By having changed the old standard 2 + 2 
arrangement they had ingested a whole 
covey of higher level couples into the 
dance. The "floor" for square dancing that 
night was right up there where the dreams 
are made. There were more than ample 
continued to page 58 
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by Gene Embry 
Beginning with the January 1989 issue of ASD several articles have appeared in 
the On—line section regarding using com-
puters in various square dance activities. 
Numerous authors have written articles 
that describe programs for use by caller's 
to check out, verify or generate square 
dance calls. Ron Ehrlich has pointed out 
the need for animation of calls. John 
Gregor indicated that he had animated a 
few calls but the requirement for large 
amounts of memory prevented further ex-
pansion of this idea. This article describes 
some programs we have written for use by 
square dancers to assist in learning the 
definitions of various calls. 
Four years ago when we started square 
dance lessons it occurred to me that it 
would be fun to program the computer to 
assist us in learning the definitions of 
various square dance calls together with 
the styling tips. Nothing happened for 
about a year until I looked at the frayed 
copy of The Illustrated Basic And 
Mainstream Movements Of Square 
Dancing' and decided that in order to save 
50 cents we would write a little program to 
replace it. 
Hundreds of programming hours have 
passed and we are not finished yet! So we 
decided to stop and take a look at the 
programs and thought some of the ASD 
readers would be interested. The program 
will run on any IBM conputer that is XT or 
higher and has at least a CGA monitor. 
The first program, LEARNBMP, is 
designed to show how each dancer moves 
through each of the calls for the first three 
levels of square dancing. Most of the infor-
mation was taken from the above refer-
enced handbook and the companion 
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handbook for PLUS Movements. We have 
included 87 calls for the Basic Level, 30 
each for Mainstream and PLUS. The 
dynamic nature of the program permits you 
to add to the list using your editor and the 
program MAKEDANCE. The main menu 
permits you to select the level of dance, 
(B)asic, (M)ainstream or (P)lus. We use 
colors to show each of the eight dancers 
and place number inside the figure, 1-2-3— 
or 4 in case some of the men are color blind. 
Ladies are represented as round and gents 
are square (just like in the real world). 
Almost all square dance calls start from 
a certain fixed formation and most end with 
the eight dancers in a formation. For ex-
ample, if the dancers are in completed 
double pass thru formation and the call is 
TRACK TWO the ending formation will 
be parallel ocean waves. Some of us forget 
the names of the formations so we have 
included about 30 formations that graphi-
cally shows the more common formations 
used in square dancing. 
If you want to see the definitions of 
COORDINATE and how the dancers 
move through the call you would select the 
Plus menu and then select "COOR-
DINATE FROM COLUMNS" from the 
list of Plus calls presented. Nine frames are 
used to show the progression of the dan-
cers. There is a possibility I have made a 
mistake in the development of some of the 
calls. If you find an error you may correct 
it using the utility program 
MAKEDANCE that is mentioned at the 
end of this article. 
The second program, LEARNA, shows 
the movement of each dancer in over 130 
advanced calls, including A-1 and A-2. 
This program is finished but the data 
needed to show dancers moving to the 
various positions is not even close to being 
completed. We have started but are finding 
it very difficult since we have not yet 
learned to dance at the Advanced level. We 
are using as references material from pub-
lications by Bill Burleson, Milt Strong, 
Ruth Graser and Ed Foote. If you are in-
terested in assisting then contact us at: 1525 
Wackena Road, Morrisville, NC. 27560 or 
using our Prodigy ID: CNVC41A. 
The third program, CENDANCE, is 
used to generate a square dance tip at 
continued on page 80 
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BIRD MAN OF ALBATROSS 
Here I am again. How about that? Jon 
and Susan, the new ASD owners, have seen 
fit to let me fly into your homes for a time 
as the transfer of ownership is consum-
mated. (Bird Burdick flies again! - Co-
Ed.) 
I can now testify that this semi-retire-
ment thing is A-OK, by George. Traveling 
and calling dances and touring and con-
ducting training programs has still got me 
flying high, as you'll see from this wing-
ding report, but those oppressive literary 
deadlines have diminished to a very 
manageable degree. That expression "free 
as a bird" has taken on new meaning. (Now 
you can just love a dove? - Co-Ed.) Of 
course, I'm busy as a finch in a clinch with 
a grinch with our new caller note service 
and other projects; nevertheless, my flight 
is more like that of a loon and less like that 
of a thrasher. (Your tune is more like a 
loon, too. - Co-Ed.) 
Enough ramblin' "re-tweet-able" 
rhetoric. Let's move on to the travel tales. 
Hartville (Cutty's Campground), 
Ohio - It's been a long, long time since I've 
been on the "Cutty" edge of a good camp-
ing experience like this. It was mid-Oc-
tober when Cathie and I journeyed to this 
east-central Ohio location for a two-day 
camp 'n dance time sponsored by Fireside 
Squares of Ohio. We relive a lot of camping 
memories this way- a covered dish meal; 
that fabulous hobo stew, a-brew for quite 
a few hours; the blazing campfire on a brisk 
night; dances and workshops; lodging in 
the Vales' motorhome; fine cueing by Ed 
Emmer and Jay Kaser; and a new kind of  
bonding with vagabonders. Thanks, 
Loehrs, Vales, Hodders and all. 
I FLY AWAY AGAIN 
Fourth weekend in October, and the 
high road beckons-three widely scattered 
bookings were on the agenda, including 
Indiana, Arkansas and Pennsylvania. 
Scottsburg (Indianapolis), Indiana -I 
flew to Indy where I rented a car to bounce 
to tiny Scottsburg for a Harvest Hoedown 
with the Rainbow Strollers at the popular 
Barn, built for square dancing. My hosts 
were Don and Norma Taylor, two good, 
conscientious leaders. Rounds were cued 
by Frances Lerner. Callers present were 
Red Orndorff (who set sound), Dennis 
Cave, Bill Ridgeway and Bonnie Pruett. 
There were doughnuts and cider and tons 
of fun with a dozen sets. 
Berlin, Pennsylvania (near Some-
rset) - Little Berlin (say BER-lin, not 
Ber-LIN) was my final destination on the 
long weekend as October gasped its last 
cool breath. I'd been there a dozen times 
before, but it never gets old, especially 
when there's a double attraction like a Hal-
loween costume dance coupled with a pie 
night (See ASD, May '91, p. 59). Caller 
Fred Strang set sound, called the first tip as 
planned; his wife Eva cued. (Fred's yodel 
would do the Swiss proud.) My key con-
tacts were Mary Ann and Jim Long. One 
couldn't tell which witch was which or 
who's "boo" was whose among the sprites, 
spirits and spooks! 
Columbus, Ohio- Only light snow had 
fallen as November rolled around, and my 
month for Columbus had come, even 
though the "year of Columbus" (100 year 
celebration) wouldn't start for two more 
months. Of the dozen or more Columbus 
clubs for whom I've called, this one, 
Rhythm Reelers, takes the cake (and the 
cheese and the fruit and the sandwiches 
and...) Hmm. (You mean you take all 
that. - Co-Ed.) Caller Chuck Marlow was 
there. Prexies: Hal and Lenora Kain. Ten 
sets-or-so attended. 
Indianapolis, Indiana -A special two-
day weekend had arrived. On November 9 
and 10, I was privileged to be the seminar 
leader for half a hundred square dance 
leaders from many Indiana S/D clubs at the 
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state's mini—LEGACY program called 
ETC (Education Through Communica-
tion). Nick and Mary Nichols with their fine 
committee set it up at the Ramada Inn, 
south of Indy. I followed in good footsteps: 
Eddie Ramsey did it last year, Cathie a few 
years ago. A good format was established: 
greeting and orientation, lecture and dis-
cussion, fine meals, dance time, after—
party, after—after party, with lots of 
sociability around the edges. Subjects: 
"Worldwide Views and Trends," "Better 
Clubs, Leadership, Recruitment and Or-
ganization." Once more, Hoosier 
hospitality was absolutely superb. 
Pardon this personal note to the ETC 
group: "The chief monk awoke from this 
dream as the bell tolled once again; he 
looked up to see the two brothers he seen 
in his dream holding (get that— bolding) 
two trays, serving breakfast. On each tray 
was a book. On one, For Whom The Bell 
Failed to Toll, and on the other, The 
Sweetest Synthetic Story Ever Tolled. 
(Ugh. — Co—Ed.) 
North Hills (Pittsburgh), Pennsyl-
vania — This event, the North Hills Fall Ball 
at a Glenshaw Valley church happened on 
a Tuesday, so I merely drove from home to 
the Pitt arca. Indeed, it was a ball, complete 
with food, decorations, doorprizes, and a 
nice crowd. My hosts were Dave and Joan 
McCafferty; arrangements were by Bob 
and Jean Vanasdall. Rounds: The Locker-
mans. Sorry I don't do "star tips." It's just 
not one of my favorite things. (How about 
beef tips? — Co—Ed.) 
STRICTLY MID—EMPIRE 
STATELY 
It was a caller's dream. A four—day, 
four—date, long weekend deal contracted 
in central New York in the middle of 
November. Who wouldn't relish an easy 
one—hour flight to this scenic area on a 
Thursday, three dances and a caller's 
clinic, all with easy access by rental car, and 
a flight home Sunday night? 
Baldwinsville (Syracuse), New York —
After soaring to SYR, I landed at noon with 
time enough to get to B—ville in an Avis Geo 
for the afternoon easy—level Special in the 
Canton Woods Senior Center set up by 
caller Chuck (S. Bay grad '87) and Helen 
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Collins. Chuck works regularly with senior 
S/D groups in the area and brings in out-
of—town callers occasionally. Full house, 
fun galore, fine seniors. I really felt like one 
of them. (Maybe that's 'cause you are! -
Co-Ed). 
Vestal (Binghamton), New York — Next 
came a short drive south to this suburban 
area for a second—time—around visit to the 
Shirts 'n Skirts Club in the ideal Methodist 
Church hall. My lodging hosts were chair-
persons Gene and Gerry Cahill. (Love 
those pork chops). Thanks to a banner—
raiding group from Geneva, the crowd 
numbered almost ten sets. Club caller Jack 
Nelson came to dance. Cuers: Don and 
Elinor Williams. Novel idea: "white 
elephant" doorprizes contributed by mem-
bers turn into treasures for recipients at the 
dance and cost nothing! Try that in low 
budget clubs. (Hmm. I know a white 
elephant I've thought of getting rid of. — 
Co—Ed.) 
Cicero (Syracuse), New York — A Plus 
dance for the Plank Road Pioneers was 
next on the agenda. (There really was a 
plank road, Virginia.) Chairpersons Ira 
and Flora Johnson took good care of my 
creature comforts. Area callers Chuck 
Fuller (Hague grad '91) and Maurice 
Warner set the sound. Claire Wilcox cued 
roundly. Before the dance I was treated to 
a turkey dinner at the famous Plainville 
Farms restaurant, along with the Johnsons, 
Fullers, Warners and Mounts. (What more 
creature comforts could a turkey ask 
for? — Co—Ed.) At the dance, fall deco was 
in vogue, food was lavish, a dozen sets 
perked while I worked, and I was invited to 
stay in Verona with the Warners. To top it 
off, it was after— party time at Perkins. 
Thanks, Planks. 
Unadilla, New York—Back down 
towards Binghamton I jogged (Spell it 
"GEOg'd.") to do a second—time afternoon 
clinic for the South Central N.Y. Callers 
Assn. at Covered bridge Hall near tiny Un-
adilla, which appropriately means "the 
meeting place" in Indian lingo. Subjects 
this time: "Ten Concerns," "Class Promo-
tion," and "Personality Matters," attended 
by a dozen callers plus partners/spouses. 
Thanks to Mike, Ray, Don and others for 





Jim & Dottie McCord 





As I undulated westward on a rollercoaster 
road to fly home that Sunday night, I chased 
an old Cycloptic sun sinking in a blushing 
sky, interrupted all along the horizon by a 
patchwork of lacy branches. I thought—
what sensuous scenes and senses this call-
ing biz affords! Lucky me to be a little pawn 
in this big game of chess. 
QUALITY SQUARE & ROUND 
DANCE MUSIC BY: 
SOUTHERN SATISFACTION 
BRAND NEW: 
ESP-173 	HOLD ON PARTNER by Elmer Sheffield 
ESP-172 LIFE TOO LONG by Elmer Sheffield 
ESP-528 IT'S BEEN A LONG LONG TIME by Bob newman 
RECENT: 
ESP-900 BALLING THE JACK by Steve Kopman 
ESP-171 
	
ONE MORE PAYMENT by Elmer 
ESP-527 FOR IN THE MORNING by Bob 
ESP-408 
	
CUTTIN' UP, Hoedown with Plus by Elmer 
ROUNDS: 
ESP-016 LET ME CALL YOU SWEETHEART 
ESP-017 RHYTHM IS GONNA GET YOU 
BEST SELLERS 
ESP-170 I LOVE YOU MOST OF ALL by Elmer 
ESP-715 	OH YOU BEAUTIFUL DOLL by Craig 
ESP-408 CUTTIN' UP by Elmer 
JP/ESP-804 I'LL COME RUNNING by Jerry 
JP/ESP-362 MA SHE'S MAKING EYES AT ME by Vern 
JP/ESP-233 EL PASO by Joe 
JP/ESP-803 AIN'T NECESSARILY SO by Jerry 
JP/ESP-625 NO WAY TO TIE A TIGER DOWN by Allen 
WRITE FOR CATALOG AND INFORMATION 
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FEEDBACK 
This is in regards to Hoby Heran's letter 
in the January's issue of ASD relative to 
"Round Dancing at Square Dances". The 
problem he points out is certainly not their 
alone — it exists in many areas. His solution, 
Roundalab to come up with a permanent 
list of steps that will be used at Square 
dances. It is felt Roundalab has done just 
that through their Phase rating system -
Phase 2 rated steps being definitely for 
square dancers rounds. Callerlab selects a 
square dance round of the quarter. The 
problem cannot be solved by any organiza-
tion issuing a directive, setting a rule or a 
law— what ever you may call it. The solution 
lies with the individual doing the program-
ming. The person responsible for program-
ming dances must weigh and sort out what 
all the dancers want. Right or wrong, there 
are callers who control very rigidly the 
whole program — squares and rounds— who 
specify rounds will be Roundalab Phase 2 
only and they do have successful dance 
programs. Square dance clubs can do this 
also. We have been in the position of having 
our own round dance club and luckily to 
have our round dancers dance in the 
square dance clubs we cued for — no doubt 
they were catered to all times but others 
soon let us know our programming should 
be more general. What we are saying is that 
the solution must originate at home with 
the cuers, the callers, the dancers and 
someone with back bone to speak up for the 
dancers, the most important people of all. 
Regarding the letter from Bill Bovard in 
the same publication relative to program-
ming levels to give all dancers an oppor-
tunity to dance their money's worth. We 
agree wholeheartedly — what we have done 
on occasion is put out 3 request lists. One 
for Phase 2, one for Phase 3, and one for 
Phase 4 and 5. The response on the easier 
level lists has been as great as on the higher 
Phase lists. Of course the dancers have to 
understand what Phase they are requesting 
and of course the selection task for the cuer 
list is made more difficult....Ed and Mary 
SWIMS Harlingen, 7X. 78552 
As a seventeen year dancer, 5 year RD 
cuer/teacher, and an occasional caller, I, 
like many others, have three main gripes 
about present square dances. 
1. As I was being coached in calling, I 
was taught to keep ALL the dancers 
moving smoothly and to the beat of the 
music as much as possible. Today, in the 
quest for novelty, most of the dancers seem 
to be "ends of this, outside boys do this " 
and the rest of the dancers wait, to the point 
that all sense of rhythm is completely lost. 
I call it jerky dancing. An occasional novel-
ty tip I enjoy but not complete evenings of 
stop and go. 
2. Callers are trying to see how many 
moves they can cram into a singing call, 
again leaving rhythm and the sense of 
moving to the music behind. 
3. Ninety percent of the callers have the 
music too loud. Time after time when I am 
on the floor, the dancers ask me when I go 
up to sue the next round to ask the caller to 
turn the volume down. I do so. they turn it 
down for the one patter call following, then 
as soon as the singing call comes, back up 
goes the volume, and stays there for the rest 
of the tips. If callers are too deaf to hear the 
music from their speakers, and I am, they 
should use a monitor. I do. 
What do the rest of you readers have to 
say on these subjects? 
Dale Stebbins, Colville, WA. 99114 
Some people have a tendency to place 
blame for their shortcomings on the activity 
rather than on themselves. when such 
blame is stated publicaly, it is easy to fall 
into the trap of agreeing with this blame of 
the activity unless one carefully examines 
the facts. 
this situation exists with Melvin Evans 
she, in a recent letter in American 
Squaredance , said he and his wife had to 
drop out of square dancing for two years 
and not find it impossible to get back in. He 
claims there has been "much change" in 
square dancing in the past two years, and 
that this is caused by callers and some dan-
cers trying to make square dancing for ex-
perts. 
Melvin claims there has been so much 
change in square dancing in the past two 
years that he and his wife would have to go 
continued page 22 
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/F-- CALL US 
TOLL FREE! 
1i7800-476-2008 
Please send with 









name printed on card and expiration date. For 
freight, please add $5.00. S.C. customers, add 
5% sales tax. 
'ty 
#1106 $63.00 
A rich white lace collar, 
combined with a sweet-
heart insert and lace 
bow, is adorable with V-
neck in the back! The 
sleeve edge and skirt 
banding are also 
lined with white 
lace. Adainty vvhite 
lace trims all the 
lace for extra de-
tail. Spaghetti 
bows finish the 
sleeves, and a sash is included. 
Sizes: 6-20 Colors: Royal, Kelly 
MARILYN 
ADAMS 
2012 Warren Ct. 









0001-ABILENE 	 _GARY SHOEMAKE 
0002-WALK ON ..JIM "WHO' CHOLMONDELEY 
0004-DO YOU REMEMBER ME . .. 	. 	. JIM 'WHO" LOGAN 
0004-BORN TO BE BLUE 	 CHUCK PEEL 
0005-LOOK WHAT THEY'VE DONE 	.... .. CHUCK PEEL 
0006-CHASIN THAT NEON RAINBOW_JIM "WHO CHOMONDELEY 
0010-MEET ME IN ST. LOUIE 	SPECIAL ARTISTS 
CURRENT "GOLDEN EAGLE" RECORDS HOT NEW "GOLDEN EAGLE" RECORDS 
GE 0008-I'D GO CRAZY 	 KEN BOWER 
GE 0009-HE COMES AROUND 	 CHUCK PEEL 
GE 0011-LOVE OR SOMETHING LIKE IT 	CHUCK PEEL 
CURRENT "EAGLE" RECORDS 
EAG 2203 SUGAR TOWN 	  HERB EDWARDS 
EAG 2601-LOOKIN OUT MY BACK DOOR 	JIM TRIBLE 
EAG 2801-SEA OF A HEARTBREAK VIRG TROXELL 




301 Fieldcrest Drive 
Apple IN 46703 
12191 665.5095 
JIM "WHO" CHOLMONDELEY 
12610 Lusher Road 
Florissant. MO 63033 
13141741-7799 
JIM WHO LOGAN 
3600 Belmar Drive 




Mrshawala. IN 46545 
(2191255-5467 
HERB EDWARDS 
1102 E Fairview 
Peoria. IL 61615 
13091 688 9094 




307 S. Charles 
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IMPORTANT—Add these SHIPPING COSTS (4th Class) 
Basic/Mainstream Handbooks: 
1 	Book 	$1,00 	19-39 	$3.70 
2-5 Books $1.35 40-60 $4 65 
6-11 	Books $1 85 	61-100 $6.25 
12-18 Books $2.35 
Plus I Indoctrination Handbooks 
1 	Book 	$ .75 	13-37 $2.50 
2 Books $1.15 38-84 $3.25 
3-12 Books $1,40 	65-100 $4,50 
Diplomas, Awards 
& Certificates 
1-9 	51 35 
10-17 51.85 
18-33 	$2.80 
34.100 53 50 
Calendars 
1—S1 75, 2-3-53.00 
PRODUCTS of 
The AMERICAN SQUARE DANCE SOCIETY 
Now Marketed By: 
NEW ENGLAND CALLER, Inc. 
P.O. Box 8069, Lowell MA 01853 
508-452-3222 
These three colorful handbooks 
are a must for every dancer 
1. Beelc/Mainstream Hand-
book-450 illustrations, $1 25 
each, $9500 per hundred 
SHIPPING COSTS BELOW 
The Caller/Teacher Manuel-1 his 
special guidebook covers the how-to-
teach elements of calling. The 
Mainstream basics are covered with 
guidelines every caller needs to know 
$2995 each • $400 S81-I 
Both volumes bound in quality. 
TM Calleffert —640 pages 100 authors, 
with important tips on how to be a caller 
Virtually every phase of caller knowledge 
is covered in this marvelous volume 
$49.95 each a $700 S&H 
heavy-duty. 3-ring binders .  
WE ALSO OFFER: 
Needle Notes Vol I 
Needle Notes Vol II 





















DEALER PRICES ON REQUEST 
For Dealers Only—Quick Service-1-800-666-ORDER 
SHIPPING COSTS FOR USA ONLY — US CURRENCY ONLY 
2. Plus Movements Mend-
book-32 pages. fully illustra-
ted 75C each, $60.00 per 
hundred. 
SHIPPING COSTS BELO" 
IiVS-Psqi.F1,4 
HAND11001‘ 
3 Indoctrination Handbook 
Background, history, tradi-
tions—a must for every dan-
cer 75t each, $6000 per hun-
dred 
SHIPPING COSTS Dv Iv. 








MARSHALL FLIPPO GARY SHOEMAKE 	SCOTT SMITH 
NEW RELEASES 
C-117 RESTLESS ROMP/STRINGS GALORE — Hoedown 
C-812 IF THE DEVIL DANCED IN EMPTY POCKETS — Scott Smith 
C-325 I'M GONNA CLIMB THAT MOUNTAIN — Gary Shoemake 
C-220 JACKSON — Jerry Haag 
C-221 RESTLESS — Jerry Haag 
C-712 SOMEBODY SPECIAL — Marshall Flippo 
C-711 00 WEE BABY — Marshall Hippo 
C-611 LONESOME ME (Round Dance) 
Wanda Winter with Jack & Ann von der Heide 
C-526 WALKING MY BABY BACK HOME — Ken Bower 
14 
1992 CHAPARRAL CONVENTIONS 
May 22.24 Kansas City, Missouri 
June 26.28 Denver, Colorado 
September 4-6 Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 
CHAPARRAL RECORDS, INC. 
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A little lit of History 
by NiNi Harris 
Atile the violinists, the flutist and the anist made music, it appeared that 
Thomas Jefferson of the American Revolu-
tion was dancing with Scarlet O'Hara of the 
Civil Was. At the same time a lady who 
looked as if she had just stepped out of a 
painting by one of the Italian Masters 
bowed to a Scotchman. These entertaining 
sights were all part of the Playford Ball -
named for the 17th century dance master, 
John Playford, it was the centerpiece of a 
dance weekend in Nashville, Tennessee. 
One hundred and fifty people from 
twelve states gathered in a school gym the 
weekend of March 22, 23, 24, preformed 
contras and square dances and recreated 
English Country Dances — the grandaddy 
of American Square Dances. During the 
Friday evening and Sunday morning ses-
sions, local callers led the folks in square 
dances. (Several singing calls were fea-
tured.) The Saturday workshops and ball, 
however, were reserved for country dan-
ces. 
The live music — provided by a group 
called Bare Necessities — was a special 
treat. (In fact, their music was so delightful 
that even the most energetic dancers didn't 
mind sitting out an occasional dance, as 
long as they could listen.) Flutist, Peter 
Barnes, violinists Mary Lea and Earl Gad-
dis and pianist Jacqueline Schwab make up 
the Boston—based musical group. 
During breaks Gaddis chatted about his 
own evolution as a musician and about the 
success of Bare Necessities. Gaddis 
originally learned to play the violin classi-
cally. Then he took up dancing. Through 
dancing himself, he learned how to play for 
dancing. He mentioned that is some musi-
cal groups, "Everybody wants to play the 
melody". Then he stated, "But we play 
together. As a group, we move the melody 
along." 
As well as making music Jacqueline 
Schwab, who recorded the piano back-
ground music for the PBS series on The 
Civil War, taught many of the country dan-
ces. Schwab explained and demonstrated 
many of the common steps of country 
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dance. Her demonstrations showed how 
moves like siding and gypsy, that are often 
preformed awkwardly, can be graceful ex-
cuses for flirtatious looks 
After morning and afternoon country 
dance workshops taught by Schwab and 
accompanied by Bare Necessities, the 
dance at the Saturday evening Playford 
Ball moved along quickly. 
Period costumes were encouraged for 
this Tenth Annual Ball sponsored by the 
Nashville Country Dancers. The dancers 
arrived decked out in costumes that 
spanned over four centuries of fashion. 
Two women wore high—waisted, long 
sleeved dresses, made of heavily brocaded 
material that recalled Renaissance era 
fashions. Several ladies dressed in 
American Colonial style — blouses with 
square necklines, and skirts that were made 
of robes over petticoats that created the 
effect of 18th century bustles on the hips. A 
native of Nashville wore a pink dress that 
left her shoulders bare and had a hoop 
skirt. She looked as if she had stepped off 
the set of "Gone With The Wind". Other 
ladies wore high collared, puffy sleeved 
Victorian dresses that were trimmed with 
abundant lace. 
Three of the men wore kilts. American 
Colonial fashions, however, were the most 
common attire for the gents. With so many 
men wearing tri cornered hats and wearing 
knee breeches with stockings and George 
Washington coats, the hall sometimes 
looked like a meeting place of the Con-
tinental Congress. 
This remarkably costumed group of 
people did a number of dances with four 
couples in square formation — like Hud-
son House, dated 1665. The roots of 
American Square Dance can clearly be 
seen in this elegant dance with its repeated 
grand squares. 
Several of the contras or longways prac-
ticed at the workshops and preformed at 
the ball had the word "maggot" in the name 
— Mr. Beveridge's Magot dated 1701 and 
Mr. Issac Maggot from 1695. Schwab ex-
plained that maggot means, "an idea or 
whinsey." A playful, two couple dance that 
involved lots of slipping, was Parson's 
Farewell, from the mid 17th century. 
Schwab said that it is believed that the work 
15 
parson in that title referred not to a man of 
the cloth, but to a dance master named 
Parson. 
Toward the end of the evening, over a 
hundred folks in all their regalia, formed a 
giant circle to preform a dance named 
Sellenger's Round, a late 17th century 
round. As they set to the center, as they 
slipped, as they moved forward and back a 
double, as they—many of them sang along 
with the music. 
The Nashville Country Dancers, which 
hosts the Playford Ball, formed in 1978. 
The 1991 Ball attracted carloads of people 
from Arkansas and Missouri, and dancers 
from as far away as New York and Califor-
nia. Special credits goes to Ruby and Hib-
bard Thatcher who took care of local 
arrangements for the many out—of-
towners. 
WESTERN SQUARES DANCE RANCH 
BATON ROUGE, LOUISIANA 
Club Dances & Workshops Every Week Night 
Specials Featuring Top national Callers 
Wood Floor — Air Conditioned — Apparel Shop 
RESIDENT CALLER: ANDY PETRERE 
CO—OWNER & PRODUCER 
CIRCLE D RECORDS 
For Information, Write or Call: 
6451 Oak Cluster Dr. • Greenwell Springs LA 70739 • Phone (504) 261-6143 
Andy & Allgie Petrere 
Custom Engraved Belt Buckles 
Engraved with your club or personal name 
#117." x 3" - $12.50 
	
#2 2"x 3" - $14.50 
	
03 23/4"x 33/4" - $16.50 
Buckles are heavy, chrome plated steel 
Buckles are available through many local Square Dance and Western 
retail stores, or you may order direct from Capital Engraving Co. 
Shipping is included in our prices. 
We also make club badges, dangles, fun badges, bars 	name badges. 
Dealer Inquiries Welcome 
for more information call or write 
1-800-628-4985 • (503) 371-1862 
CAPITAL ENGRAVING CO. 
3208 Keen Ave. N.E. • Salem, OR 97303 






































THE WORLD'S BEST 
PLACE TODANCE. 
Heres a fabulous opportu 
nity to dance your way to 
Alaska on the "world's best 
cruise line:' 
For seven glorious days, 
you'll see snow-capped moun-
tains, calving glaciers, quaint 
villages and spectacular wildlife 
aboard Holland America Line. 
Where you'll be treated to fine 
cuisine, gracious service and first-
class entertainment every day. 
Our special square dance 
cruises also include national 
callers like Tony Oxendine, 
F 	Craig Rowe, and Jerry Jay 
Jestin, dance workshops, 
the "Juneau Spin" shoreside 
event, and a free gift to all 
registered square dancers. 
What's more, if you hook by 
January 31, 1992, you'll save 
up to $600* per couple. 
To register, just bring 
this coupon to your travel 
agent today. 
SQUARE DANCE CRUISE 
Bring this coupon and deposit to your travel agent to register for the Holland America Line 
Square Dance Cruise. 
Preferred Sailing: 
- May 17, 1992 ss Rotterdam with 
Tony Oxendine and Craig Rowe 	Address 	 
S- ept. 3, 1992 ms Nieuw Amsterdam Phone 
with Jerry Jay Jestin 
Travel Agent: Return this coupon with deposit to guarantee passenger's free gift 
Travel Agent Stamp 	 Booking 
t Holland America Line 
A TRADITION OF EXCELLENCE• 
•S600 per couple off deluxe categories and suites. Other category discounts available. 
Some restrictions apply Ships' Registry. Netherlands Antilles, Bahamas. 
Name 
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LEARN THE 
TEXAS TWO STEP 
BY VIDEO... 
ONLY 
$3995  EA C H 
VHS ONLY 
*** ATTENTION CALLERS — CUERS — DANCE LEADERS *** 
ADD THE TEXAS TWO STEP TO YOUR DANCE PROGRAMS, 
PARTIES AND PROMOTIONS. 	IT'S TOTALLY COMPATIBLE 
WITH SQUARES AND ROUNDS. 
OUR PROFESSIONALLY FILMED VIDEO IS DESIGNED FOR 
BEGINNERS. FEATURED IN DETAIL: SIGNALS, HANDWORK, 
FOOTWORK AND STYLING. 	STEP—BY—STEP INSTRUCTIONS 
SHOW BOTH THE MAN AND WOMAN'S PART. 
LEARN THE TWIRLS, TURNS AND WRAPS THAT ARE THE 
TRADEMARK OF TEXAS TWO STEP DANCING. 	REWIND AND 
REVIEW LESSONS UNTIL YOU HAVE MASTERED THE PATTERN, 
THEN PRACTICE WITH OUR DRILLS THAT INCLUDE MUSIC 
AND STEP COUNT. 
MAIL CHECK OR MONEY ORDER PAYABLE TC 
1 -800-423-1 41 7 	COFFEY VIDEO PRODUCTIONS 
3300 GILBERT LANE 
KNOXVILLE, TN 37920 
NAME : 	  
ADDRESS : 
CITY : 	  
STATE : 	ZIP : 
— $39.95 PER TAPE = 
— ( FREE SHIPPING FOR U.S.A. i CANADA ) 
ADD $ 5.00 FOR SHIPPING OUTSIDE N. AMERICA = 
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THE ELVIRA 
by Cathy Villa 
D.J.'s mom was talking to Ben, the guy 
who runs the Cactus Corners. 
"So, are you going to have country—
western dancing at the hoedown?" D.J. 's 
mon asked. 
"Oh, yeah. The kids know about four or 
five dances," Ben said. 
"I know how to do the Elvira," D.J. said. 
"What time does the hoedown start?" 
"It starts at eight, but we'll be there at 
seven to set up stuff." 
"I know how to do the Elvira". 
"How long have they been dancing?" 
"Some of them have been dancing al-
most two years now." 
"I know how to do the Elvira." 
"Well, we'll see you tomorrow." 
"Ok. Take care." 
"I know how to do the Elvira," D.J. said 
for the fourth time. 
"I know, D.J. I heard you already," Mom 
said. 
"You do not know how to do the Elvira," 
DJ.'s brother said. Brian thought he knew 
everything. 
"I do so!" D.J. answered with a swing of 
his sneaker. 
"No you don't," Brian swung his 
sneaker. 
"Do so!" Another sneaker swing. 
"Uh—uh!" An answering swing. 
"Yes—huh!" Another sneaker swing, 
only this one hit its target. 
"Daniel James and Brian Adam, get 
over here this minute!" Mom said in her "I 
really mean it" voice. D.J. and Brian fol-
lowed her to the station wagon and piled in. 
D.J. looked forward to the hoedown so he 
could show Mom and Dad that he could do 
anything Brian could do, even if he was two 
years younger. Just because he was only 
seven didn't mean nothing. 
• • • 
It seemed like forever before they 
played the Elvira at the hoedown. First they 
had to have all this square dancing stuff. 
D.J. could do that pretty good as long as he 
didn't get stuck with a grown—up who didn't 
really know what she was doing and get him 
turned around the wrong way. Some of the 
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ladies were so big compared to him, some-
times he felt like he was twirling a moun-
tain. And of course they had to say, "How 
cuuute!" in that singsong voice that adults 
use when they talk to kids. The caller was 
different. She didn't talk to them like they 
were babies. She talked to them like they 
were real people. 
When the tip was over, he went up to the 
caller and asked if they could do the Elvira 
next. 
"Sure, D.J. We'll take a rest first, then 
we'll put the Elvira on," she answered. 
Good! It was almost time. 
It seemed like forever, but finally she 
announced they were going to do the El-
vira. "If you know how to do it get up front. 
If you don't, get behind someone who 
does," she said. All the Cactus Corners kids 
lined up in front of the stage and some of 
the adults lined up behind them. The caller 
put the music on, jumped off the stage, and 
got ready to lead the dance. 
"Elvira! Elvira! My heart's on fire for 
Elvira!" They had done the dance so often 
they all knew the words to the song by heart. 
D.J. watched the caller for the first part of 
the dance. Side, behind, side, hop. Side, 
behind, side, hop. Back, two, three, hop. 
Rock forward, rock backward. Step, 
together, hop and turn. Now they should be 
facing to the left of where they were stand-
ing before, but some of the kids had forgot-
ten which way to turn and were facing the 
wrong way. D.J. smiled because he had 
done it right. Now you do it again. Side, 
behind, side, hop, side, behind, side, hop. 
There's Mom taking pictures again. D.J. 
stopped to smile. Back, two, three, hop. 
Dad was working the VCR, so he smiled 
and waved at Dad. Rock forward, rock 
backwards, step, together, hop, and turn. 
He turned the wrong way. Oh, well just turn 
the other way. Nobody will notice, except 
maybe Brian. Now he could watch Brian. 
Hah! Brian messed up. D.J. was going to 
poke Brian in the back but decided not to 
since all the adults were watching them. 
D.J. followed what Brian was doing. Brian 
turned too soon and so did D.J. He waited 
for the others to catch up then he restarted 
the dance, trying not to get distracted by the 
colors of the wide whirling petticoats and 
the streamers hanging down from the ceil- 
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Piny rasiel Blue 
Roe Royal Sue pea $4.00 postage & nenl,n9 Rea 	 ($100 US. Mr Can reardonts) 
ONLY $44.95 






96 Palace Drive 
Dayton, Ohio 45449 
513-859-3824 
OULTING TEMPLATES $2.50 
S.t1 	w ■ •• 
ing. Look at all those colors. And there 
were refreshments in the kitchen. When 
would they get to eat those? There were 
brownies and cookies and cakes and 
punch. it would be forever before they'd get 
to eat. When is this song going to be over? 
"My heart's on fire for Elvira!" When 
the last note finally faded away, D.J. 
noticed that he was facing the back of the 
hall while everyone else was facing the 
front. He quickly turned around to face the 
same way. The adults were clapping. He 
hoped Mom and Dad didn't notice he 
messed up. Most of all, he hoped Brian 
didn't notice. 
Dad came up and roughed up Brian's 
hair, and Mom bent down and gave D.J. a 
hug. "You did that real good, D.J.," Mom 
said. D.J. answered, "I told you I could do 
the Elvira." 
Rita's Quiltique 
A Square Dancers Exclusive!' 
SQUARE DANCERS QUILT-TOP KIT includes: 
• 30 precut stamped, white blocks, !o be appliqued 
& embroidered.' 
• 30 pre-cut solid color blocks. 
• Enough solid color fabric for final binding. 
• Patterns for applique pieces. 	 , ki*A.'fliffiv. ..,.. 
• Full instructions for appliqued blocks Ni? 0, a-40.w 
AND ASSEMBLY. 	 * :0'. 4'0 
 
F 
' - Use left-over fabric from your dresses, 1191.friNit 
Available in queen/double size only 
Finished size approximatel) 82 x 102 
Batting & backing NOT INCLUDED 
—-141 c-b _____-   =03 
EteOrba 
Jp1 
1 	NP1IL - —4,-01( 
lea Stripe 	 Bill Wes 	am Jeer's 	Jerry Reath 
113-742.3673 1113-51161241 1113-114431131 417162 6340 
...4 	 iiappg lialibags 
f 	from the *tuff atth alters 
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314-363-5432 . 	_ 
PO Box 7-11 
—.. 	
Macks Creek MO 65786 
. t 
f 	 Cardinal is a division 
1..
itta 4 ) of Four Bar B Records, Inc. 
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SHINE ON HARVEST 
MOON 
Danny Weeks 
Don Mac McCall Mike Noose 	Johnny 








T. D. Brown Cleo Barker 
ri 
Jolly Baldwin Lowell Young 
Ca'acicis Marlow 
Mike Lavarone 
RED BOOT PRODUCTIONS INC. 
Rt. 8 College Hills, Box 281, Crest Dr. 
Greeneville TN 37743 
Phone: 615-638-7784 
Fax No: 615-638-0302 
Don "Red Boots" Williamson 
Let Me Arrange Your 
SQUARE & ROUND DANCE VACATIONS 
Paying Top Staff Commissions 
is-uoreiaztei:tim 
Gathnburg, Pigeon Forge, TN 
M Branson, O, Las Vegas, NV 
Customized Square Dance Recordings 
RED BOOT BOYS QUARTET 





NOW BOOKING 92-93, CALL 
615-638--7784 
RB 3028 SHINE ON HARVEST MOON 	Don W. 
RBS 1337 ANNIE'S SONG 	 Don C. 
RBS 1338 MIDNIGHT HOUR Cleo 
RBS 1339 ROBINSON CRUSO 	 Jolly 
RB 2027 SEASHORES OF MEXICO 	Lowell 
RBS 1338 CIELITO LINDO 	 Stan 
RBS 1335 COLD COLD HEART 	 Norm 
RBS 1334 FOOTBALL HERO Bill P. 
RB 3026 DRINKING CHAMPAGNE 	Danny 
RB 3025 DUMAS WALKER 	 Mike H. 
RB 3017 PINK CADILLAC Don 
RB 3023 THERE'S NOTHING I CAN DOJohnny J. 
RB 3020 IF THE SOUTH WOULD HAVE WONRBB 
RBS 1326 ACE IN THE HOLE 	 Bob 
RBS 1331 SOMETHING GOOD Chuck Meyer 
RBS 1330 MOONLIGHT BAY 	 Jim W. 
•■■ 
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1992 CALLER 
COLLEGES 
by Don Williamson 
(Callerlab Accredited) 
(At his Smoky Mt. Home) 
Apr 20-24 New Callers 
May 4-8 Experienced 
May 26-29 New Callers 
Jul 13-17 Experienced 
Aug 10-14 New Callers 
Aug 17-21 Experienced 
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through beginners class again, something 
they do not wish to do. However, Melvin 
should check his facts before making state-
ments he can not support. 
The Mainstream Basics list is essentially 
the same size today as it was two years ago. 
Two calls have been added (Extend and 
Chain Down the Line) but 3 or 4 calls have 
been dropped. Is this significant change? 
Hardly. IN fact, the stability of square 
dancing is shown by the fact that the above 
two calls are the only ones to have been 
added to Mainstream in about 6 years, 
while several calls have been dropped. 
The Plus list is the same as two years ago, 
and the Quarterly Selection program has 
fewer calls at present. 
If someone has been out of square danc-
ing for only two years, I would never suggest 
they go back through beginners class. A 
brief brush—up workshop or attending a 
few sessions of beginners class at the end of 
the season is all that should be needed. 
Since the facts do not support Melvin's 
claims, it would appear that Melvin and his 
wife need to look within for the answers to 
their problems and not blame the square 
dance activity...Ed Foote 
As I read the article, "The Female 
Caller" by Peter Rosan in the July 1991 
issue, it sounded very familiar...as well as 
quite old—fashioned. I checked my Caller-
Text, and found that both impressions were 
true: the article is a pastiche of direct 
quotes from articles written in 1950,1974, 
and 1985 (see CallerText, pp.48-52). (For-
tunately, however, some of the language 
was updated: "female caller" instead of 
"gals," for example.) 
First, this is plagiarism, but since I'm not 
one of the original authors (anonymous, 
Bob Osgood, and Terry Kephart), I won't 
complain about that. 
Second, this is disrespectful to women. 
You have a "distaff' issue, and yet you  
don't get a new article on current issues 
facing women callers _ instead you use a 
rehash of old stuff _ and not even obscure 
old articles, but old articles that are cur-
rently available. 
Finally, haven't we moved beyond the 
stage where we need "males" to comment 
on "female" issues? It would certainly have 
been more interesting to me to read an 
article by a woman caller dealing with is-
sues she finds significant now (not in 1970 
or even 1985)...Kris Jensen.,Albuquerque, 
NM 
The article in the November 1991 issue 
by Ed Foote about Warm Winter Dancing 
was realistic but it could apply to "Callers" 
as well as "Dancers." 
While Corpus Christi, Texas cannot 
compare with McAllen for square dancing, 
we do offer a mild climate and a place for 
"callers" to retire and continue to call on a 
limited basis. 
In May 1992, our only caller who calls 
and teaches Advance and DBD will retire. 
We really need good callers in the Corpus 
Christi area, retire or otherwise. 
If anyone is interested please contact 
Ralph Weston, 1041 Burkshire Dr., Corpus 
Christi, TX 78412-3328. Phone 512-992— 
8225...Ralph Weston, President, The 
Friendly Squares, Corpus Christi, TX 
It was interesting to read the editorial 
regarding whether cuers should cue "kiss" 
at the end of a dance. I have often thought 
about that, where there are singles dancing 
together and especially when I am cueing 
and someone else is dancing with my wife. 
I think I have the solution: I say "and give 
her just reward." The dancers can interpret 
whether this is a kiss, hug, a stare or a smile. 
Allemande Al 
Brunswick, OH 
If you're tired of staying indoors 
Fedup with dishes and chores 
Square Dancing's fun 
Puts the blues on the run 
And you'll never wind up being bored!  
If you're a tiny bit heavy or fat 
Like a blodge dragged in by a cat 
Square Dancing's great 
It'll make you loose weight 
Once you get all those basics down pat! 
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31ST INTERNATIONAL 
SQUARE & ROUND DANCE CONVENTION 
McMaster University, Hamilton, Ontario, Canada 
MAY 7, 8, 9, 1992 
ENJOY THIS GREAT STAFF 
DICK BAYER 	JIM LEE 	TOM MILLER 
MIKE CALLAHAN 	 ROSS HOWELL 
DAVE WILSON BOB CATHCART LES GREENWOOD 
IRV & BETTY EASTERDAY 	RICHARD & JO ANNE LAWSON 
ASSISTED BY AREA CALLERS 
PLUS WORKSHOPS & DISCUSSIONS 
Squares: Mainstream to Challenge - Rounds. Phases II lo VI 
REGISTRATION (per person) CAN $25 00 U.S $22.50 
Complete package: Dancing, accommodation 8 meal package at McMaster University Campus 
3 nights 8 8 meals (per person) CAN. $199.00 U.S. $180.00 
For Information & Brochures, write to Joan Fraser 
71 Roywood Dr., Don Mills, Ont. M3A 2C9 
I1Iii 1,0 
\ 	1/11111/1 
',II 1III 1%II 
1,111 	\NI I 
V. \Ill I \ III,. 
THE SQUARE DANCE FOUNDATION OF NEW ENGLAND 
PRESENTS 
A CRYSTAL CUP PLATE 
ENTITLED 
"OUR NATIONAL FOLK DANCE HERITAGE" 
PRESSED BY 
Gam laada.on Gram 
MILLVILLE ART GLASS COMPANY, MILLVILLE, NEW JERSEY 
$8.50 plus $1.50 shipping and handling 






24 GREENMONT AVE. 	 191 SPRING ST. 




Make Check Payable To: SQUARE DANCE FOUNDATION 
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Square & Round Dance Convention of the World 































BUDDY WEAVER 7  
1 
CANADA - EARLE PARK - RON JOHNSTON 
fNCLAND - PAUL BRISTOW - DAVE WHITTINGTON 
filETHERMNA2 - WIL STANS 
V41:12Ear - STURE BERNDTSSON - THOMAS BERNHED - LARS GORAN BORGER 
CUERS 
RUBY KULLMAN (CANADA) 









LEN & WINNIE TAYLOR 
Nine Days starting Aug 3rd or 4th. Dance with the Europeans; Visit Beautiful Holland and your 
choice of Germany, France, Belgium, or England. Hotels, Most meals, Tours included. 
THE SQUARE & ROUND DANCE CONVENTION OF THE WORLD 
US & CANDAIANS CONTACT: 
3250 28th St. SE Suite 301 
Grand Rapids, MI USA 49512 
(800) 253-0210 
DANCERS FROM OTHER COUNTRIES 
P.O.BOX 23764 
100 EG AMSTERDAM ZO 
THE NETHERLANDS 
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by Mary Fabik 
Highlights from Past Issues of this Magazine 
PO BOX 216 	GRENN 	BATH OH 44210 
Latest ROUND DANCE 
GR17159 STUMBLING, Phase II, Two-step by Andy Handy 
Latest CLASSIC ROUND Converted to Vocal Cues.. 
GR17158 CARESS, Phase V Rumba by Phil Roberts; Vocal Cues by Ray Brown 
No. 29 In the SQUARE DANCE PROGRESSION Series: 
GR12229 CARRY ME BACK TO OLD VIRGINNY, Instrumental Singing Call 
Ralph Kinnane calls the Flip Side: promenade i4, allemande left for a daisy chain 
SOLO-LINE DANCES to old Grenn Record: 
GR25371 COWBOY SCHOTTISCHEITEN STEP POLKA (Music is Orange Blossom Special) 
PROGRESSIVE CIRCLE DANCE to old Grenn Record: 
GR16006 TOOT'S FOURSOME by Toots Tousignant (Music is Flop Eared Mule) 
25 YEARS AGO, JANUARY 1967 
Melton Lutterell, the cover caller this 
month has some ideas on what makes a 
successful caller. 
Personality, natural leadership 
qualities, and the ability to be accepted by 
a group, arc vital to a callers success. 
Neat appearance, musical talent, proper 
enunciation, sensitivity to crowd reaction, 
working knowledge of sound, ability to 
maintain control are also musts. 
"A caller should be first and foremost a 
square dancer. To truly understand the 
likes and dislikes of his dancers, he must be 
one himself. To be a leader, he must par-
ticipate in the activity he wishes to lead." 
Mail — Challenge Dancers Take The 
Floor.,. Frankly we were disappointed be-
cause there was absolutely no Challenge 
dancing at all aside from two or three 
tips...Pickens, S.C. 
As you are aware, there really aren't too 
many opportunities for the really ac-
complished dancers to test their ability at a 
convention...Toronto, Oh. 
Why should we Challenge dancers and 
good callers who have spent many hours on 
end putting together lots of good dancing 
material not have at least one hall at our 
National Convention?... Bradenton, Fl. 
There are many levels of dancing. 
People who dance once a month seem to 
enjoy it as much as those who dance several 
times a week. I can see no reason for hos-
tility between levels. Why not let people 
enjoy what ever level they like to dance, but 
provide for all at National Conventions. 
...Columbus, Oh. 
NEW IDEA: Dixie Turn Thru by Dan 
Dedo. #1 Singing call: I Get The Blues 
When It Rains by Marshall Flippo 
10 YEARS AGO. JANUARY 1982 
Thirteen years in the small business 
world has not made us financial wizards, 
but we have become convinced of one 
strange fact. Recessions in the nations busi-
ness are not necessarily reflected in the 
square dance world. From indications of 
the advertising in this magazine and the 
orders we have received for future months, 
the square dance business world of 
records, trips, festivals and shops is prepar-
ing for a booming season.(Classes are also 
boasting good attendance this season, from 
many reports we have heard). Co. 
Editorial. 
"One of the most important ingredients 
for dance, and for life, Lloyd Shaw never 
talked about much, he simply lived it. That 
Amer.can Sqoaredance, January t 992 
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YOU'LL HAVE 
THE TIME OF YOUR LIFE 
KIRKWOOD 
15 GREAT WEEKS 





Osage Beach, MO 
65065 
314-348-2161 
LOCATED AT THE WATER S EDGE 
YAK STACK 
The Most Requested Speaker 
Ever Designed and Built! 
The Choice of Professionals 
For Over 30 Years. 
is Joy — — joy in everything about us. So for 
him, let me urge you to dance with Joy. And 
remember to keep it simple, keep it folk, 
and always to reach for the stars, "remem-
ber Doli Obee" 
FROM ENCORE — JANUARY 1957 
New term: CAST OFF. The square 
dance callers in their quest for shorthand 
in wordage have now borrowed this from 
contra dancing to replace their nine word 
phrase: Break in the middle and pivot on 
the ends. 
SEATTLE CONVENTION 
CROSS SECTION OF DANCERS. 
53% dance between 2 and 6 times per 
month. 
17% dance 4 times a month. 
11 % dance 6 times per month. 
9% dance 8 times per month 
7% dance 12 times per month. 
SQUARE REVIEWS: Out Behind The 
Barn called by Marshall Flipo 
NEW GIMMICK: Frenchy Grand by 
Ross Crispino. 
NEW IDEA: Facing Z Formation, a 
recent concept by Don Malcolm. 
26 
Portable, Dependable— 
You Can Hear the Difference. 
INVEST IN A YAK STACK— 
Never worry about sound problems again. 
FOR MORE INFORMATION 
OR TO PLACE AN ORDER, 
CALL GARY & CINDY JOHNSTON 
(203) 647-7530 
OR WRITE: a 
vi YAK STACK — um6  
P.O. Box 3611  Tolland CT 06084-0361  
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SOUND ENHANCED EQUIPMENT 
THE SQUARE DANCER 
FOR 
by Jack Murtha and Wade Driver 
Some dancers in Northern California are dancing with big smiles on their faces; 
replacing, from the not—too—distant past, 
the tilted heads and wrinkled brows that 
characterize their attempts to hear what 
the caller said. 
Sound enhancement equipment ap-
peared several years ago, but is just now 
being fully appreciated by square dance 
leaders. An early pioneer in the effort to get 
this equipment hooked up at square dances 
is John Cents, a square dancer in Idaho. 
John wears a hearing aid, and as his hearing 
became progressively worse, he found it 
increasingly difficult to hear the caller be-
cause of all the room noise. John almost 
gave up square dancing because of these 
hearing problems. Fortunately, he found 
some sound enhancement equipment that 
solved his problems. 
Sound enhancement equipment consists 
of a transmitter that easily plus into the 
callers amplifier, a belt pack and an ear 
plug that the dancer wears. The transmitter 
sends the caller's voice directly to the belt 
pack receiver. The dancer hears only the 
caller's voice in his ear plug, all room noise 
is eliminated. 
Two area clubs in Northern California 
now have such equipment . Bill Keyes, a 
caller in the Redding area says, "The 
change in my hard—of—hearing dancers was 
instantaneous ! Overnight their dancing 
improved dramatically." Bill has become 
the area's most zealous advocate for this 
type of help. 
Another club in the Marysville area pur-
chased the equipment. Dancers who had 
struggled for years, breaking down 
squares, gained confidence overnight and 
became almost error free. It is obvious that 
a dancer must hear the caller clearly in 
order to dance well. 
CALLERLAB now has a committee 
studying this problem and investigating 
what equipment is available. Wade Driver 
and Jack Murtha have collected informa-
tion from several companies and are 
preparing a report, including: 
1) Whether receivers made by one com-
pany can be used with transmitters from 
other companies. 
2) What transmission bands are used? 
3) Limitations of each brand of equip-
ment? 
4) How much cost is involved. 
5) Does the equipment really work? 
6) Does some equipment work better 
than others? 
They expect to have a report of present 
at CALLERLAB's Convention in 1992. 
Those clubs planning to purchase equip-
ment should study the possibilities 
thoroughly or wait for this report before 
spending money to buy a set. 
Relief for a serious hard—of—hearing 
problem is just around the corner for many 
dancers. Stay tuned! 
41110•■•■•••••••••=11011101•■•••■•■•011011••■•••••••••••■, 
I love to go out to a dance 
It puts my mind in a trance 
I forget about bills 
About income and wills 
And the Wallet I have in my pants!  
The new word is participation 
Keep fit and stay out of traction 
If you've had fun today 
The Square Dancing way 
Bring your friends 
They'll enjoy all the action! 
Anwrican Squarodanca, January 1992 
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Plus Square Dancing (DBD) with DON McWHIRTER 
0 Vol. 1: Teacup Chan to Relay the Ducey 
O Vol. 2: Cross Fire to Spin Chain & Exchange tne Gears 
Western Dancing with MAXINE PEARL 
Vd. 2: 10-step; with Variations; and Others 
IMPROVE YOUR Clogging With MARILYN HANSEN 
DANCE SKILLS (:] Vd. 1: Beginning Clogging 
Basic Square Dancing with LARRY McBEE 
THRU D Vol. 1: 1 tnru 23 
0 Vol. 2: 24 thru 49 
0 Vol. 3: Mainstream 
Round Dancing with BOB & EDNA FAUDREE 
0 Phase 1 & 2: Fraulein & St. Louis Blues 
3649 Whither BM., Los Angeles, CA 90023 0 Phase 3 & 4: Answer Me 






      
x $29.95 = 
Sales Tax (CA only) 	 
Shipping / Handling 	3.00 
Total Enclosed 
      
      
        
VIDEO 





A READINESS TIP 
From our city, a mecca for dancers, 
An invitation is extended to you; 
come to the National Square Dance Con- 
vention, 
That we are getting ready for you. 
When you attend the National 
Convention 
A dance program will give you something 
to do; 
We have scheduled square, round and 
hoedown, 
There will be contra and clogging, too.  
The Convention is not only for dancing, 
Other activities have been planned for 
you; 
They include panels, workshops and 
tours, 
And that is just naming a few. 
How can you help us with the 
Convention? 
I lere is a readiness tip for you; 
Please send us your advance registration 
So we can have everything ready for you 
From the National Square Dance 
Convention 
Comes an expression of everlasting thanks 
For every advance registration form 
That has carefully completed blanks. 
Robert Price 
West Chester, Ohio 
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There have been some articles in this 
magazine about the health/future of square 
dancing. Some have bemoaned the fact that 
there are relatively few new dancers enter-
ing the activity and that many old dancers 
are dropping out. It seems that some areas 
of the country have very active square 
dance clubs and in other areas the activity 
is lethargic at best. Why is it? Perhaps my 
personal experience in 3 different cities 
may explain some of the problems. City A 
is where I learned to dance. City B is where 
I danced for 5 or so years. City C is where 
I currently live. How are these cities dif-
ferent, and what is the future of square 
dancing in each of them. 
City A is a college town where there is 
just one square dance club and is where I 
took lessons. When we had completed the 
Basic program, it was suggested that I go to 
nearby City B to a Callers Club which was 
especially for new dancers and where only 
the Basic program was called. I walked in 
a stranger and came out with a whole new 
set of friends. 
You can imagine how I felt when the 
next week at lessons. I was talking about 
this great experience, and I was told that it 
was good that I had gone into City B be-
cause I would not be allowed to join the 
local club after graduation because I was a 
single. I was welcome to come and dance 
with the club and pay admission at the 
door, but I could not join. 
City B had enough clubs that I could 
dance every night of the week. I danced 
with the singles clubs, but to be honest, I 
enjoyed the family clubs much more. There 
was always someone to dance with whether 
they were 16 or 80. These family clubs were 
a godsend to me since they allowed me to 
participate in my favorite activity. I con-
tinued to dance 4 to 6 nights a week in City 
B for nearly 6 years — right up to the time 
I moved to City C in another state. 
When the club in City A made the 
decision to allow singles to join the club as 
singles, I promptly joined and danced with 
them until I moved to City C. I even served 
American Squaredance January 1992 
as Hospitality Chairman and as Vice—
President. It is not a perfect story however. 
In 1989-90 there were many singles in les-
sons. In fact, it was one of the largest classes 
they had ever had because of the singles. 
Near the end of the lessons, the singles in 
lessons were told that they were not to ask 
any of the married folks to dance with 
them! While this club has made some big 
strides, they obviously have not yet learned 
that this kind of behavior is insulting and 
drives away new dancers. 
Now we come to City C which is where 
I currently reside. There are clubs here 
which dance every night of the week except 
Saturday and Sunday. Some of these are 
couples only, some have both couples and 
singles and there is one singles club. What 
are the problems here in City C and why 
does square dancing not seem to flourish 
here as it does in Cities A and B? As I see 
it there are five problems. 
The first problem has to do with the level 
of dancing. The club in City A is a 
Mainstream club and the majority of the 
clubs in City B are Mainstream and there 
is the Basic Club which is especially for new 
dancers. In these cities, new dancers are 
quickly dancing at club level. In City C, all 
the clubs are Plus clubs which means that 
new dancers have a very long way to go. The 
new dancers are frustrated because there 
is so much to learn that they really never 
learn any level well and the club level is 
actually lower than many Mainstream clubs 
in other cities. In addition, many dancers 
come only once a month or so, and they fall 
even farther behind. 
By way of contrast the club in City A 
dances Mainstream with two easy Plus tips 
during the regular 3 hour dance. In addi-
tion they recently voted to set aside the last 
half hour of the dance for APD Plus, Ad-
vanced and Challenge star tips. 
The second problem is that the dancers 
in City C are not very enthusiastic about, 
nor proud of, their hobby. They wear 
square dance clothes only once a month 
and even then there are a lot of people who 
do not dress. They miss that special feeling 
which occurs when you are out in public 
and people say "Oh, there are the square 
dancers!" There is nothing special about 
29 
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NEW RELEASES.  
4B-6115 BRADLEY THE BROWN NOSED 
FiAINDEER—Mike 
RECENT BEST SELLERS: 
4B-6113 DOES YOUR CHEWING GUM LOSE 
ITS FLAVOR—Bill 
4B-6112 TIGER BY THE TAIL—Mike 
4B-6111 MANY MANSIONS—Gary 
4B-6110 JUKEBOX IN MY MIND—Gary 
4B-6108 TILL I SEE YOU AGAIN—Gary 
*** * * ** * * *** * 
NEW QUADRILLE RELEASES: 
0-883 YOUR LOVE IS A MERACLE—Shane 
0-882 COUNTRY GENTLEMAN/UP 
THE ROAD—Hoedown 
Q--881 IF IT WEREN'T FOR COUNTRY MUSIC 
—Richard 
RECENT QUADRILLE RELEASES: 
0-879 LOUISIANA RED DIRT HIGHWAY 
—Sam 
Q-878 DANCE WITH WHO BRUNG YOU—Ken 
Q-877 WAIT FOR THE LIGHT TO SHINE 
Quadrille Wranglers 
0-876 CAN'T HAVE NOTHIN'—Ken 
Q-875 WE AIN'T OUT OF LOVE YET—Lee 
Q-874 SUGAR PIE, HONEY BUNCH 
—Richard Lee 
Cassette Tapes Available 
INTERNATION DISTRIBUTOR FOR 
LLOYD SHAW FOUNDATION 
CONTRA & EDUCATIONAL RECORDS 
Call or Write for our Free Catalogue. 
Box 7 – 11 
Macks Creek, MO 65786 
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DANCING TIPS 
1  
by Harold Bausch 
Wen callers get together and talk bout teaching the calls, the square 
thru always comes up. Each caller will say 
— "Oh, I have no problems, I teach it this 
way". Each caller feels he has figured out 
the best way. I too have had success with a 
couple of ways of teaching it, but now I 
really believe I have found the quickest and 
easiest method. I think this is my own idea 
— and yet — when I think back, at one of 
the callers seminars I was conducting one 
caller was talking about his method and as 
I think back I wonder if he didn't have much 
the same idea. Anyway, here is what I have 
come up with. 
When it is time to teach the square thru 
I first take time to do this — in the squared 
up position I ask the dancers to roll away 
with a half sashay, then face your original 
partner, now do a wrong way grand, when 
you meet your partner pull on by and do a 
left allemande.... I do this procedure a 
couple of times and all recognize what a 
wrong way grand is, then I return all to 
home and I say, "Just the head couples, I 
want you to go in to the middle and just you 
four do a wrong way grand — move in a 
circle until you face your corner." I may 
even put a chair in the middle of the square 
for them to go around the first time or 
two...then take it out and remind them of 
the chair as they dance it. It is simple then 
to do sa do and allemande left. All this time 
I have not used the words square thru. 
After the heads and sides have each done 
this a few times, I tell them, "What you have 
been doing is called a square thru". I tell 
them, "You are actually moving in a circle 
but we call it a square thru". 
I have used this system with two sets of 
lessons now and have been able to teach the 
square thru quicker and better then ever 
before. Now maybe other callers have been 
doing this for years, but I didn't, and I find 
it a big help for me, maybe it will help you 
too. 
It is good for all of us callers to keep an 
open mind and try new tips. Just because it 
was done "this way" for years does not 
mean that we can't come up with new -
and maybe better — ideas. 
Another call that is good — but hard to 
teach — is the dixie style to a wave. I am not 
having much trouble teaching it, but I don't 
use it as much as some other callers — and 
why not? Because we as callers have not 
worked with it to find a great variety of calls 
to follow that set up. We should. Think of 
a few calls to follow dixie style — I'll give 
you a few suggestions (and I am going to try 
to use them too). After the dixie style, have 
just the men scoot back — left swing thru 
and just the girls scoot back... or — boys 
trade, girls run... Ferris wheel.. or with a left 
hinge and boys turn back (make normal 
lines) or just simply have girls run to set up 
two faced lines. The first few times you 
might say girls run left around the boys. It 
never hurts to help with directions when 
you call something not familiar to the dan-
cers on the floor. 
That is another thing — just because the 
dancers you call for the most are real 
familiar with certain calls — don't be 
surprised if others are not. It doesn't mean 
they are poor dancers, it just means no one 
has called it much for them. 
Going back to dixie style — we all know 
about boys cross run, or boys cross fold -
so I didn't mention them — but they are 
good too, if not over used. 
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LEARN BY VIDEO 
 
GOLD STAR VIDEO PRODUCTIONS 
The 
Original 
SQUARE DANCE TAPES 
1. BASIC 1 TRAINING TAPE - (1-23) 
2. BASIC 2 TRAINING TAPE - (24-49) 
3. MAINSTREAM TRAINING TAPE 
4. PLUS TRAINING TAPE 
5. SINGING CALL TAPE - From Basic to Plus 
ADVANCED SQUARE DANCE TAPES 
6. A-1 PART A 
7. A-1 PART B 
8. A-1 DANCE TIPS 
9. A-2 PART 1 
10. A-2 PART 2 
ROUND DANCE TAPES 
11. WALTZ BASICS - R/D 
12. TWO-STEP BASICS - R/D No. 1 
13. TWO-STEP BASICS - R/D No. 2 
14. EASY LEVEL ROUND (12 Two Step, 
15. PHASE III Waltz/Fox-trot 
16. PHASE III Cha Cha/Rhumba 
17. PHASE III Mingo/Jive/2 Step 
18. PHASE IV Waltz 
19. Phase IV Foxtrot 
20. Phase IV Cha Cha/Rhumba 
21. Phase IV Jive/West Coast Swing 
22. Phase IV Paso Doble/Quickstep 
GUITAR 
23. BASIC GUITAR 
24. INTERMEDIATE/ADVANCED GUITAR 
ROUNDS CUED WITH HARMONY 
25. CUEING WITH HARMONY (11 Two-Step, 8 Waltz Routines) 
C> 
6 Waltz Routines) 
ALL 
TAPES 
93 9.9 5 EA. 
PLUS SHIPPING AND HANDLING 
HOW TO ORDER 
Send a check or money order 
(no cash please) payable to 
GOLD STAR VIDEO PRODUC-
TIONS, $ 3.50 for shipping, 
handling and insurance for each 
tape). 	
AMERICAN CURRENCY 
(Shipping and Handling $10 each tape out-
side U.S.A. — $5 each tape for Canada) 
Add 61/2% sales tax If you live in 
California. 
GOLD STAR VIDEO 
PRODUCTIONS 
P.O. BOX 417802 
SACRAMENTO, CA 95841 
CALL TOLL FREE 
1-800-87-HINGE 
IN CA CALL 916/331-2550 
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY 
VHS ONLY 
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American Dancing 
In Western Europe 
by Ed Butenhof 
This summer I was fortunate to be able to spend six weeks calling American 
dances in Western Europe. It was a mar-
velous opportunity to meet new friends, see 
different cultures, and share the kind of 
dancing that I enjoy. You'll note that I 
didn't say square dancing per se, although 
squares were certainly a part of what I 
taught, along with contras, rounds, and solo 
dances. The squares I use, like the contras 
and other dances are ones which use 
limited number of basics and can be taught 
or walked through quickly so that everyone 
can dance—even without having gone 
through square dance lessons. This type of 
dance program, at least for the groups I 
called for, is considered American danc-
ing—American folk dancing is another 
name for it—dances that Americans do with 
all their variety of formations, music and 
styles. American dancing includes what we 
think of as modern club squares, but goes 
well beyond that style. 
I called 23 dances in four countries (Bel-
gium, Denmark, the Netherlands and Ger-
many) in that six weeks, which allowed me 
time to tour the countries as well as to 
dance. For the most part, I stayed with local 
dancers, and had time to learn from them 
as well as to be shown the local sights. The 
nicest part of such a trip is the "instant 
friendship" that results because of the 
shared interest in dancing. On many 
European tours, one might see all the 
cathedrals, all the castles and all the scenic 
views, but never meet any of the people, 
never share their culture or concerns. Be-
tween countries, including non—calling side 
trips to Sweden and France, I traveled by 
train and never had to show a passport. 
Western Europe is truly becoming one 
community, at least in terms of freedom of 
travel. 
I started with several dances is Belgium 
working with a group calling themselves the 
Anglo—American Dance Series (AADS). 
This group, as the name implies, con- 
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centrates on English and American dances 
— American in this instance being rounds, 
contras and traditional style squares. This 
group works very closely with the Lloyd 
Shaw Foundation in the U.S., and has 
similar interests in dance terms. I already 
knew a number of these dancers, including 
the leaders, Luc and Frieda Blanke and 
Phillipe Callens and the dancers were al-
ready familiar with the basic contra and 
square dance terminology. Dances 
scheduled for me there took me to a num-
ber of Flemish cities, as well as one dance 
in the French speaking part of Belgium. 
(Belgium is officially a be—lingual country, 
Flemish [Dutch] in the north and French in 
the south). 
I have often been asked by Americans 
"Did you call in English or in the local 
language?" I wish I could speak the local 
language well enough to teach in it, but the 
truth is I can't. Not in Flemish, Dutch, 
Danish, French, nor even in German, al-
though I can speak some German and can 
read it reasonably well. The language of 
American dance is English, and even the 
local dance leaders, while they may teach 
in their local language, generally "call" in 
English, at least a variety of English. 
Reflect, if you will, that even English 
speakers do no know what a "ladies chain", 
a "twinkle step", or a "contra corners" 
means until they are shown. 
Some of the European dancers, like 
those in the AASDS group, already knew 
the meaning of those terms, but at many of 
the dances that was not so, and in the latter 
cases, I had to teach them. Many, though 
not all, of the dancers I faced understood 
some English, English being the 2nd or 3rd 
language for most educated western 
Europeans. Some had difficulty, none the 
less, in understanding my directions. From 
may experience in speaking German, I 
know that its one thing to speak a foreign 
language after carefully composing men-
tally what you want to say. It's quite another 
to understand a foreign language that 
comes at you with frightening speed. I, 
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therefore, used a lot more demonstrations 
than I normally would to show them 
"swing", a "right and left through", or a 
"box step". Sometimes, too, some transla-
tion from those who did understand was 
helpful. 
One of the most challenging and inter-
esting thing about the many dances that I 
led, is that I never knew what I was facing 
when I got up for my first tip. Some groups 
were basically local folk dance groups, 
some had done contras, but not rounds. 
Some groups had done squares before, but 
not contras. Some groups were not dance 
groups at all, but were simply interested 
individuals, coming as a result of advertis-
ing, and had done little or no dancing 
before — essentially one—night—stands. 
After a number of dances in various 
parts of Belgium, I traveled up to the 
Netherlands for some dates there. The 
groups there were in most cases not really 
familiar with American dancing, being 
either Dutch Folk dance groups or social 
dance groups, but they accepted what I 
presented and did it very well. I was in 
Friesland in the north of the Netherlands 
(never say Holland for the country, since 
Holland is only one part of the Netherlands 
and the other areas don't like to have their 
identity lost into Hollands). 
After another delightful, three—day 
weekend in a Belgian castle, I took the train 
up to Denmark, crossing a strait on a ferry 
boat which carried the train inside. My host 
organization in Denmark, "Square Dance 
Partners" was started by a dynamo named 
Margot Gunzenhauser. Born and raised in 
the U.S., Margot has lived in Denmark for 
many years. Missing New England dancing, 
both contras and squares, she became a 
caller, started her own group and ended up 
training other callers in Denmark, and 
helping get other dance groups started all 
over the country. Denmark is not a big 
country and in ten days I called dances in 
every corner of it, and did a great deal of 
sight seeing besides. As in Belgium, the  
dancers in Denmark already knew the con-
tra and square dance basics, and I was 
basically expanding their repertoire of dan-
ces. One pleasant meeting was with Loren 
Ramsey (son of Berea's John Ramsey) and 
his Danish wife Inga—Lisa — both dance 
leaders there. 
There are, of course, groups in Europe 
which do modern club square dancing. 
From Denmark, I traveled to Germany, 
staying in various places for sightseeing and 
then with friends in the Black Forest. My 
last calling dates were in the Black Forest 
for a weekend with a modern, club square 
dance group led by Erich Fritz. Erich did 
the squares and I did contras and rounds. 
Many of the people there, I had met before 
and called for before on prior visits to 
Europe, and it was like a reunion of old 
friends. Ekich, incidentally calls his 
squares in English using standard ter-
minology, although he teaches in German. 
This dancing, too, is American dancing to 
those who do it. 
The foregoing, quick synopsis does not 
do justice to the trip. Ay dancing enjoyment 
was great, but beyond that, the opportunity 
for close contact with Europeans of every 
walk of life, brought together by a mutual 
love of American dancing, was marvelous. 
I felt a part of a different world for a time. 
Europe is different from America in many 
ways, the size of the countries is generally 
small compared to the U.S., and my ex-
perience—born in California, college in 
Wisconsin, employment in New York, and 
now coming up, retirement in North 
Carolina, represents a mobility which 
Europeans find difficult to comprehend. 
Not only are European countries small, but 
they each have unique differences in lan-
guage, culture, religion, history, and the 
role of the government vs the private sec-
tor. These differences exist not only be-
tween countries, but often within countries 
as well. All of the differences, however, 
seem to melt away in the mutual joy of 
dance — American dance. 
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BY YAK STACK 
AC -300C 
• SPEAKERS • RECORD CASES 
• SPEAKER STANDS • MICROPHONES 
• CORDS 8 CABLES • TAPE RECORDERS 
• WIRELESS MICROPHONES 
CALL OR WRITE FOR INFORMATION 
HILTON AUDIO PRODUCTS, INC. 
1033-E SHARY CIRCLE • CONCORD, CA 94518 




QUALITY SOUND • QUALITY DESIGN • QUALITY PERFORMANCE • QUALITY SERVICE 
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DICK WAIBEL 
675 E. Alluvial 




40786 Hwy. f 49 
Oakhurst CA 93644 
209-683-5182 
RAY TAYLOR 
Rd. 3 Box 216 
Bainbridge NY 13733 
607-563-2083 
KEN SIERLCK, 





Melbourne FL 32935 
407-254-0150 
• HOT NEW RAWHIDE RELEASES • 
RWH-171 TAKE THESE CHAINS by Stan 
RWH-170 WORKIN' ON A FULL HOUSE by Lee 
• COMING SOON • 
RWH-172 CANDY KISSES by Ray 
RWH-173 IN THE ARMS OF A FOOL by Jerry J. 
BUC-1243 HEAVEN SAYS HELLO by Otto 
• SIZZLIN' SELLERS • 
RWH-169 I AIN'T NEVER by Steve 
RWH-168 I'LL BE SWINGIN' TOO by Dale 
RWH-167 TURN IT ON & TURN ME LOOSE by Stan 
RWH-166 WHY BABY WHY by Jerry J. 
• PEPPY NEW HOEDOWNS • 
RWH-518 FIDDLE DEE DEE HOEDOWN by Jerry J. 
RWH-517 TEN PENNY HOEDOWN by Ray 
• EXCITING NEW ROUND DANCES • 
RWH-722 CARELESS HEART by the Rows 
RWH-721 YOU BELONG TO ME by the Hamiltons 
BUCKSKIN 4, 
RECORDS 
• HOT NEW BUCKSKIN RELEASES • 
BUC-1242 BALL & CHAIN by D. Neumann 
BUC-1241 DOWN IN MY EASY CHAIR by Jim 
BUC-1240 ROCKY TOP by Chuck 
• GREAT NEW HOEDOWNS • 
BUC-1517 OTTO'S ADVANCED HOEDOWN by Otto 
BUC-1516 HEYDAY HOEDOWN by Ken 
WRITE FOR YOUR FREE COPY OF OUR BRAND NEW 
CATALOG 
DICK WAIBEL ENTERPRISES 
675 E. ALLUVIAL, FRESNO CA 93720 • 209-439-3478 
1 
LEE MCCORMACK 
RI 6 Box 161A 
Mena AR 71953 
501-394-5913 
LARRY COLE 
3302 N 500 West 




105 Park View Dr 




Papid City SD 57701 
605-343-4397 
JERRY HAMILTON 
821 Madden St. 








RD 3 Box 101 
Bernville PA 19506 
215-488-6988 
DICK NEUMANN 
P.O. Box 26 
El Centro, CA 92244 
619-337-1848 
CHUCK HANSEN 
12458 E 38th St. 
Yuma AZ 85365 
602-342-2785 
OTTO DEGNER 
2408 Mesa Verde 
Farmington NM 87401 
505-325-1254 
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REEVES RECORDS INC. 
EDDIE'S & BOBBIE'S RECORDS 
MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED 
RECORD CASES 
	
PLASTIC RECORD JACKETS 
BOOKS, MANUALS DANCE WAX 
DIPLOMAS 
SQUARE DANCE — ROUND DANCE — CLOGGING 
RECORDS 
We also have records that are hard to find 
and have been listed as not available. 
EDDIE—BOBBIE—ROBBIE—SARAH REEVES 
P.O. BOX 17668 	 1835 SO. BUCKNER 
DALLAS, TEXAS 75217-0668 	 214/398-7508 
'Also includes view #4 a 
gathered Apron p..ttern; 
View #5 a 6-Gore Square 
Dance Skirt pattern; and 
View #6 longer length 6-




$1.50 pstg for all patterns, 
blouses, apron, and skirts 
SHIRLEY'S S/D SHOPPE 
Route 9-d Box 423 Dept B 
Hughsonville, NY 12537 
Telephone (91') 297-8504 
SHIRLEY'S Newest Square Dance Pattern 
#S-4 BLOUSES 6 Beautiful, east-to- 
make blouses from 2 
basic patterns 
in sizes XS, 
S, M, & L. 
Square Dance MAIL ORDER CATALOG S 
Contains newest S/D patterns; plus S/D patterns from 
all major companies; also apparel including specials on 
pettiparas skirls, bouses, wens' shirts, jewelry. 
Send $1.00 refunded on 1st $10.00 order 
CLUB OFFICERS: To introduce your new CLASS MEMBERS to our catalog, we will 
send you 12 FREE COPIES per class, if you'll send $2.00 to help defary postage. 
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Last: 
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'Shag' #522 	 526.95/pr. 
Black, White,  Gold, Silver, Red 
Uptown (Modilied slender toe character) 
Rubber cushioned with non-marring 
replaceable top lift. 
Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Back 
Send to: 
Tic-Tac-Toes Mfg. Co. 
PO Box 953 • 231 Kingsboro Ave. 
or Call: Gloversville, NY 12078 
1-800-648-8126 during factory 
hours M-F, 7:30-4:00 EST. 
Sldnq & Widths (women's): 
Narrow 5-10 & 11; 
Medan 5-10 & 11; 
White 5-10 & 11. 
'..61111  
vt.vk 
Add $3 00/pr. shipping and handling. NY residents add 








'Peggy' #608 	 $28.95/pr. 
Black, White. Gold, Silver, Red 
Nicole (Slender toe character) 
1 %' Matching 
'Dancer' #519 	$26 95/pr. 
Black, White. Denim Navy, Bone. Red 
Uptown (Modified slender toe character) 
Rubber cushioned with non-rrarring 
replaceable top lift. 
Features: 
• Soft genuine garment leather uppers, including Gold and Silver metallics 
• Non-marring split leather outsoles 
• Fully lined with foam and Drilex• perspiration absorbing nylon 
• Foam cushioned long wearing flex-insole and added -ball- padding 
• Engineered and constructed for the 'Dancer' 
Name: 
Address: 	 
City, State, Zip: 
Daytime Phone No.: 
Style:. 	_Size: 	Width: 	Color: 
Style: ___Size: Width: Color: 
Cr. Card No.: 	 Exp. 	 
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Calling Tips 
by Harold Bausch 
When callers get together and talk about 
teaching the calls, the square thru always 
comes up. Each caller will say — "Oh, I 
have no problems, I teach it this way". Each 
caller feels he has figured out the best way. 
I too have had success with a couple of ways 
of teaching it, but now I really believe I have 
found the quickest and easiest method. I 
think this is my own idea — and yet — when 
I think back, at one of the callers seminars 
I was conducting one caller was talking 
about his method and as I think back I 
wonder if he didn't have much the same 
idea. Anyway, here is what I have come up 
with. 
When it is time to teach the square thru I 
first take time to do this — in the squared 
up position I ask the dancers to roll away 
with a half sashay, then face your original 
partner, now do a wrong way grand, when 
you meet your partner pull on by and do a 
left allemande.... I do this procedure a 
couple of times and all recognize what a 
wrong way grand is, then I return all to 
home and I say, "Just the head couples, I 
want you to go in to the middle and just you 
four do a wrong way grand — move in a 
circle until you face your corner." I may 
even put a chair in the middle of the square 
for them to go around the first time or 
two...then take it out and remind them of 
the chair as they dance it. It is simple then 
to do sa do and allemande left. All this time 
I have not used the words square thru. 
After the heads and sides have each done 
this a few times, I tell them, "What you have 
been doing is called a square thru". I tell 
them, "You are actually moving in a circle 
but we call it a square thru". 
I have used this system with two sets of 
lessons now and have been able to teach the 
square thru quicker and better then ever 
before. Now maybe other callers have been 
doing this for years, but I didn't, and I find 
it a big help for me, maybe it will help you 
too. 
It is good for all of us callers to keep an 
open mind and try new tips. Just because it 
was done "this way" for years does not 
mean that we can't come up with new -
and maybe better — ideas. 
Another call that is good — but hard to 
teach — is the dixie style to a wave. I am not 
having much trouble teaching it, but I don't 
use it as much as some other callers — and 
why not? Because we as callers have not 
worked with it to find a great variety of calls 
to follow that set up. We should. Think of 
a few calls to follow dixie style — I'll give 
you a few suggestions (and I am going to try 
to use them too). After the dixie style, have 
just the men scoot back — left swing thru 
and just the girls scoot back... or — boys 
trade, girls run... ferris wheel.. or with a left 
hinge and boys turn back (make normal 
lines) or just simply have girls run to set up 
two faced lines. The first few times you 
might say girls run left around the boys. It 
never hurts to help with directions when 
you call something not familiar to the dan-
cers on the floor. 
That is another thing — just because the 
dancers you call for the most are real 
familiar with certain calls — don't be 
surprised if others are not. It doesn't mean 
they are poor dancers, it just means no one 
has called it much for them. 
Going back to dixie style — we all know 
about boys cross run, or boys cross fold -
so I didn't mention them — but they are 
good too, if not over used. 




* RECENT RELEASES * 
SSR 142 ONE FINE DAY—Paul Cote 
SSR 130 JUST AN OLD FASHIONED LOVE SONG— 
Jack & Bruce 
SSR 141 IF THE DEVIL DANCED—Red 
SSR 140 DAYDREAM—Mike 
SSR 139 SUGARTIME—JIm 
SSR 138 WE SHOULD BE TOGETHER—Don 
SSR 137 MUSIC, MUSIC, MUSIC—Tony 
SSR 136 OUT BEHIND THE BARN—Bruce W. 
SSR 135 MEMORY—Jack 
SSR 134 PERSONALITY—Mike 
SSR 133 SHOUT—Jack & Bruce M. 
SSR 132 CROSS-EYED FIDDLER—Bruce W. 
(Hoedown) 
SSR 128 WHY DON'T YOU LOVE ME— 
Mark Castracane 
SSR 119 WHEN I FALL IN LOVE—Mickey 
SSR 118 PALISADES PARK—Phil Kandrut 
SSR 115 GLENDALE TRAIN—Cliff 
SSR 112 MY HERO (Wind Beneath My WIngsi—Jack 
SILVER SOUNDS RECORDINGS 
* P.O. Box 229 * Glastonbury CT 06033 * 
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PO Box 7768 Everything For The Square Dancer 	Phone: 
Metaririe, LA 70010 	 504-626-4927 






Brand 	Shoe size 	Width _ Color 	We Ship Anywhere 
Catalog: $  'F 50 
Shipping: 1,3,50 
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cPeopOr 
IN THE NEWS 
)Alsom  If;  
in November the Tulip City 
Squares of Holland, Michigan 
honored Jay Bruischat for 30 
years of calling. Shown are Joe 
Juskewicz (left) presenting Dot-
tie & Jay with a gift. 
Caller Drew Scearce, formerly of Norfolk, Virginia is moving 
to the Chicago area. 
grfo 
rt 
fight sets attended the special 
I-."Mushroom's Dance" at Snow 
Top Mushroom Caves, Wam-
pum, Pa. recently sponsored by 
Newcastle Paws & Taws, accord-
ing to Dr. James Kruger. Hosts 
were Mr & Mrs. M. Swanik. Club 
caller was Len Dougherty. 
Rounds: Harry and Betty 
Meyers. That's really unusual. 
Health problems have curtailed 
the calling and dancing of 
Randy West of Pointe Claire, 
Quebec. He started in 1974 and 
has called regularly for eight 
clubs over the years. Good 
luck, Randy & Irene. 
A caller with over 50 years of 
Picalling to his credit is Al 
Brundage of Jensen Beach, 
Florida. Al still conducts a local 
program four times weekly, clas-
ses through A-Z, still conducts 
tours (including one recently to 
India/Nepal). 
The Buttons & Bows Club won the Executive Trophy for a 
non-professional float in the July 
National Festival parade in 
Traverse City. Thanks, caller Ron 
& Sue Hensel. 
Caller Bruce Williamson of Al-toona, Pa. recently got a gold 
record from Silver Sounds for his 
"Monster's Holiday" recording. 
He has called for 26 years, mostly 
for four clubs in a 50 mile radius 
in Pa., and recently retired from 
Conrail. (Thanks, Eileen W. 
_ 
S hown here is Paul Rzep-kowski, caller for dancers at 
Erie County Fair, largest fair in 
America, shown widely on TV. 
Thanks, Shirley R.) 
BIII Peterson of Livonia,  Michigan will be calling and 
touring with dancers next May in 
England, Scottland and Wales. 
He'll also call at three locations in 
Sweden. 
are shown here, left to right: 
Jerry Story, Tony Oxendine, 
Bob Newman, Darrly Lipscomb 
and Larry Letson. Thanks, Bar-
bara Harrelson. 
The "Independent" newspaper of Gallup, N.M. did a color 
photo feature on caller Grace 
Wheatly, after she had been 
honored by Prairie Records 
producers Donna & Al Horn in 
Ogden, Utah for her recording 
"Tennessee Flattop Box" and 
received a gold record. 
Don & Marie Armstrong, of  Canon City, Colorado will join 
the staff of the Seventh Annual 
San Diego Contra Dance 
Weekend, which will be held on 
31 July, 1 and 2 August 1992 at 
the University of San Diego. They 
are well known throughout the 
contra and square dance activity 
- both are active in The Lloyd 
Shaw Foundation (of which Don 
was the first president), and Don 
was one of the original founders 
of CALLERLAB. Don is the author 
of "The Caller/Teacher Manual 
for Contras" and has called in 
more than 20 countries around 
the world. Other staff members 
are Paul & Mary Moore and Glen 
& Flo Nickerson, 
Hom e and Away" magazine of the MA Auto Club stated that 
the San Antonio and Brownsville-
Harlingen areas of southern 
Texas are among five top retire-
ment areas in the USA (among 
151 areas studied). Guess what 
they showed in the accompany-
ing photo - square dancing. 
The Islander RV Resort in Lake Havasu City, Ariz. is a square 
and round dance park running 
their program from Nov. 1 thru 
March 31, each winter. Ray & 
Kitty Harrison, Bullhead City, Az. 
cue the round program and Lee 
Main, Tulsa, Ok. is the resident 
caller. For more info contact The 
Islander Resort at 602-680-2339 
ead line callers at the Myrtle 
I 'Beach Ball last September 
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Wis. passed away Nov. 2, 1991. 
She and Hary Tetzlaff 
(deceased) were Round Dance 
leaders for 30 years and were 
choreographers of "Frenchy 
Brown". 
Helen Chapman of Pensacola, Fl. passed away recently. She 
had been President of the Pen-
secola Special Steppers, a Hand-
icapable Square Dance Club, for 
individuals with mental retarda-
tion since January 1985. She was 
also a very active member of the 
Association for Retarded Citizens 
(ARC) / Escambia serving as a 
Member of the Board of Directors 
and Chairperson of the Residen-
tial Committee. Her daughter, 
Becky, was one of the original 
members of the Steppers when it 
was started in 1978. 
u ow long have you been danc- 
ing? Helen Hardy of Franklin 
Lakes, NJ has been dancing for 
at least 70 years. She is a young 
89 years old and has been square 
dancing since she was a 
teenager. Commenting on what  
has kept her interest in square 
dancing, Helen says its the 
laughter, joy and friendliness ex-
pressed by the people involved. 
Sandy and LaMar Newman have been square dancing 
since they were very young 
adults. LaMar first started square 
dancing when he was 18 years 
old. Sandy has been dancing for 
32 years and calling for nearly 30. 
Sandy and LaMar are callers for 
the Happy Squares, a club they 
founded. They have also called at 
several National Convention and 
also the NSDCA Conventions. 
They are a calling team with 
LaMar doing the hash and Sandy 
doing all the singing calls. 
I have a square tapping instruc-
'tor and I wish the whole world 
would have the opportunity to 
meet him. He teaches everyone 
who wants to learn square tap-
ping from ages 2 to 18. My dad 
says he looks just like Colonel 
Sanders of Kentucky Fried Chick-
en. 
Mr Maycroft travels all over the 
world. He has taken the 
Squaretappersto perform in Rus-
sia, China, Poland and all over 
the United States. He has told us 
about his overseas trips remem-
bering trying to get the children 
to enjoy different culture foods. 
While in the company of a Presi-
dent and his wife from another 
country he felt just like royalty. 
But two days later he was home 
in his basement trying to fix a 
water leak that happened while 
he was away. 'God has a way of 
bringing you back down to 
earth," he laughs. 
Mr Maycroft has been calling 
for the Squaretappers for 23 
years. I don't think he ever gets 
tired of it. This June we got the 
privilege of going to a national 
convention. It was held in Mem-
phis, Tennessee. "Life is the best 
learning experience," said Mr. 
Maycroft. 
I would have to say that 
everyone would like to meet the 
President of the United States at 
one time or another. I think 
everyone should meet Mr. 
Maycroft. by Jodi Hren; age 11, 
now 14. 
The Complete Book of 
gasie Road Oaeart 
by 
Jeff and Barb Grossman 
• 160 pages 
• 67 photos 
• 18 positions 
• 25 directions 
• 21 actions 
• 100 two-step figures 
• 60 waltz figures 
1 - 4 books, $18.50; 5 or more, $17.00. Shipping: $1.50 for first book, 
$0.50 per additional book. Send to: P.O. Box 951, Tualatin OR 97062. 
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We sell only SQUARE DANCE LABELS and some Square Dance Label ROUNDS. We have a 
Few of the old POP label Rounds & Line Dances 	  
Our OWN LABELS: Blue Star • Bogan • Dance Rance • E-Z 
• • WE WELCOME DEALER INQUIRERS • • 
FUTURE RELEASES: 
1392 HOME IN SAN ANTONE 
1393 AND BE NOBODY'S BABY BUT MINE 
2402 LET A SMILE BE YOUR UMBRELLA 
2403 CHATTANOOGA CHOO, CHOO 
710 I WAS COUNTRY 
711 FOUR LEAF CLOVER 
• WE OFFER • 
by Aden/Wykoff 
by J. Wykoff 
by T. White 
by B. Goldberg 
by K. Caldwell 







A monthly/No Return/You Keep The New Releases Tape Service. $32.00 per year/U.S. 
• $42.00 U.S. Funds/Other Countries - Call or Write for Free Sample (Callers Only Please) 
All your Audio Tape Needs-Cassettes C-12/C-21/C-47/C-62/C-92 Reel to Reel- 1/4', 1/2', 1' and 2' 
Plastic Reels, 1/4x5', 1/4x7', 1/4x10' and Hub Reels. Labels & Boxes for the above cassettes & reels. 
• CALL OR WRITE FOR PRICES • 
MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE 
PO BOX 7309, Houston, TX 77248-7309 
323 West 14th, St., Houston TX 77008 
713-862-7077 
VISA & MASTERCARD ACCEPTED 
NADINE MERRBACH 
Dance Rance 712 
Dance Rancg 713 
Dance Rance 714 
CAROLINA IN TILE PINES 
OUT BEHIND THE BARN 
BACK ON MY MIND 
CURRENT RELEASES: 
by Tony Oxendine 
by Jerry Story 
by Bob Baler 
JOHNNY WYKOFF 
AN OPEN LETTER 
TO FRIENDS AND FELLOW DANCERS 
Several months ago Pat and I were introduced to a new line of products. When 
we used them, we were so impressed with how they made us feel we knew 
we had to share them with our dancing friends. We were both aware of our 
lack of energy and our run-down feeling. After just two days of using one of 
these products, we get a terrific lift that lasts for hours. In just eight weeks, 
I lost 27 pounds and three inches off my waist while eating my regular food. 
We get all of our daily required vitamins and minerals in a mere four ounces 
of excellent tasting liquid. These nutritional supplements were formulated by 
a team of nutritional scientists and they work! We feel great! There's also a 
100% unconditional money back guarantee. We are looking for distributors. 
Inquiries welcome. 
Sincerely, 
Sonny & Pat Lyons (Past presidents—Woodlands Stars) 
Send for free brochure or add $3.00 for samples. 
SONNY LYONS DISTRIBUTORS 
2042 Teal #1, Spring TX 77386 	Phone 713-367-5376 




America's Finest Square Dance Resort • 
1992 Weekend (2 Day) Schedule 
BIG ENIS & LITTLE ENIS *CHAPARRAL RECORDS* SINGLES WEEKEND Nick Hartley (IN) 
Wes Dyer (KY) Ken Bower (CA) Roy Hawes (GA) Jerry Sleeman (MI) 
Kenny Jarvis (KY) Marshall Flippo (TX) Ray Donahoo (TN) [RDS] Chuck & Barb 
Special sessions of CAN Jerry Haag (TX), Scotl Smith (UT) Johnny Chambers (TN) Jobe (OH) 
Dancing. Clogging & Rds Gary Shoemake (TN) [RDS] John & Mary 
May 15-17 [ADS] Ray & Bea Dowdy (WV) Lunn (TN) June 12-14 
May 29-31 June 5-7 
Buddy Trundle (GA) CINCINNATI NATIONAL Bill Bumgarner (OH) George Shell (VA) 
[RDS] Carlene & Steve CLOSED Dave Freidleln (OH) Drew Scearce (VA) 
Bohannon (GA) [ADS] Bud & Jan Cohan (OH) No Rounds 
June 19-21 June 26-28 July 3-5 July 10-12 
Bill 	Everhart (IN) GOOD OLE BOYS Ray Brigance (TN) Dave Stuthard (OH) 
Dave Craw (IN) Sam Dunn (OH), Mike King (OH) [RDS] Grant & Barbara Homer Magnet (OH) 
[ADS] Judy Everhart (IN) Keith Zimmerman (OH) Pinkston (TN) [ADS] Ken & Mary 
EROS] Phyllis & Bob Carol Meyers (OH) 
July 17-19 Hathaway (OH) July 31-August 2 August 7-9 
July 24-26 
Phil Kozlowskl (IN) Gene Record (OH) *ROYAL RECORDS* Wayne McDonald (TN) 
[RDS] Phil Van Lokeren [ADS] Carl & Vera Tony Oxendine (SC) [RDS] Dee Smith (TN) 
& Rocky Bolton (OH) Poppe (OH) Jerry Story & Larry Leine (TX) 
[ADS] Jim & Jane Poorman Ill) 
August 14-16 August 21-23 August 28-30 September 4-6 
Stan Russell (SC) Chuck Myers (AL) Mel Estes (AL) Cecil Sayre & Ed Graham (WV) 
Sam Lowe (SC) Rick Burnette (Al) No Rounds Jim Durham (VA) 
EROS) Larry Monday & EROS] Chuck & Nancy [RCS] Charlie & Carolyn 
Gladys Guenthner (NC) Sample (FL) Hearn (WV) 
September 11-13 September 18-20 September 25-27 October 2-4 
LIGHTNING RECORDS Harold Kelley (GA) *ESP RECORDS* SINGLES WEEKEND 
Jimmy Roberson (NC) John Swindle (GA) Elmer Sheffield Jr (FL) George Lavender (Al) 
Barry Echols & Bob Price (NC) [RDS] Hal & Sadie Roden Bob Newman (TX) Larry Sandefur (GA) 
[RDS] Wentz & Norma (GA) Craig Rowe (MD) [RDS) John & Martha 
Dickenson (TN) Steve Kopman (TN) Pritchard (GA) 
October 9-11 Octoberl6-18 [US] Steve & Jackie WOW( (TN) Oct. 30-Nov. 1 
October 23-25 
- - 
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL: ENGLISH MOUNTAIN SQUARE DANCE RETREAT 
1096 ALPINE DRIVE • SEVIERVILLE TN 37862 • 615-453-0171 (TN) or 1-800-633-1281 
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Mountain 
In 'The Heart of the Great Smoky Mountains 
1992 5-Day Schedule 
CALLER SCHOOL 
Stan Burdick (OH) 
Gary Shoemake (TN) 
May 3-7 
Tony Oxendine (SC) 
Wade Driver (AZ) 
Gary Shoemake (TN) 
[Rds] Dick & Gail Blaskis (OH) 
May 31-June 5 
King Caldwell (LA) 
James Marlin (TX) 
Gary Shoemake (TN) 
[Rds] Frances & Jerry 
Stinson (LA) 
June 28-July 3 
Ken Bower (CA) 
Bill Harrison (MD) 
Gary Shoemake (TN) 
Jim Randall (CA) 
[Rds] Oule Ostlund (VA) 
July 26-31 
C-1 & C-2 WEEK 
Ross Howell (TX) 
Bob Gambell (TX) 
Mike Jacobs (VA) 
August 23-28 
Chuck Peel (IN) 
Virgil Troxell (IN) 
John Paul Bresnan (AL) 
Gary Shoemake (TN) 
[Rds) R & W Collier (IN) 
September 20-25 
Tony Oxendine (SC) 
Jerry Story (TX) 
Gary Shoemake (TN) 
[Rds] Jim & Priscilla 
Adcocks (VA) 
October 18-23 
Jon Jones (TX) 
George Horn (OK) 
Ernie Haynes (OK) 
Gary Shoemake (TN) 
(Rds] Merle & Maxine Morita (OK) 
May 10-15 
Paul Walker (FL) 
Shelby Evers (TX) 
Gary Shoemake (TN) 
[Rds) Jim S Barbara Winters (FL) 
June 7-12 
Marshall Flippo (TX) 
Jerry Haag (TX) 
Gary Shoemake (TN) 
[RN] Dan & Linda Prosser (PA) 
July 5-10 
Tony Oxendine (SC) 
Jerry Story & Larry Letson (TX) 
Gary Shoemake (TN) 
[RDS] Jim & Jane Poorman (IL) 
August 2-7 
Guy Adams (IL) 
Shane Greer (OK) 
Gary Shoemake (TN) 
[Ads] Bill & Betty Lincoln (AR) 
August 30-Sept. 4 
Larry Letson (TX) 
Lem Gravelle (LA) 
[RDS] Marilyn & Cliff 
Hicks (MI) 
Sept. 27-October 2 
Tim Marriner (VA) 
Craig Rowe (MD) 
Gary Shoemake (TN) 
[Rds] Barbara Stewart (NC) 
October 25-29 
Gene Record (KY) 
Dick McPherson (NC) 
Harold Thomas (SC) 
Gary Shoemake (TN) 
[lids] Bonnie & Tom Tomchik (NC) 
May 17-24 
ROUNDS WEEK 
Charlie Lovelace (FL) 
Tom & Jan Kannapel (KY) 
June 14-19 
A2-C1 WEEK 
Darryl Lipscomb (TX) 
Chuck Myers (AL) 
Chuck Stlnchcomb (MD) 
Gary Shoemake (TN) 
July 12-17 
Jim Park (MI) 
Cindy Whitaker (IL) 
Gary Shoemake (TN) 
]RDS] Chuck & Sandi Weiss (MI) 
August 9-14 
ROUNDS WEEK 
Wayne & Barbara Blackford (FL) 
Frank & Phyl Lehnert (OH) 
September 6-11 
Ken Bower (CA) 
Gary Shoemake (TN) 
Jerry Haag (TX) 
[Rds] Chuck & Voncille 
Murphy (MS) 
October 4-9 
Scotty Sharrer (OH) 
Frank Gatrell (OH) 
Herb Oesterle (IL) 
Gary Shoemake (TN) 
[Rds] Frank & Phyl Lehnert (OH) 
May 24-28 
Darryl McMillan (FL) 
Alan Schultz (KS) 
Gary Shoemake (TN) 
MOS] Phil 6 Becky Gardener (Irff 
June 21-26 
Frank Gatrell (OH) 
Scotty Sharrer (OH) 
Gary Shoemake (TN) 
[RDS] Dick & Pat Winter (OH) 
July 19-24 
Ramon Marsch (OH) 
Gary Brown (FL) 
Gary Shoemake (TN) 
[Rds] Bill Hart 8 Helen Ulak (OH) 
August 16-21 
Larry Prior (FL) 
Gary Shoemake (TN) 
[Ads] Larry & Bernice 
Prior (FL) 
September 13-18 
Dick Duckham (MI) 
Woody Ussery (AR) 
Gary Shoemake (TN) 
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• • * NEW IN 92 • • • 
ROUND DANCE TAPE SERVICE 
A Monthly Tape With ALL The New Releases 
THAT'S 12 TAPES PER YEAR!!! 
(Plus Other Bonus Tapes Free) 
ONLY $40.00 (USA) PER YEAR  
CALL NOW - 1-800-328-3800 
19a4mino 
Square atnce 
OVER 20,000 ROUND DANCE RECORDS IN STOCK 
WE CARRY ALL LABELS INCLUDING POP'S! 
COMPARE OUR PRICE - $3.75* 
(*except for Telemark, Hoctor, Folkcraft, Sydney Thompson, 
Lloyd Shaw, Elk, and Special Pressed Rounds) 
NO MINIMUM PURCHASE REQUIRED!!! 
Visa & Mastercard Accepted 
******************************************** 
NEW OWNERS! 
TOM & PAM DILLANDER 
1050 TOULON DR. 
MARION, OH 43302 
OVER 20,000 SQUARE DANCE RECORDS IN STOCK 
WE CARRY ALL SQUARE DANCE LABELS @ $3.75!!! 
MONTHLY SQUARE DANCE TAPE SERVICE ONLY 
$40.00 PER YEAR! 
• Monthly Newsletter Available 
• Caller & Cuer Accessories 
• Speaker Stands, Microphones 
• Needles, Books, Etc. 
EVERY DAY SHIPPING!!! 
COMPARE OUR SERVICE! 
CALL OR FAX: 1-800-328-3800 
American Squaredance, January 1992 
-featuring a COMPLETE 5,elmo 
,Aleet.s and clkoMPII.tt squoto cDane.P 
and 1.AlnqiPAN AppnkeP 
HOURS 
Mon. & Tues. 10-6 p.m. 
Wed & Thurs 10-7 p.m. 
Friday 10-6 p.m. 
Saturday 10-5 p.m. 
Closed Sunday 
He sure to send $4.00 for our extensive CATALOG 
with Spring and Fall supplements.? 
(703) 534-7273 	 (800) 627-0412 
We ship Worldwide and 
Welcome mail orders 
h 
Atife.itNiMMIAWSVIWAWINI■WItilft 41 WIAWSWIAVIIIIIVIRMIMISVMMISWISVIAWSVIMSW111.04, 
Wear 
;17,  The Biggest Square Dance Store Around 




Catalog $1.50 	Hamlin, Texas 79520 
plus 500 postage & handling 
VALLECITO SQUARE AND ROUND DANCE RESORT 
20 Miles NE of Durango, Coloado 
2 HALLS 	 OPEN DANCING 	 HARDWOOD FLOORS 
From Memorial Day Sunday through Labor Day 
Levels: Plus through C-3A 
SQUARES 
	





FULL HOOK-UPS, CABINS Anne & CHarles Brownrigg 




8480 Fredericksburg Rd. #178 
1371 S Lawson Ray & Diana Hornbaker 
	
San Antonio TX 78229 
Apache Jet AZ 85220 
	





Bayfield CO 81122 
CO 303-884-9821 Into 303-884-9458 	Res 1-800-258-9458 
250 W. Broad Street • Falls Church, Virginia 22046 	e. • • 
o■ ir 




Advanced and Challenge in 
England. 
Having recently returned from my fifth 
calling trip to England in the past 11 years, 
it is interesting to see how square dancing 
there is evolving compared to U.S. 
There is a fair amount of Challenge in 
England, primarily C-1, although there is a 
little C-2 and a few dancers are starting to 
learn C-3a. Almost all of the Challenge 
dancing is done to tapes, since there are, at 
most, only five callers in the country calling 
Challenge and some of these only do so 
occasionally. Some of the Challenge clubs 
will sponsor day—long or weekend dances 
with English callers as well with callers 
from the U.S. 
The most well known Challenge tape 
club is AC Reelers, located in the western 
part of England in Stourbridge (near Bir-
mingham). Founded ten years ago by dan-
cers Jean and Trevor Knott, who have 
conducted tape classes and dances four 
nights a week for many years, the club has 
sponsored numerous Advanced and Chal-
lenge weekends and special dances with a 
variety of English and American callers. 
Advanced dancing is very popular, with 
numerous callers throughout England  
having Advanced clubs. The ability of 
English Advanced dancers is exceptional. 
Readers of this column may recall that four 
years ago I commented that the best Ad-
vanced dancers I had ever seen were in 
Sweden. It can now be said that England is 
equal with Sweden. We are talking about 
the average Advanced dancer here. 
Naturally, there are many dancers in the 
U.S. who are as good as any in England, but 
the average Advanced dance in England is 
a much higher level than the average Ad-
vanced dance in the U.S. This observation 
is made based on my having called Ad-
vanced dances in a variety of regions in 
England. 
What do we mean by higher level? Two 
things: (1) the ability to do all—position (or 
DBD) dancing from more positions and (2) 
The fact of good styling while doing heavy 
all—position (ie, tight squares, dancing to 
music, and simply looking sharp and crisp 
while doing the calls). 
Why are Advanced dances in England 
generally higher than in the U.S ? Because 
Mainstream and Plus in England Is at a 
significantly higher level than in the U.S. If 
a person is dancing very high Plus, then that 
person has a solid foundation upon which 
to build Advanced. The more solid the 
foundation, the higher one can build Ad-
vanced without having the building 
crumble. The foundation in England is un-
believably solid. 
My comments on the level of 
Mainstream and Plus in England and the 
U.S. are based on first—hand observation. 
On my 1989 and 1991 trips to England, I 
called Mainstream and Plus in various 
regions of the country for many different 
Come with uó to 
ParadiJe 
Yes, Stan and Cathie Burdick are going 
back to Hawaii the end of January with 
Tortuga Tours. This tour includes the 
Aloha Convention and an extra week on 
tour to three islands. 
CONTACT US FOR DETAILS 
STAN & CATHIE BURDICK 
216 WILLIAMS ST. , HURON, OH 44839 
419-433-2188 
ATTENTION: 
PART-TIME OR FULL-TIME 
TRAVELING CALLERS 
GET YOUR NAME/ADDRESS ON OUR 
"TRAVCALL" LISTING 
FOR WIDER EXPG-SURL IN USA 
ALSO, CLUB/FESTIVAL BOOKING 
AGENTS: 
ASK FOR OUR 3-PAGE LISTING OR 
AVAILABLE CALLERS TO .:ALL YOUR 
CLUB/EVENT 
SEND STAMPED RETURN ENVELOPE 
STAN BURDICK 216 WILLIAMS ST. 
HURON, OHIO 44839 
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with order plus 
$2 BONUS 
good on next order 
— — - - — - 
eCoOrcht 199Z 
Old Pueblo Traders* 
clubs, and each year in the U.S. I call over 
150 Mainstream and Plus dances. Virtual-
ly every single Mainstream and Plus dance 
in England was significantly higher than I 
can call in the U.S. — in fact, so much 
higher than if I called the same way in the 
U.S. I would not be re—hired. 
Examples of the difference between the 
two countries: (1) In the U.S., from parallel 
waves with boys in the center, the call "All 
8 Circulate" is often preformed in a sloppy 
manner: in England the entire floor dances 
the call perfectly without even thinking 
about it. (2) In the U.S. from parallel waves 
with the boys in the center, the call 
"Recycle" is often a big gamble; if the floor 
does it at all the action will be very sloppy. 
In England it is danced perfectly every 
time. (3) In the U.S., the call "Split Circu- 
late" is a toss—up; a floor will usually do it 
but not smoothly. In England the entire 
floor does the call perfectly all the time. (4) 
In the U.S., on "Scoot Back", if the same 
sexes are not doing the Turn Thru in the 
center, the call is a gamble, and some 
squares will break sown. In England it is 
danced with no problem. (5) In the U.S. the 
call "Centers Cross Run" can be used, but 
dancers often look rough in dancing it. In 
England the call is danced easily and 
smoothly. 
The obvious question one asks is why? 
Why is the general level of Mainstream and 
Plus so much better and proficient in 
England than in the U.S.? The answer to 
this question will be discussed in next 
month's column. 
DANCE SHOE 
GENUINE LEATHER ONLY 
WALKING SHOES $26?R2  
DANCING OR 
$38 
• TWO PAIR $47.98 
• CUSHIONED INSOLE 
• 1/2" STACKED WOOD-LOOK HEEL 
• SOFT, FLEXIBLE LEATHER UPPER 
• ELASTICIZED COLLAR 
AND INSTEP STRAP 
• FULL AND HALF SIZES: 
7-10, 11N; 6-10, 11M, W 
• COLORS: WHITE-#26, 
NAVY-4170, RED-848, BONE-#51, 
OLD puEBL0 	 CAMEL-#57, BLACK-#40 
Dept KDS1A, Palo Verde at 3401,P0. Box 27800, Tucson. AZ 85726-7800  
CATALOG 	COLOR 8 I 	S4ZE 	ane 	PRICE P & H  I ONLY: 
Name Brand 
Fashions. Shoes. 	  
Intimate Apparel.  
Add $3.50 p h AZ ree, add 7% tax. 
Name 
Address . 
City   Stale 	ZIP 	 
CHARGE ORDERS CALL (602) 747-5000 
Check or MO. enclosed or Charge 0: ❑ VISA 00 AE ❑ MC 0 Discover ❑ DinCb 
Account It   Exp Dale 	  
Svature 	  
If you like to keep up with the trends 
Have fun and make lots of new friends 
Then be a good Joe 
Tell your neighbors you know 
Square Dancing's the real livin' end! 
American Squaredance, January 1992 
I'm telling you know what it's worth 
If you want to have fun on this earth 
Square Dance today 
And I'm sure that you'll say 





Dancing is singing with your 
feet, and we put the song in your soles. 
Caller Schools 8. Clinics 
Leadership Seminars 
Caller Training Tapes 
The Basis of Calling is Timing 
The Basis of Timing is Music 




SILVER , ( 10TH \ SALMON 
::(3A'N N UALi 
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P.O. BOX 1952 835-4217 
VALDEZ, ALASKA 99686 




SUNDAY, OCTOBER 4 TO 
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 11, 1992 
From San Juan, Puerto Rico 
to the Southern Caribbean 
to include these exciting ports: 




SL Thomas (dbl—occ.) 
Tortola, Virgin Gorda 
Share an exciting cruise week with several' 
callers — ask for color brochure. 
STAN & CATHIE BURDICK 
216 WILLIAMS ST., HURON, 011 44839 





More than 250 square and round dancers 
representing some 25 clubs from the two 
Carolinas, Virginia, Georgia, Florida and 
Alaska, enjoyed a weekend of fun and fel-
lowship at the 12th annual Cherokee 
Hoedown in Cherokee, N.C. November 15-
17. 
The event was coordinated by Bill and 
Peggy Mitchell of Spartanburg, S.C. Square 
dance callers were Gene Hudson, Colum-
bia, S.C.; Harold Thomas, Lancaster, S.C.; 
Ken Rollins, Shelby, N.C.; and Bobby Hollis, 
Macon, Ga. Bonnie and Tom Tomchick of 
Albemarle, N.C. cued the rounds. Separate 
halls in the Qualla Civic Center were avail-
able for mainstream and plus dancing. 




HILLSBORO HOEDOWN ANNUAL 
BEACH TRIP 
The whole club, nearly, packed up and 
headed for the Oregon Coast to stay two 
nights at the Anchor Motel in Lincoln City 
- an hour and a half from the Aloha Grange 
where the Hoedowners normally dance on 
the 2nd and fourth Saturday nights of each 
month. 
50 American Squaredance, January 1992 
J.L. 101"WHITE" MIKE 
$90.00 plus $5.00 Air PosVIns. 
SIGHT CALLING VIDEO 
90-Minute Home Study Program 
$50.00 plus $5.00 Air Post/Ins. 
$579.00 
THE DIRECTORY by Yak Stack 	plus UPS 
STANDARD YAK 	 $579.00 
plus UPS 
CARRYING CASE FOR DIRECTOR in, pst.  
$60.00 
Made from quality black vinyls with a foam-backing lining 
Make checks payable to Carolyn Lasry 
LASRY CALLER SUPPLY 
1523 N. 46 Ave., Hollywood FL 33021 Phone 305-981-7788 
248 Gold-Plated Enameled 
SQUARE DANCE 
JEWELRY 
P Earrings or Pendant $395 
Both for only $6.95 
plus $1.00 thlp et handling 
(Calif res add 6% sales tax) 
Earring also available 
with clips.  
When ordering specify dress 
color red, blue or black.  
Send check or money order lb 
Charmz-Reaction 
P.O. Box 4208 






   
eadefelff. 7edeledIff & E.Ntestabaa, 
"We 'Du-et' Right!" 
Traveling to your area! 
We want to call for you! 
Audio & Video tapes available. 
Call or write for info: 	 to 
P.O. Box 130 
Plaistow, NH 03865 
COMPUTER CARDS 
Laminated for 13 Squares 
Large easy to read. Fit in western 
shirt pocket. Available in two colors. 
$25.00. per set. $2.00 for replace-
ment cards. 
Write or call: CALLER 
John Blessing REMOTE 
2500 S. Lincoln 
BOXES Denver CO 80210 $45.00 303-778-1873 
The committee was fantastic — planning 
events that would appeal to all if your 
whished to enter into the fun. This year a 
funny hat contest was the theme of the trip. 
The winners of the had contest were Fred 
and Alma Gilmore with two big hats that 
have endless items sewn on them ! (shown in 
picture.) Jean Smith 
A FIND 
Traveling with Dot's Square Dance tour 
thru England, Wales and Scotland, Bob 
Wyman was studying the map, looking for 
his ancestral home of Westmill, England. 
While talking to the coach driver, he dis-
covered it was near the Dual Carriageway on 
which we were riding. 
Side tracking thru rolling hills of sheep 
and narrow roadway, we came upon the 
hamlet of Westmill. There was an old stone 
church, a pub, and a few well kept homes. 
Bob spotted St. Mary's church and a 
caretaker in the adjoining cemetery. We 
were amazed to find the caretaker knew so 
much about Francis & John Wyman, and 
even that they had settled in Woburn, Mass. 
in the early 1600's 
It was an exciting experience, not only for 
the Wymans, but for all the others on the trip 
who shared our joy vicariously. We 
wondered just how much of us could trace 
our roots back that far. Gloria Wyman 
ek 
CATHEDRAL SQUARES 
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"Cathedral Squares" of Christchurch, 
New Zealand starrted this year's learners 
class with 4 squares of enthusiastic new 
dancers and are looking forward to their 
first Freshman's Frolic in June. In March 
we celebrated our 26th birthday. We always 
welcome visitors to "Cathedral Squares", 
the club where you may arrive as a stranger 
but you will leave a friend. Should you like 
to dance with us, or if you would just like to 
know more about our country, please write 
me at 7 Odie Place, Christchurch 6, New 
Zealand. Phone (03) 898-809 Mary and 
Stanley. 
New Hampshire- 6th Annual Class Level SO 
Wknd. Lake Shore Farm Resort Inn, Northwood, 
NH; Jan 31-Feb 2; G Belt, D McCormack. Contact 
D. McCormack, 30 Dorset St Boston MA 02125; 
617-282-1456. 
Vermont - Sweetheart Ball, Sheration -Bur-
lington Convention Center, Burlington, Feb 7-8, K 
Garvey, J Preston, T Crawford, A Monty R/Wrzenski. 
Contact Stephanie Child,104 Iroquois Ave Essex Jct 
VI' 05452. 
South Carolina- 17th Annual SC S/R/D Con-
vention; Myrtle Beach SC; Jan 24-25; Contact Mulvey 
1056 Woodside Dr Charleston SC 29412; 803-795-
4418. 
Oregon - Mid-Winter Festival, Eugene, OR; Jan 
24-26; Contact Don Reed 522 Durham Ave Eugene 
OR 97404; 800-547-7842. 
Florida -Sunshine Festival; Lakeland, FL; Jan 
31-Feb 3; F Bedell, R Chapmen, S Mitchell, J 
Saunders A Springer; Contact Frank Bedell 615 
Sunny S. Ave Boynton Beach FL 33436; 407-734-
0162. 
California - !Cross Roads Squar Rama. Tulare 
Co. Fair Grounds; Feb 14-16; J. Saltel, R Dougherty, 
D Parnell. Contact Don Salisbury 24553 Ave 92 Terra 
Bella CA 93270; 209-535-5554. 
Kansas - Manhattan Special; Manhattan KS Mar 
6-7; T Roper, J Junck; Contact Tom Roper Rt 2 
Omaha IL 67871. 
WE'LL BE PLAYING 
YOUR TUNE 
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National Square Dance 
DIRECTORY 
• 10,000 clubs around the world. 
• Directories of festivals & conventions. 
$8.95 (plus $3.05 postage) 
$50.00—Life Subscription 
PO Box 880, Brandon MS 39043 
Phone: 601-825-6831 
Call Toll Free: 1-800-542-4010 
The Best In 
Square &Round Dance Music 
Ail Rcrinds Cued 
TNT272 	PISTOL PACKING MAMA, Rd by Fran Kropt 
TNT273 IF I DIDN'T CARE by Peg Mulroy 
TNT274 	JUST LOVING YOU (Flip) by Ed Shoriman 
TNT275 WALKING SHOES (Round) by Jack Rave 
TNT276 	SEA OF A HEARTBREAK (Rd) Steve Wilhoit 
TNT277 SHE'S A LITTLE PAST FORTY by Ron Noble 
MODERN STYLE CONTRA PARTY 
LP1001-- -Dick Lager 55.+.75 psi .  
Plastic Record Sleeves Available 
Quantity Discounts for 25. 50, 100 & 1000 
RFD 2 Rt. 7, St. Albans VT 05478, 802-524-9424 
WE DESIGN CLUB 
1 line "Slim Jim" 
Name only, Regular Size 
Name and Town OR Design 
Name and Town and Design 
Name, Town, Design, Club 
State Shape 
$5. Minimum Order 
Badge Colors: Black, white, 
yellow and 
Orders $10.00 or less. 
add $1.00. Orders over 
10.00, add $2.00. 
Thank you 
MICRO PLASTICS 
PO Box 847 







Name 	 $3.00 
53.00 & Up 




I 	UPTOWN. U.S.A. 
CALLERS or DANCERS 
EQUIPMENT BOX COVERS 
1 Amp, 1 Speaker 	$99.00 
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. 
' .I- . .. 	.',/ Idea 
J & J Manufacturing 	 protection with a 
Golden Strip Shopping Center 
Mauldin, South Carolina 29662 	professional look.  
Phone (803) 288-4000 	S & H Included 
VISA — MC 	Prepayment 	Ck or MO 	Inside Con. U.S. 
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PROMENADERS 
Clog & SID Shoes 
BIk & WhI $37.95 • " 
Colors $37.95 
 
Gold & SO. $39.95 
P&H add $350 
SOPHIA T'S 
Square Dance & Western Wear Fashions, Inc. 
Eastern N.C.'s Largest Square Dance Shop 
RI 9, Box 283 • Hwy. 70 East • Goldsboro NC 27534 
CLOGGER for men (black 8 while) 
CLOGGER for women (white only) 
$38.95 
Brochure available-62.00 (refunded on first order) 
Checks MasterCard, Visa American Express  
Tel. 919-778-0476 
A GIFT TO REMEMBER 
• 14 ILitut. rob! 
4t,  
licaVY FORM A. HINOTE 
235 E. 9 Mlle Road 
Pensueoia,n4 32334 
(904) 479.3959 
Sea each Earrings $85 Pair 
LE PAREE TWO-STEP (PH. II) 
LE PAREE WALTZ (PH. III) 
Eas3, Rounds for Square Dancers 
(Flip Side Cued) 
*** 
PALOMINO DANCE SERVICE 
1050 Toulon Dr. 
Marion OH 43302 
1-800-328-3800 
ED FRAIDENBURG 
(Calling For You) 
* * * 
1916 Poseyville Rd. 
Midland, Michigan 48640 
Phone: 517-835-9524 
* * * 
Calling All Levels Thru A-2 
Call or Write for Rates & Dates 
Your pin-on 
badges need_ 
—to protect clothing 
from pin holes 
and tears 
At Your Square Dance Shop 
and Badge Maker 
DEALERS: Call or write for brochure 
BODGE HOLDERS, INC. 
(510) 783-8724 
24813 BROADMORE AVE. 
HAYWARD, CA. 94544 
BADGEHOLDERS 
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13U1EAU 
COUNTRY CHICKEN NUGGETS: 
Good for the Holiday potluck or a smor-
gasbord 
1 cup corn flake crumbs, 1 1/2 tsp oregano 
1 1/2 tsp thyme, 2 whole boneless chicken 
breasts, skinned, cut into 1" pieces 1/2 cup 
butter or margarine, melted. 
Heat oven to 425 degrees. In small bowl, 
stir together corn flakes crumbs, spices. Dip 
chicken in melted butter, then coat with 
crumbs. Place chicken 1/2" apart on jelly roll 
pan. Bake for 10 to 15 min. or until fork 
tender and crisp. 
Meanwhile in a small bowl stir together 
all sauce ingredients; 8 oz. (1 cup) carton 
dairy sour cream, 2 Tbs. country style Dijon 
mustard, 1 Tbs milk. Serve nuggets with 
sauce. 
Tip: Nuggets can be baked ahead of time 
and reheated at 350 degrees for 10 minutes. 
Nuggets may also be prepared in 
microwave, but will not be crispy. Bev 
Warner 
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BUILD CONFIDENCE • SHARPEN SKILLS • REINFORCE LESSONS 
BASIC, MAINSTREAM and PLUS 
PROGRAM VIDEOS 
Broadcast quality 	 BASIC 	Featuring BETSY GOTTA 
video tapes Filmed SECOND HALF Caller 27 years Member 
(movements 26-50) in teleinson studio. 	 Board of Governors) 
featuring overhead '4995 Callerlab shots  
MAINSTREAM 	 PLUS 





Oaisiue J S and $1() Specit, 
**Payable in U.S Dollars" 
Cs. or MO only 
PARTY 
LINE 
Jan u ary gives us two holidays: New Ycar's Day and Martin Luther King's 
Birthday. We usually celebrate and dance 
on New Year's Eve and recuperate on the 
holiday itself, but consider these ideas to 
supplement your regular Eve events. The 
theme might be New Beginnings. It might 
be fun to introduce some dances never 
done before: lines or contras or novelty 
mixers. Food might also follow the same 
theme. For an ice breaker, deal a deck of 
cards minus the aces to your crowd (gauge 
your numbers). All the two and threes 
might form a square, or combine the 
denominations more creatively if you wish. 
Try a balloon dance-a round or ballroom  
dance or a square (if your caller can be 
innovative in his calls) where a couple 
anchors a balloon between their bodies and 
try not to drop it before the dance ends. 
This might be an elimination contest with a 
prize at the end. If you have a dance on 
January 15 or on the holiday weekend, the 
theme might be taken from Martin Luther 
King's "I have a dream." How about a 
dream dance? Does your club like to dress 
up? Have members come as their favorite 
dream-fantasy? Decorations might be very 
fanciful--we don't know why but clouds 
seem to come to mind. Your caller and cuer 
could add much to this theme because 
there are so many "dream" songs used in 
rounds and squares over the years. Make 
your dances interesting. Know your club 
members and what they will enjoy doing, 
and then go to it! Let's dress up our 1992 
dances with variety. Remember, the main 
theme is FUN! 
To Den. k, 	Add $3 50 postage and handling • N J res. add 7% sales tax 
NIMM 
Please specify ify I BASIC 	MAINSTREAM , PLUS 9 VHS 0 BETA 
I 
U 
Name (Please Prinq__ 
I Address 
I 	City _ 
Stale 	 Z.( 
IIMMMMIMIMIMIIMIIMIMINIIMIIMENNIMIMMM=IUMMMEMINSMINMM=MMMI 
Mail check or money order to 
SQUARE DANCE VIDEOS 
A Division of Tra Bien. Inc 
PO Box 1350, Maplewood, NJ 07040 
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F7PC FACING 
" THE L.O.D.)i  
L 	 
LIB AND TOM HUBBARD 
Atlanta, Georgia 
Lib and Tom have been teaching Round Dancing 38 years. They are charter 
members of Round-a-Lab; Dixie Round 
Dance Council; Georgia Round Dance 
Teachers Association; Atlanta Round 
Dance Teachers Panel; and Metro Atlanta 
Square Dance Association. At present they 
have two round dance clubs; Twirl-a-
Rounds in Atlanta and Twisty Vines in 
Marieatta. They periodically teach basic 
lessons. They cue for Wheel-a-Rounds, 
Square and Round dance club in Smyra, 
Ga. they have been on staff for many fes-
tivals, including Fontant, Rock Eagle, Bir-
mingham, Chattanooga, Huntsville, Rome 
and Savannah. 
Lib, a native of Atlanta, graduated from 
Agnes State College, received her MA, 
from Emory University. Lib taught in the 
Atlanta Public School system, the last 16 
years of which were in the enrichment Pro-
gram where she taught dancing. She 
studied dancing under Eugenie Dozier, 
Ruth Mitchell and the famous Ted Shawn 
at Jacob's Pillow, Lee, Mass. Lib was a 
certified dance teacher before she started 
teaching rounds. 
Tom is a graduate of Georgia State 
University in Atlanta. He was an engineer 
with Southern Bell Telephone, and recent-
ly retired after 40 years. Tom was the first 
president of MASDA, (Metropolitan At-
lanta Square Dance Association.) 
Tom is a gun enthusiast and together 
they hunt, shoot trap and skeet. Lib is into 
arts and crafts: China painting, weaving 
and basketry. 
Round Dancing is just a "Way of Life" 
with the Hubbards. 
Kopman's Choreography 
• 50 sequences per set (encough for 1 dance 
• Reduce your calling preparation 
• Not computer generated 
• Easy to read 
Send check or money order to: 
STEVE & DEBBIE KOPMAN 
1305 WHITOWER DRIVE 
KNOXVILLE, TX 37919 (615) 691-1580 
• increase your calling level ability 
• $50. per set 
• Pays for 130 In less than 1 dance 
• Immediate delivery 
• All requests confidential 








e."...,..-,, 	 .••••■••Thi  
BOB & ANN 	JIM & JAN 
POYNER BURGESON 
PRESENT 







May 14 - 21, 1992 
BLACKWOOD TRAVEL (399)444-8011 
118S. Elm Sutte 101, Washington 11 61571 
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TERRY GOODLING 
W y do they "call"? It's hard work, ya cinow. Some like to entertain, others 
to sing or choreograph. And some like to 
teach. For Terry Goodling, it was a com-
bination of all the above and a fascination 
with the variable speeds utilized in the 
equipment. 
When Terry danced with the Little Rock 
Squares in Littlestown, Pa. it was evident 
that the 17 year old club needed new blood 
and a new caller. In characteristic fashion, 
he decided to learn square dance calling to 
better serve the needs of the club. 
"I studied with Earl Johnstone, Al 
Brundage and Clint McClean for two 
years," he says and regards McClean and 
Jack Lasry as his mentors. For the past 11 
years he has called for clubs in Maryland 
and Pennsylvania, including his still active 
Little Rock Squares, and currently teaches 
squares and rounds for the Do—Pas—O's of 
Lancaster, Pa. A superb teacher, Terry en-
riches his lessons with wit, humor and a 
relaxed attitude. "I enjoy my mistakes," he 
grins "and so do the dancers". 
As a member of the National Square Dance 
Campers Association, Goodling lends his 
services 3-4 times a year. At the National 
Camporee held in York, Pa. several years 
ago, 650 units from all over the country 
converged for the convention. Terry has 
also contributed his talents to the 
Valentine's Day Heart Fund dance in Lan-
caster as well as calling demonstrations at 
senior residences, where he invites par-
ticipation. 
A multidimensional person, Goodling is a 
systems engineer on the cutting edge of 
networking personal computers for busi-
ness. He lives with his wife Jane and two 
56 
step children in Hanover, Pa. He par-
ticularly enjoys country western music. 
Terry's mom has been square dancing for 
10 years. Her son tended to use "colorful 
language", at one time. The first year he 
called, his step daughter was in the class. 
The second year his mom took lessons. The 
third year his preacher showed up. Now, 
THAT improved his English! One can 
never underestimate the benefits of calling 
by Gloria Sananes Stein. 
Marty 
F rstenberg 
BRAND NEW ON HI-HAT & ELK RECORDINGS 
HH 5137 IF IT WILL, IT WILL by Wayne McDonald 
ELK 018 	MAKE THE WORLD GO AWAY by Tom Perry (Sing-A-Long) 
HH 657 HIGH OCTANE Flip A/2 2 Cpl. Hoedown by Bronc Wise 
Ernie Kinney 	Tom Perry 	Wayne 
Lir'Ec60e 'EM  SQUARED UP WITH HI—HA T 
BLUE RIBBON DANCE RECORDS 
SW 1, 	••• Or 
Tenn Salter 
Buddy Worm! 
Earl West Bill Stone Jerry Murray Dave Parker 
Jason Dean 
BRAND NEW ON BLUE RIBBON 
BR 264 	LOST IN LOVE by Jason Dean 
Bunln Davis 
HI--4 HAT DANCE RECORDS 
    
RECENT BEST SELLERS ON HI-HAT & ELK RECORDINGS 
HH 5136 'TILL THE MOUNTAINS DISAPPEAR by Bronc Wise 
HH 5135 FIREBALL MAIL by Buddy Weaver 
ELK 017 	THERE SHE GOES by Ernie Kinney (Sing-A-Long) 
HH 656 TOP 'ER OFF Flip Plus-2Cp1 Hoedown by Bronc Wise 
57,,,,,4// 0/ 11, a 4110/ You • .11.„...4,11arr y new ya.,./././ 
ELK S1NG-A-LONGS AND HI-HAT PIONEER TAPES ARE 
AVAILABLE FROM THE PRODUCER. 
BLUE RIBBON RECORDS 
RECENT BEST SELLERS ON BLUE RIBBON 
BR 263 	IT'S NOW OR NEVER by Dave Parker 
BR 1006 KIMBERLY MOON (Round Dance) by Bob Ford 
BR 262 	KIMBERLY MOON by Jason Dean 
PRODUCER 
ERNIE KINNEY ENTERPRISES 
3925 N. TOLLHOUSE ROAD 
FRESNO, CA 93726 PHONE: 209-227-2764 
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ROUNDALAB Round-of-the-Quarter Selections 
George & Mady D'Aloiso, ROUNDALAB's Round-of-the-Quarter Chairman, have 
announced that the ROUNDALAB Rounds-of-the-Quarter for the first quarter of 
i 992 are follows. 
Phase II - "Groovin'" - Lynn & Donna Roumagoux Green 14221 
Phase III - "True Love" - Jim & Jenny Runnels Roper 144 
Phase IV - "I Just Need Your Lovin-  - Richard & Jo Anne Lawson Special Pressing 
(Flip - Portrait of Your Love) 
Phase V - "A Penny for Your thoughts" - Ken & Irene Slater Hoctor 8660B 
Phase Vi - Wonderful World of the "Middle Aged" - Bill & CArol Goss Telemark 
1001B -(Flip of Singing Piano) 
Classic - "Taste of the Wind" - George & Johnnie Eddins MCA 52076 (Phase II + 
2) 
Cue sheets are available from the publishers of commercial cue sheet publications 
and/or from Round Dance Records Suppliers. 
I Minnesota ROC, Inc 
PHASE II 
Sugar And Sacs,  
If The Droll Danced 
Spanish Taw 
Little Black Book 
ROUNDS REPORTS 
PHASE III 




PHASE IV 	CLASSIC 
Honky Tonkin' Beautiful River 
Manuel. 	 Inner Harbor Waltz 
My Shy Violet 	Maple Leaf Flag 
Sugar Sugar 
ASSOCIATION 
FIND Council of Florida 
Toronto & Dist.S&RDA 
Wisconsin RD1C 	(Dec) 
(all) 
strong corners to go around, so even the 
fledglings felt what the old timers h as told 
them: "Real enjoyment set to music." 
So far my enjoy-abilitygraph has only 
one reference point on it (almost off the 
scale). Consequently I look forward to the 
next occupancy of a 2 + 3 dance for both 
scientific and fun analyzing. 
Thank You 
Tony Ashdon 
Congratulations on your new ownership 
of ASD. We look forward to it every month 
& read it with a highlighter pen in hand. I 
know that you will maintain it's excellence 
and look forward to your new ideas. 
Glennie Lee Kirby 
Blue Springs, MO 
Dear Jon & Susan: Although I don't 
know your personally, I want to congratu- 
late you with your purchase of American 
Squares. Having been very close to Bob 
Osgood and Set In Order for many years I 
know the challenge you face which I am 
sure will be successful. Nice to see the 
magazine back on the West Coast again. 
I'm still active here in Lake Tahoe but 
wanted to write and give best regards on the 
purchase. If I can ever be of assistance 
please call. 
Bob Van Antwerp 
Lake Tahoe, CA 
I enjoy ASD Magazine very much. A 
group of our Circulatore Club can vouch 
for the fine Breakfast that was served in 
Dayton by the River Squares from Cincin-
nati. (ASD, Sept. pg.17) 
Dave Huff 
Kent Ohio 
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ROUND REVIEWS 
by Fronk & Phyl Lohnort 
LADY BE GOOD—GRENN 14202; 
Choreography by David Lovell 
Excellent music and flowing four part easy 
two step Phase II + 1 (fishtail) 
MY ACHING HEART—GRENN 14188 
Choreography by Art & Louise Allen 
Pretty music (come to me) & a nice waltz 
YOU CALL EVERYBODY DARLING-
RCA-2829 
Choreography by Dick Taylor 
Good music at 45 — suggested speed 53. A 
comfortable easy two step Phase II + 1 
(fishtail) 
SOMEBODIES BABY—COLUMBIA 13 
08403 or 38-06252 
Choreo by Richard & Joanne Lawson 
Good swinging music a comfortable, easy 
intermediate Phase III + 1(swivel walks) 
NOTHING BUT YOUR LOVE MATTERS 
COLUMBUS 13-08403 Choreography 
by Steve & Jackie Wilhoit 
A good easy two step; Phase II. 
TOO MANY HONKY TONKS — EPIC 34 
73862 
Choreography by Dorothy Sanders 
Good country music, a comfortable easy 
two. Phase II + 1 (fishtail) 
MOODY BLUE — RCA GB11326 
Choreo by Steve And Jackie Wilhoit 
Good Elvis vocal and a flowing Phase — IV 
rumba 
MANHATTAN—BELCO 398 
Choreography by Bill & Virginia Tracy 
Comfortable easy doing phase III + 1. 
Foxtrot cued by Bill 
American Squaredance, January 1992 
HONOLULU—HANA—HOU— BELCO 398 
or 320 
Choreography by Ed & Mary Susans 
Music with a touch of Hawaii with an easy 
basic two step cued by Ed. 
CACHITA—WINDSOR 4536 
Choreo by Wayne & Barbara Blackford 
Good music with a Phase V + Wolfing off 
the arm) samba 
TONIGHT YOU BELONG TO ME 
GRENN 17153 
Choreography by Larry & Pam Wacker 
Good music with an interesting Phase II 
waltz with a right turning box cued by 
Larry. 
CHRISTMAS IS GIVING LOVE 4 — EX 
122586A 
Choreography by Larry & Pam Wacker 
Seasonal music with a Phase IV waltz 
routine 
CHRISTMAS IS GIVING LOVE 2 
Same record and author with a Phase II 
waltz and a left face solo turning box 
SHADOWS IN THE MOONLIGHT 
SPEC PRES 
Choreography by Ken & Irene Slater 
Good music and a nice 3 part Phase IV + 1 
(hip twist) Cha—Cha — Tough sequence 
MOONGLOW—RCA 447-08881 or 
MODERN OLDIES— MX622 
Choreography by Ken & Irene Slater 




FIGURE: Heads square thru, do-sa-do, swing 
thru, boys run, tag the line right, wheel & deal, 
pass thru, u--turn back, swing, allemand, 
promenade. 
SUGARTIME—Silver Sounds 140 
Caller: Jim Ryans 
FIGURE: Heads right & left thru, rollaway, star 
thru, do-sago, swing thru, boys run, tag the 
line, cloverleaf, girls square thru 3/4, star thru, 
promenade. 
PUT younsnr IN MY PLACE—Circle D 252; 
Caller: Dean Crowell 
FIGURE: Heads square thru, do-sa-do, swing 
thru, boys run, couples circulate, ladies trade, 
bend the line, star thru, pass thru, trade by, 
swing corner promenade.  
BRAND NEW MAN—Circle D 251 
Caller: Brad Caldwell 
FIGURE: Heads promenade 1/2, pass the ocean, 
extend, swing thru, boys run right, ferris wheel, 
centers pass thru, slide thru square thru 3/4, 
swing corner promenade. 
MAGIC OF THE RAIN—Circle D 250 
Caller: Andy Petrere 
FIGURE: Heads square thru, do-sa-do, swing 
thru, boys run, tag the line right, ferris wheel, 
pass thru, star thru and roll, swing corner 
promenade. 
HEY BABY_Sting Records 601 
Caller: Jack BorgstrOm 
FIGURE: Heads promenade 1/2, square thru, 
right & left thru,veer left, ferris wheel, square 
thru 3/4, swing corner promenade. 
ACTION—Royal 309 
Caller: Jerry Story/Tony Oxendine 
FIGURE: Heads square thru, do-sa-do, swing 
thru, spin the top, right & left thru, square thru 
3/4, swing corner promenade. 
BLUE CHRISTMAS—Royal 310 
Caller: Jerry Story/Tony Oxendine 
FIGURE: Heads square thru, do-sa-do, swing 
thru, boys run, bend the line, right & left thru, 
flutter wheel, slide thru, swing promenade. 
MIGHTY MISSISSIPPI—Hi Hat 4151 
Caller: Ernie Kinney 
FIGURE: Heads promenade 1/2, lead right circle 
to a line, pass thru, wheel & deal, centers pass 
thru, spin the top, single hinge, all circulate, girls 
turn back, swing promenade. 
I WALK THE LINE—Grenn 12227 
Caller: Dick Leger 
No 27 in the Square Dance Progression Series. 
FIGURE: Men promenade 1/2, ladies chain, 
heads lead right, circle four, square thru, swing 
corner, allemande, promenade 
WHEN COUNTRY WASN'T COOL—Dance 
Ranch 710; Caller: King Caldwell 
FIGURE: Heads promenade 112, square thru, 
right & left thru, pass thr, trade by, touch 1/4, 
scoot back, scoot back, swing promenade. 
MY HOME IN SAN ANTONE—Bogan 1392 
Caller: John Aden, Johnnie Wykoff 
FIGURE: Heads promenade 1/2, right & left thru, 
flutter wheel, sweep 1/4, pass thru, right hand 
star, heads star left, swing corner promenade. 
I DON'T CARE—Blue Star 2404 
Caller: James Martin 
FIGURE. Heads square thru, right hand star, 
heads star left, right & left thru, rollaway, single 
circle, swing, promenade. 
BRADLEY THE BROWN NOSED REINDEER—
Four Bar B 6115; Caller: Mike Sikorsky 
FIGURE: Heads square thru, right hand star, 
heads star left to corner, veer left, half tag, scoot 
back, scoot back, swing, promenade. 
I'LL COME RUNNING—ESP 804 
Caller: Jerry Jestin 
FIGURE: Heads lead right, right and left thru, 
spin the top, hinge, boys run, right and left thru, 
touch 1/4, eight circulate, boys run , swing and 
promenade. 
LIFE'S TOO LONG TO LIVE LIKE THIS—ESP 
172; Caller Elmer Sheffield Jr. 
FIGURE: Heads square thru, right hand star, left 
hand star, right and left thru, rollaway, left al-
lemande, swing and promenade. 
BALLIN THE JACK—ESP 900 
Caller: Steve Kopman. 
Heads square thru, corner do-sa-do, swing 
thru, boys trade, boys run, bend the line, square 
thru 3, swing corner and promenade .  
EL PASO—JOPAT ESP 233 
Caller: Joe Porriff. 
FIGURE: Heads square thru, right and left thru, 
veer left, couples circulate, chain down the line, 
star thru, pass thru, trade by, swing, promenade. 
SILVER BELLS—Chicago Country 27 
Caller: Jack Berg. 
FIGURE: Heads square thru, do-sago, make a 
wave, linear cycle, slide thru, do-sa-do, swing 
thru, boys trade, boys run, partner trade, 
promenade. WE SHOULD BE TOGETHER—Silver Sounds 
138; Caller: Don Brown 
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SANTA CLAUS IS COMING TO TOWN—
Chicago Country 28; Caller: Tom Dillender. 
FIGURE; Head couples promenade half, 2 & 4 
right and left thru, square thru, do-sa-do, 8 
chain 4, swing, promenade. 
I AIN'T NEVER—Rawhide 169 
Caller: Steve Sullivan. 
FIGURE:Heads promenade half, walk in pass 
the ocean, extend, swing thru, spin the top, right 
and left thru, square thru 3/4, swing , 
promenade. 
TWO OF A KIND WORKIN' ON A FULL 
HOUSE—Rawhide 170 
Caller; Lee Mc Cormack. 
FIGURE: Heads promenade half, walk in square 
thru, right and left thru, pass thru, trade by, star 
thru, square thru 3/4, swing, promenade. 
DOWN IN MY EASY CHAIR—Buckskin 1241; 
Caller: Jim Snyder. 
FIGURE; Heads square thru, do-sa-do, swing 
thru, boys run, tag the line, cloverleaf, girls 
square thru 3/4, swing, promenade. 
BALL AND CHAIN—Buckskin 1242 
Caller: Dick Neumann. 
FIGURE: Heads promenade half, walk in square 
thru, right and left thru, veer left, couples circu-
late, 1/2 tag, scoot back, scoot back, swing, 
promenade. 
ANNIVERSARY SONG—Big Mac 120 
Caller; Mac McCuller. 
FIGURE: Heads pass the ocean, swing thru, ex-
tend, swing thru, walk and dodge, partner trade, 
reverse flutter, star thru, pass thru, swing, 
promenade. 
ANGELINE—Big Mac 119; Caller: Ron Mineau. 
FIGURE: Heads square thru, do-sa-do, swing 
thru, girls fold, peel the top, right and left theu, 
slide thru, square thru 3/4, left allemande, 
promenade. 
PUKA SHELLS—Big Mac 118 
Caller: Clyde Drivere. 
FIGURE: Heads square thru, right hand star, left 
hand star, do-sa-do, swing thru, boys trade, 
turn thru, left allemande, promenade. 
SWEET SUE—Big Mac 122 
Caller: Mac McCuller. 
FIGURE: Heads promenade half, walk in pass 
the ocean, extend, swing thru, spin the top, right 
and left thru, flutter wheel, sweep 1/4, swing, 
promenade. 
MUSIC, MUSIC, MUSIC—Blg Mac 121 
Caller: Don Pfister. 
FIGURE: Heads promenade half, walk in right 
and left thru, flutter wheel, sweep 1/4, pass thru. 
8 chain thru, swing, promenade. 
























550 - WATTS 
5100 - 100 WATTS 
5150 - 150 WATTS 
E 
  
HAVE IT ALL IN ONE COMPLETE PACKAG 
SO WELL ENGINEERED, WE GUARANTEE IT TWO RULL YEARS 
      
1 408 995-6544 IL ASHTON ELECTRONICS P.O. BOX 5398 SAN JOSE, CA 95150 






FOR CALLERS & CUERS 





July 26-31, 1992 Phases 
July 24-26, 1992 Phases 
Ctaff: Ratty ,12 Clanrry WA.liar 
310 E. Methodist Dr. 
Franklin IN 46131 
(317) 736-1157 
SUPER SCHOOL — EAST 
Pocono Manor Resort 
Pocono Manor, PA 
August 16-21, 1992 
Herb Egender, Bill Peters 
John Kaltenthaler, Jim Mayo 
Full Curriculum - Tailored 








July 15-19, 1992 
Stan Burdick & guest staff 
Especially New Callers 
Complete Choreo 
Fundamentals 
Write Stan Burdick 
216 Williams St. 
Huron, OH 44839 
(419) 433-2188 
MIDWEST CALLERS SCHOOL 
Promenade Hall 
Auburn, Indiana 
for new/newer callers 
June 14-19 
(Just before nat'l Convention) 
Stan Burdick 
Don Taylor 
Don Taylor, Promenade hall 
112 Depot St. Suburn IN 46706 
219-925-3818 or 925-6039 
ICHIGAN'S CALLER COLLEGE 
July 12, 13, 14, 15, 1992 
Holiday of Hartland 
Dick Bayer 
Limited to 12 Callers 
0-3 Yrears Experience 
NEW CALLERS WELCOME 
Emphasis on choreo 
Dick Bayer 313-632-5170 
PO Box 91 
Harland, MI 48353 




New & Experienced Callers 
The first step to good calling! 




Walt Cole 	801-392-9078 
944 Chatelain Rd. 
Ogden UT 84403 
LLOYD SHAW FOUNDATION 
LEADERSHIP TRAINING INST. 
Canyon City, Colorado 
June 29- July 4, 1992 
Staff: Calvin Campbell 
Don Armstrong, 
Bill Litchman 
Teaching methods for Squares 
Contras, Rounds, Folk 
Calvin & Judy Campbell 
343 Turf Lane 
Castle Rock CO 80104 
DANCE 0 RAMA COLLEGE 
(Since 1965) 
August 28, 29, 30, 1992 
Complete Curriculum 
Lodging & Meals Included 
New & Experienced Callers 
Individual Attention 
Write for information to: 
Harold Bausch, 2120 Jaynes 





May 3.7, 1992 
Staff: Gary Shoemake 
& Stan Burdick 
2 Levels of Training 
Experienced & New Callers 
Write English Mountain 
1096 Alpine Dr. 
Sevierville TN 37862 
1-800-633-1281 




August 16-20, 1992 
Emphasis on Choreography, 
Sight Calling, Stage Presence, 
Programming, Voice, 
Workshopping 
Limit 8 for max. pers. attention 
New (6 mos.) & Experineced 
Write Ed Foote, 140 McCan- 
dless Dr. Wexfortd PA 15090 
NO. TEXAS CALLERS COLLEGE 
Frendshlp Hall Rockwall, TX 
Close Individual Supervision 
For 0-3 Year Callers 
June 14-19, 1992 
Staff: T.D. Brown & Guests 
Choreo Management, Sight vs. 
Modules, Mental Image, Memory 
Write: T.D. Brown 
PO Box 940 




Apr 20-24 New Callers 
May 4-8 Experienced 
May 26-29 New Callers 
July 13-17 Experienced 
Aug 10-14 New Callers 




PO Box 177 
Pigeon Forge, TN 615-638-7784 
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you, or your hobby, if you are not enthusias-
tic. 
The third problem which I see is that 
they don't really come to dance. This is 
probably related to the previous problem. 
Everyone seems much more interested in 
talking than in dancing. 
The fourth problem is directly related to 
the third problem. One club to which I 
belong pays the caller only $25 for each 
night's work! He is a very good caller, but 
the dancers are not interested enough in 
their hobby to pay their caller what he is 
worth. 
The fifth problem is marital status. In the 
years I have been dancing, I have run into 
a few clubs which did not welcome me as a 
single dancer, but those were rare until I 
came here. 
While several of the clubs have wel-
comed me as a single, the regional does not. 
It prices its dances per couple, and singles 
are not particularly welcome as I know 
from first hand experience. The Regional 
group was asked by some of its members to 
either forbid singles from attending dances 
as singles or to make the women stop danc-
ing together. They refused to do this. 
As a result of my experience at the 
regional dance, I have stopped going to 
festivals or clubs which advertise their dan-
ces as "so much per couple" rather than "so 
much per person". I know from that word-
ing no singles will be there without a 
partner because they are not welcome as 
singles. 
I do not intend to give up my favorite 
activity. I have just become very selective 
about where I do go. In fact I am now 
making the long trek again. I now dance 
only on Thursday with a local club and that 
is for A lessons. 
I have been dancing for nearly 6 years 
and know that the attitude which prevails 
in this area is not universal.. However, 
potential and/or new dancers do not have 
the advantage of this knowledge and many 
are discouraged from taking lessons or 
dancing. While the future of square danc-
ing may not depend entirely on singles, they 
represent close to 50% of the population. 
If they are made to feel unwelcome many 
fine people will not take lessons. We need 
to come together as square dancers who  
share their love of their favorite hobby -
not as couples or singles. 
None of the clubs in any of the three 
cities is perfect so what are some of the 
solutions to these problems. 
The first problem of level of dancing is 
one which has been addressed several 
times in this magazine. There seems to be 
a compulsion to push dancers to higher and 
higher levels of dancing. Why should we 
push new people into levels they are not 
ready for — nor are interested in? Let's 
have some Community level, Basic and 
Mainstream clubs so that everyone can 
dance at a level with which they feel com-
fortable and so that new dancers can quick-
ly be assimilated into the dance world and 
thus retained. 
The second problem of not dressing can 
easily be remedied by requiring proper 
dress. Just as we don't allow alcohol or 
drugs at dances, we should not allow dan-
cers to dance if they are not properly 
dressed. If you don't dress, you shouldn't 
be allowed to dance. 
To solve the third problem, I appeal to 
the callers. I know it is discouraging to start 
the music and have no dancers get on the 
floor. 
The fourth problem must be solved by 
the dancers and the callers. A new club may 
need time to bui!d membership and so the 
caller may wish to lower his fee to help them 
get started. On the other hand, dancers 
should be aware that it costs a lot of money 
to buy the equipment, records, proper call-
ing attire and a calling license. It also costs 
money to buy a car, gas to run it, insurance, 
etc. Besides these are the hours of practice 
to hone skills and develop new patter/sing-
ing calls — not to mention the time spent 
getting to and from the dance and the hours 
of calling at the dance. Would you do all 
that for $25 per night? 
The last problem of marital status can 
best be solved by simply opening every club 
to anyone who is capable of dancing the 
club level and who meets other member-
ship requirements. The criteria for dancing 
should not be one's marital status. Square 
dancing must face and solve these 
problems if it is to survive. by Joyce N. 
Davis 
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by Bob Howell 
It's interesting to me to see how many different dance routines have been written to the tune 
"Cecelia". Following is the latest one sent to me by Thelma Lewis, of Berlin MD. Most of the routines 
have been solo oriented but she uses this one with her women solo dancers and adapted it for either 
two women or for couples. 
#1 LEWIS'S CECELIA 
FORMATION: Couples in varsouvianne position or crossed hands. 
MUSIC: "Cecelia" Blue Star 2181-B 
ROUTINE COUNTS: 
1 - 8 	Four step-brush steps, starting on the right foot 
9- 16 Vine 3 steps to the right and swing left foot across the right. Repeat to the left. 
17-32 	Repeat counts 1 - 16. 
33-40 California Scottishes. (Point right toe forward - 2 counts, then to the right side - 2 counts, 
step behind the left foot with the right - 1 count, cross to the left with the left foot - 1 count 
and step on the right foot - 1 count) 
41-48 	Repeat counts 33-40 beginning with the left foot. 
49-56 Right hand star in 4 slow steps. 
57-64 	Left hand star in 4 sloe steps. 
Leslie and David Lewis of Elizabethtown, Ky., who traveled with us to Scotland, taught a neat little 
mixer one evening that they had learned from Bea Montross of Cheyenne, WY. at KDI. Bea states that 
she has been using the dance for many years, but it was new to me. The music is great and the pat-
tern quite simple. I finally found a source for the record. It is available from: Worldtone Music, Inc. 230 
Seventh Ave. New York, NY 10011 (212) 691-1934 
#2 WILLY THE POOR BOY 
COUPLE MIXER RECORD: "DOWN ON THE CORNER": FANTASY 634 
FORMATION: Couples in ballroom position arranged in double circle - Man's back to the center 
4/4 meter 
Measures FCCITWQRK_DESCRIBED FOR MEN  LyagiaLODSXUNTERPART  
1 	Step to the left on the left foot, close right foot to left, no weight.(2), Step to right on right 
foot(3), close left to right, no weight. (4) 
2 	Walk 3 steps line of dance, LRL,(1-2-3), Close right to left, no weight. (4) 
3-4 Repeat measures 1 & 2 with reverse footwork and direction 
5 	Release Man's left and women's right hand, inside hands joined, both facing CCW. Step 
away from partner on left (1), close right to left, no weight (2) Step toward partner on right 
(3), close left to right, no weight (4) 
Release hands and walk 3 steps away from partner making a complete turn LRL (1-2-3), 
clap (4) both still facing CCW 
7 	Step toward partner on right (1), close left to right, no weight (2) Step away from partner on 
left (3), close right to left, no weight (4) 
8 	MEN: Walk 3 steps forward in the LOD, RLR (1-2-3) close left to right, no weight. turning 
to face new partner (4) 
WOMEN: do a 3-step turn to the left, moving twd. partner, LRL, (1-2-3) close right to 
left, no weight, turning to face new partner (4) 
Repeat entire 8 measures of dance with new partner. 
I submit this months contra with best wishes to Cathy and Stan Burdick for what ever their next ven-
ture might be and also to extend congratulations to Susan and Jon Sanborn, our new editors, on 
their future endeavors. Glen Nickerson, of Kent, WA. originally wrote this dance as a tribute to the late 
Ralph page. It may be a little more difficult than most materials that appear in this column, but I 
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thought that the name of the dance was most appropriate. Contra dancers can certainly handle it. It is 
called 
A DIFFERENT JOURNEY 
FORMATION: Proper duple; 1, 3, 5 and every other couple active but not crossed over. Double 
Progression 
MUSIC: 	'Year End Two-step', on The Southerns Plus Two Play Ralph Page, EFDSS RP-100 
THE DANCE: 
Count Action 
1 - 8 	ACTIVES CROSS, GO BELOW ONE 
The active dancers pass their partner R shoulder, going across the set and then cast down 
one place. One progression has occurred. 
6 - 16 WITH THE ONES BELOW, A RIGHT HAND STAR 
The active dancers make a four hand LH Star with the inactive dancers now immediately 
below them; turn the star once around. NOTE: the inactive dancers at the head of the set 
may make a two hand star and dance once around. 
17 - 24 WITH THE ONES ABOVE, A RIGHT HAND STAR 
The active dancers adjust out of the LH Star to make a four hand RH Star with the inactive 
dancers that were above them after the cast down in counts 1 - 8. Note that all inactive 
dancers (except the top couple) are both below and above an active couple and must be 
ready to dance in both the LH Star and RH star, but with different active dancers. 
25 - 32 WITH THE ONES BELOW, ALLEMANDE LEFT 
The active dancers come out of the RH Star to face the inactive with whom they danced the 
LH Star and turn them left one full turn and enough more to put the ladies in the lead 
across the set (men following the ladies). A second progression has occurred. 
33 - 48 HEY FOR FOUR 
With the ladies in the lead, the active dancers and the inactive dancers with whom they did 
the Allemande Left, dance a full 16 count Hey For Four (or Reel of Four) across the set and 
back. Start the Hey with a right shoulder pass in the center. 
49 - 56 CIRCLE RIGHT 
As the dancers finish the Hey For Four, they continue their forward and left circling motion 
to join hands and circle RIGHT once around, ending with the active dancers below the inac-
tive dancers. 
57 - 64 ACTIVES, A HALF FIGURE EIGHT 
The active dancers, going around the inactive dancers now immediately above them, 
dance a half figure of eight to end facing across the set on their own (proper) side. 
(begin again) 
NOTE: the first inactive couple, except for the RH Star in counts 17-24, are inactive during the 
dance, but become active at the beginning of the next full sequence beginning with the ACTIVES 
CROSS. As this is a double progression dance, the couple at the top of the set become active each 
time the dance repeats. 
From Fort Wayne, In., Carl Brandt begins our year with the following square dance, to which he ap- 
plies the appropriate tune.... 
PUT ANOTHER LOG ON THE FIRE 
Intro, break and Closer: 
Circle left, circle right. 
Face partner - Dosido - With her star right, full around, Ladies roll right. All Promenade. 
Figure: Head ladies chain Heads promenade 1/2 lead to the couple on the right - Face those two & 
make a right hand star (turn it) Change hands - Left hand star - Men turn back & swing corner - 
Promenade 
Repeat for heads 
Break 
Repeat twice for the sides 
Close 
Carl says that he usually uses this routine with "Put Another Log On The Fire", but that any other 64 
beat singing music will do. 
It has been fun working (playing) with you two over the many years. I have treasured the association 
and look forward to socializing with you for many more. You have done a yoeman's task in serving 
the square dance activity and rightly deserve the R&R which I hope you'll enjoy for many years to 
come 
Cor menu dabo, Bob Howell. 
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Order IN-form X-4 from 
ASD, 500 one copy 
QS DEFINITIONS 
& DIAGRAMS 
Order IN-form J-6 
from 
ASD, 500 one copy 
PLUS PROGRAM 
All eight spin the top 
(Anything) and roll 








b. and anything 
Extend 
Flip the diamond 
Follow hour neighbor 
Grand swing thru 
Linear cycle (waves 
only) 
Load the boat 
Peel family 
a. Peel Off 
b. Peel the top 
Ping pong circulate 
Relay the deucey 
Remake the thar 
Single circle to a wave 
Spin chain and 
exchange the gears 
Spin chain the gears 
Teacup chain 
ASD PULSE POLL 
EXPERIMENTALS 
Caution: Not recom-
mended for dancers 




4l4 tag the line 
Track two 




Not a Callerlab 
program 
1. Quarterback Sneak/ 
Scook Pass & Peel 
2. Motivate The Deuceyl 
Dixie Chain Thru 
didarli  Aar"  
ARIZONA 
!ryes knew it, you'd do it. 
THE BEST SQUARE DANCE FUN UNDER THE SUN  
Join the thousands of winter visitors who make Yuma their stomping grounds every year. 
There are plenty of RV parks, golf courses, special events, sights to see and great places to 
put on the feedbag. Temperatures in the seventies, the air is dry and the dancing is at it's best. 
Get your boots in good condition 'cause we're going to DANCE, DANCE, DANCE 
ARIZ° N A 
• The BEST in Square Dancing, Round Dancing, 
Clogging and Contra. 
• Beginners lessons in Square Danicng, Round 
Dancing, Clogging and Contra. 
• Mainstrem, Plus, Advanced I & II, Challenge 
One Workshops, Lessons, and Dances for 
Square Dancing. 
• Phase 1, II, IV & V Clinics, Workshops, Lessons, 
and Dances for Round Dancing. 
• Extented Basics, Easy Intermediate and Inter-
mediate Workshops and Dances for Clogging. 
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Join these National Callers 
Walt & Louise COLE 
Jim& Nancy HAMM 
Chuck & Vickty IIANSEN 
Richard & Patty LANE 
Kim & Faith Linder 
Craig & Julie ROWE 
Ralph & Evy SABEY 
Aronold & Jeanette TRAMP 
Jack & Dorothy WRIGIIT 
Don & Rhonda YOUNG 
Chick & Mary GRAY 
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Round Dance 
1992-93 ROUNDALAB CLASSIC LIST 
PHASES I & II 






Piano Roll Waltz 
All Night 
Little White Moon 
Pearly Shells 




Mission Bell Waltz 
PHASE III 
Maria Rumba 
Apres L 'Entriente 




Third Man Theme 
In The Arms of Love 
Shiek of Araby 
Beautiful River 
Three AM. 
Games Lovers Play 
Begin the Beguine 
Don't Cry For Me 
Argentina 




I Want A Quickstep 
Biloxi Lady 
!looked on Swing 
Years May Come 
Facination Waltz 
Pennsylvania 6-5000 
Girl In My Arms 
Thelfth Street Rag 





Till There Was You 
Carmen 
La Pura 
Sweet Ida Foxtrot 
Caress 
Tango Capricciosn 
PHASE! & II 
1. All Shook Up 
2. Edilweiss 
3. You've Got What 
It Takes 
4. Doggie In the 
Window/Pizzazz 
PHASE 111 
1. Moments of Magic 
2. Non Dimcnticar 
3. Die Lorelei 
4. Axel F 
5. Black Velvet 
PHASE IV 




4. Sugar Sugar 
PHASE V & VI 
1. The Old House 
2. Sinti 
3. Let Me Show You 
How/All Right, 
You Win 
MOST POPULAR DANCES voted and 
enjoyed by 240 National Carousel Clubs 
(Adv. and High-Int. Levels) 
1. September Foxtrot (Slotsve) 
2. London By Night (Goss) 
3. Tequila (Rother) 
4. All I Do (Moore) 
5. Hopeless (Barton-Christmas) 
6. Change Partners (Lamberty-Morales) 
7. Kiss Me Goodbye Rumba (Lawson) 
8. Alright You Win (Childers) 
9. Almost There (Childers) 
10. Non Dimcnticar (Rumble) 
11. Mambo Expresso (Rother) 
12. Send For Me (Goss) 
13. The Wonder Of You (Easterday) 
14. Happy Ever After (Goss) 
15. Witchcraft IV (Slater) 
16. The Cardinal (Moore) 
Roundalab ROQ: 
Phase 11- My Josephine 
Phase Ill -Heartaches '91 
Phase IV -Roy G.B. IV Foxtrot 
Phase V -Hot Hot Hot 
Phase VI -Lazy Sugarfoot 
C.9 C.9 C.9 C+.9 6..9 C...9 6..9 C.-9 C.-9 C...9 
Squevre 2)aoce PeuretN4 
Following brands in stock for immediate shipment: 
AUTHENTIC, C & C ORIGINAL, KWIK SEW, 
RUFFLE COLLECTION & FANN BURRUS 
Efidevrideired ela Pazieetd & elug 7es e 4 
Jacket back has Club Name, Square Dance Figures, City & State. 
Club Towels can have either Club Name or Square Dance Figure. 
Enclose $1.00 for catalog. 
Name: 
Address: 
City, State. Zip 
11UffinuliCe ED cRoductior;, Lgnc. 4110 Willow Ridge Road *SD 
Douglasville. Georgia 30135 
(404) 949-3648 
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LENGTH AND WAIST ADJUSTABLE PETTICOAT 
60 YARD DOUBLE LAYER 
To make a smaller just now rho 
&elan over on the elastic. To make 
if shorter Jurr remove twine! elasttc 
and slip into ,retching one inch or 
two 1//a41Z.1 
I1592 NYLON ORGANDY 	$42.95 -. 
11532 SOFT CHIFFON $3695 
0500 CRYSTAL 	 $69.95 , 
MATCHING TETTITANTS $930 
Pennon & Namara solos. Whm. Red. Reck. Piney, Lt. Yellow, IA 
Peak, LL Blue, Nablral, Wur, Agoa, lab., Purple. Royal. Kelly. Met) 
Rom. J.k. Rasucrry rfauxt Blue 
MESOUITE SHIRTS 
65% poly/35% melon Colon Wee, Red Royal Btu, Dusty Rosa, 
Black, Brows Navy, 1,1,c, Yellow. Pink, Pesch, Clem, Pennock BM, 
Orel. SO, 15-17 1/2 S2795,18-19 533.95 
Potras% ootton 	WIM/Weite, 
Qoam/Cream, 11 likeLL 
Saes 15-17 1/2 528.95. 18 19 134 95 
RANGER PANTS $38.95 each 
Betook Waist, Sep Pocket, 
100% Poly. Cason: Buntundy. White, 
Keay 010C13, Tsa, Block. Red, 
La Grey, Mod. (hey, Royal. Navy 
Dusty Rose, Powdes Blue, Brom 
Sass 28, 79, 30, 31. 32, 33.34, 35, 
16, 37, 38. 40. 42, 44. 46, 48 
43% Poly/3514 Cotton: Colon White, Grey, Black, Navy Brown 
VICK] $43.30 
1148, _ 




BOLD COLORS AND 
BEAUTIFUL PRINTS 
I have heard so many ladies say they have 
purchased 100% poly silk prints and have 
had to live with it for awhile before making 
an outfit. Arthurlyn Brown of Burlington, 
Ontario is no exception. She purchases 
quantities of fabric from an East Indian 
shop in Toronto, then supplies other dan-
cers with these beautiful, colorful prints. 
After Arthurlyn lived with her fabric for 
awhile she then made a design of her own, 
using an off the shoulder bodice with 
spaghetti straps made of gold elastic 
Christmas warp cord. The elastic has some 
give and will stay on the shoulders better. 
The sleeve is a dropped ruffle with bows 
added. The colors are so bright and vibrant, 
green dominating the bodice with cream, 
reds, blues and gold. It is completely wash-
able and so elegant. 
Arthurlyn and husband, Neale, are Round 
Dance leaders and instructors. They have 
been dancing 18 years and teaching 13. 
Their Round Dance group in Burlington is 
the Melody & Rhapsody Rounds. 
VICKI Low cut deemed vamp. 2 is 
coveted bather heel, top spec Mahn upper, 
fully hued, self ad) bustle, chrome spht 
leather mammies steal shank, full heel 
comic's, mulct to ColesaStres 
Rack: 44 	N 6-9 W 5 1/2 -10, 
Red. IA 69 1/2, N 7.9 W 69, 
Sion: M 610, N 7.9, W 7.10, 
Were M5.11,1,1611, W5-10 
11.1.STET PER 	T strap flat 
All glove lathes upper,. elk &oleo with gull 
oadstoe smoke that ml make wanes ce 
demon • pleasure This shoe is aboolulAy 
Devi in mem truc000 & comfort Son NMW 
4 1/2 . 11. Colon. Black Whale. Red 
MAJESTIC 	The Mame a comfort 
Teaduarmal sySe, keel glove leacho upper ,  
fully Mod Med. chrome leather outaole 
Black & Red. N 5-12„ M 4.12, W 5-10 war 
1/2 saes. Wee S 6-10 cely 
CHEYENNE Pun leathet lams & Mang 
Square dance & must Mess Ira men. Steel 
thank, madam mole, crepe amok & bed 
Extremely comfortable. Black. White, 
Brom, Bone, M 7-13, W 7.13 
MR. STOMPER • MS. STOM PER  
Cleat lam Style ()Hold, mimed glove 
imthrs Upper. wood heel with compostsin 
mime. Great shoe rot clogmeg. tap. round 
1:1110.1g 01 balkoom 
Men Ms hi 2.14 (611 wilt half ma) & 
W 7.13 (-7-11 with half saes) Wide wide:tome 
addalce. Colon: Black & What 
Laden dawn 5-10N (AA), 4.10M (II). 





CURRENT CATALOG $1.00 • REFUNDABLE FIRST ORDER 
TO ORDER: Stale style, color. raze and price, send w T pout name. 
address, otty. state. asp and telephone number Please add $4.00  
loo dipping and handing MtSSOttfl customers please add 5 725% 
sales tax. Foreign shipment please add $e 00 per nem. Canada, 
HawaY & Alaska resident. add $3.00 per Hem. 
CHARGE PURCHASES: Send card number. narne printed on cord 
and explrahon dale of card. VISA and MASTERCARD accepted 
Allow 3-4 Weeks for Delivery 
Western Squares, Intl. 
6E:0 Crnvout • St. Lotus, )40 63116 
(314) 353.7230 
e=,A I 	 1.0•141 KN. 
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dancing, and hints for successful dancing. Understanding of 
calls is emphasized. 4 video tapes available: Mainstream, Plus, 
A-1, A(2, each tape about 90 minutes long. VHS format. Cost: 
$39.95-1 tape; $59.95-2 tapes. Order from Dale Garlock, 2107 
Shrink Ave., Alliance OH 44601. 
BOOKS 
BURLESON'S SQUARE DANCE ENCYCLOPEDIA: Over 4800 dif-
ferent calls and movements; $15.00. ADVANCED DIAGRAMED 
GUIDE: Plus - C2; $10.00. DIAGRAMED GUIDE: Basic & Plus, 
$7.00. MINI-BOOK Basics-C2. Order from Jon Sanborn, 681 
Middlefield Rd., Salinas CA 93901-1004. Phone 408-443-0761. 
•• - -- 
STEP-CLOSE-STEP ROUND DANCE BASICS. 1989 Edition, 
Round Dance Basics Book, $8.00 ppd. Now includes 10-week 
dancer-proven course, dance positions, complete approved ter-
minology, mixers, teaching hints, plus Introduction Into foxtrot, 
tango, cha cha and ballroom. Coordinate with the Grenn 
record teaching series. Order book and/cr records from Frank 
Lehned, 2844, S. 109th St., Toledo OH 43611. 
- • • 	---- 	 -- - 
THE TWO POCKET DICTIONARIES OF SQUARE DANCE CALLS 
- Book 1, Mainstream; Book 2, Plus program and Al & A2, to 
order: Send $4.00 Incl. Pstg. to Pocket Dictionary, PO Box 
2223, Vernon CT 06068. Specify which book you are ordering. 
SIGHT CALLING SIMPLIFIED - An easy and simple system for 
new sight callers. Based on the premise that anyone can sight 
call. Price $7.00 Order from Whitey Aarnot, 312 Lilac Ct., 
Waseca MN 56093 
WD BOOKS by K. Anderson: Cold Feet: How To Get Them 
Dancing, step-by-step directions/diagrams for two-step 0-110, 
waltz (I-11) $10.00 + p/h; Fancy Footwork: The Art of Round 
Dancing, ref. for beg/Adv dancer, 90 + pics/diagrams, 800 
item index, 815.95 + p/h. P/h -$2.50 first bk/$.50 ea. addl. 
Dance Action, Dept. AS, PO Box 7162, Mesa AZ 85216 
COUNTRY WESTERN DANCING. Book I, Une, Partner & 
Couple dances. Book II, Continues on I; Book tit, 
Photographed Turnst; Book IV, Teacher's Manual; Book V, Une 
Dances Galore; Book VI, Partner Dances, Shuffles & Schottis-
ches; Book VII, More Photographed Turns, Order by number. 
$20 each includes pstg. & handling. Kelly Gellette, PO Box 
43425, Las Vegas NV 89116. 
POTLUCKS AND PETTICOATS, 338 pages of square dancers' 
favorite recipes AND a full color history of American S/D. Club 
fund raisers-Christmas presents- everyday usel 511.95 plus 
$1.50 shpg. Quanity discounts. Potlucks and Petticoats, PO 
Box 129, Dillard GA 30537. Credit card orders 404-748-2134. 
- 	- - 	• 
PLUS, ADVANCED & CHALLENGE DIAGRAM BOOKS FROM 
ED FOOTE. 5 books available: Plus, Al & A2 (both in 1 book), 
Cl, C2, C-3A. Each book diagrams all calls for the Indicated 
program from a variety of positions, also includes helpful hints 
for dancing the calls. Books are 8 1/2 x 11 with spiral binding, 
laser printing provides clear sharp Images. The most complete 
diagram books for Plus, Advanced & Challenge available 
today. Cost: $14.10/book Includes shpg. ($15.10 for C3A). 
(Canada add 8.65). Order from Ed Foote, 140 McCandless Pl., 
Wexford PA 15000. 
ABC'S OF ROUND DANCING-A comprehensive 117,414 word 
glossary-reference manual for teacher, beginners, experienced 
dancers. Over 2200 ballroom & R/D terms, articles, desc & 
definitions. Order now $13.50 ppd. Fred Haury, 8810 La Grime 
de Oro Rd NE, Albuquerque NM 87111. 505-298-5050. 
DISTRIBUTORS 
ASTEC RECORD DISTRIBUTORS, PO boy 687 
Ridgewood NJ 07451-0687, 1-800-445-7398 US & Canada 
Continuing Dealer Management Program 
MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE, PO Box 7309 
Houston TX 77248-7309, 713-882-7077 
SUNDANCE DISTRIBUTORS, 9356 Natick Ave. 
Sepulveda CA 91343, 818-891-6622 
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S/D PRODUCTS 
SUPREME AUDIO, PO Box 687 
The Professional Source For Dance Audio' 
Largest selection of professional calling and cueing equipment, 
records and publications available from one source! 
SUPREME SOUND COLUMNS, 
DIRECTOR, DIRECTOR JR. YAK STACKS 
P.O. Box 687, Ridgewood NJ 07451-0687, 
Call TOLL FREE 1-800-445-7398 
(201-445-7398 Foreign) 
SQUARE DANCE SEALS-Five color, eye-catching SEALS on 
all correspondence, checks, etc., are an Invitation to square 
dancing. Order from 3070 Summer Ave., 4156, Memphis TN 
38112-2450.3 sheets (50 each), $1.50 p&h; 10 sheets, $3 + 
752 p&h; 20 sheets, $5.00 + $1.50 p&h; 100 sheets, 
$17.50 +$2.50 p&h (Samples on request. SASE appreciated) 
YAK STACK- Sound Columns for Callers 
Write P.O. Box 361, Tolland CT 06084-7530 
Phone 203-647-7530 
YAKETS (Plastic Record Covers) 
$10.00 Per 100 plus $.50 shipping 
SQUARE DANCE/ROUND DANCE THEME COUNTED CROSS-
STITCH PATTERNS. 3 square books, 1 round book, 5 patterns 
each. $5.00 ea. + $1.50 pstg. per order. State patterns available 
upon request at $1.50 ea. + 50e pstg. per order. Dealers wel-
come. Ralph & Mary Ann Kornegay, 138 Mohican Trail, Wil-
mington NC 28409. 
HILTON AUDIO PRODUCTS, INC. 
amplifiers • speakers • microphones 
wireless microphones • speaker stands 
1033 E Shary Circle, Concord CA 94518 
Telephone: 415-682-8390 
VIDEOS 
CHOREOGRAPHY VIDEO, SIGHT CALLING VIDEO by Ed Foote, 
well-known caller instructor. Each Color Video about 90 min. 
long. Presentations organized and complete. $49.95 - one 
tape. $79.95- both tapes. Order from Dale Garlock, 2107 
Shunk Ave., Alliance OH 44601 
ASSOCIATIONS 
NATIONAL S/D CAMPERS ASSOCIATION 
Dept. B. PO Box 224, Little Chute WI 54140 
RESORTS/CAMPGROUNDS 
NOBODY TREATS DANCERS BETTER THAN COPECREST 
Vacation In the mountains with a week of dancing at 
Copecrest. Our caller staff is outstanding, with all levels of 
squares. We offer superb food, modern air-conditioned rooms, 
swimming pool and a staff that pampers you! Write Copecrest 
S/D Resort, PO Box 129 Dillard GA 30537, or call 404-746 - 
2134 
MAGAZINES 
APART POINT MAGAZINE, The Iniernation Round Dance 
Magazine attuned to the needs of the Round Dancer and 
Leader. Cue sheets, article by 'on staff' leaders, 'pop' poll, 
and much more. Rates: US $22, Can. $29, Others $29. Send to 
Apart Point, 33369 Tollhouse Rd., Tollhouse CA 93667 or call 
209-841-3728 
ROUND DANCER MAGAZINE, the choice of the best Informed 
Dancers, Leaders, Teachers & Cuers in the RD activity-since 
1957. FREE introductory package. Write: RDM Intro Pkg. RD 1-
Box 843, Petersburg, PA 16669-9304. Call 814-667-2530. 
(US Sub $20/yr.) 
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RECORD DEALERS 
MAIL ORDER-MASTER RECORD SERVICE 
P.O. Box 82718 
Phonix AZ 85071-2718 (602-993-9932) 
Square, Round, ballroom, pop labels 
Specializing in mail & phone orders 
MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE 
PO Box 7039 
Houston TX 77248-7309 
Phone 713-862-7077 
SPECIALTY RECORDS & SUPPLIES 
PO Box 335 
Largo FL 34649 
882-OANCE(3262 or 813-535-3043 
All Labels, amplifiers, needles, etc. 
PALOMINO S/D SERVICE 
1050 Toulon Dr. 
Marion OH 43302 (1-803-328-3803 
SUPREME AUDIO/HANHURSTS TAPE SERVICE 
PO Box 687, Ridgewood NJ 07451{0687 
Toll Free: 1-800-445-7398 (U.S. & Canads) 
THE Professional Source for Square and Round 
Dance Records & Equipment 
PROMENADE SHOP 
11909 N.E. Halsey, Portland OR 97220 
503-252-7623 
New Record Release Tape Service for 
Just $22.50 Yr. & You keep the tapes. 
EDDIE'S AND BOBBIE'S RECORDS 
Box 17688 - 1835 S. Buckner 
Dallas TX 75217-0668 (214-398-7508) 
SQUARE DANCE RECORD ROUNDUP 
957 Sheridan Blvd. 
Denver CO 802214 
Phone 303-238-4810 
Phone Orders Welcome 
OVERSEAS 
HOWARD MARKS, 1 Ivy Road 
London Eli, England (Ph.081-539-7967) 
Serving the movement since 1954 




D-6080 Gross Gerau, W. Germany 
BADGES 
CENTURY CLUB 
Merit Badge of Distinction. Join Today. 
PO Box 72 
Westfield MA 01088 
Cost: $2.59 plus 504 postage & handling. 
PAULY'S (717-845-3973) 
Wausau 1M 54402 
Engraved and Jeweled Badges 
H & R BADGE & STAMP CO (614-471-3735) 
Engraved Badges & Rubber Stamps 
From our Design or Yours 
Harold & Roberta Mercer 
2585 Mock Rd., Columbus OH 43219 
KA-MO ENGRAVERS 
PO Box 30337 
Alburquerque NM 87190 
3D Club & Fun Badges 
Free Cataogue - Ph. 1-800-352-KAMO 
D & H ENGRAVING 
704 1st St. N.E. (205-373-2788) 
Aliceville AL 35442 
Club, Fun & Mini Badges 
Computerized Engraving by LOWELL'S PLACE 
119 West Main. 
Moore OK 73160-5105 (405-794-5774) 
Mail Order 1-800-669-5774 
Many Times Free Set-up 
NOTES FOR CALLERS 
THE NEW VIEW 
Bill Davis 
1359 Belleville 
Sunnyvale, CA 94087 
CHOREO BREAKDOWN 
Don Beck (508-897-9787) 
Stna,e MA 01775 
Send for FREE sample. 
MINNESOTA CALLERS NOTES 
Warren Berquam 
3775 County Road 92 No. 
Maple Plain MN 55359 
Mainstream through A-2 
MIKESIDE MANAGEMENT 
Stan & Cathie Burdick 
218 Williams Street 
Huron, OH 44839 (419) 433-2188 
Write for free sample 
DANCE TIME NOTES FOR CALLERS 
Dick Han 219-583-5902 
513 South Bluff St. 
Monticello IN 47960 
Write for Free Sample 
CANADIAN CALLERS NOTES 
Joe Uebelacker 
RR4, Peterborough, Ontario 1(9.1 6X5 
Canada (705-652-7868) 
Basic thru Plus; Cl thru C3; Al & A2 sup. 
MAINSTREAM FLOW 
For the 'Complete' Club Caller 
Rusty Fennell-512-655-8080 
TAPE SERVICE 
SUBSCRIPTION TAPE SERVICE AVAILABLE. Write for sample 
tape. Palomino S/D Service, 1050 Toulon Dr., Marion OH 43302 
Phone 1-800-328-3800 
FREE! SAMPLE TAPE 
HANHURSTS TAPE & RECORD SERVICE 
MONTHLY TAPE Contains All Nov S/D Music 
The Continuing Choke of 1800 Callers 
Serving Callers Since 1971 - A Perfect Gift for Your Caller 
Call TOLL FREE 1-800-445-7398 (U.S. & Canada) 
Bill & Peggy Heyman, PO BOX 887 
Ridgewood NJ 07451-0687 
ALLEMANDE SHOP RECORD TAPE SERVICE 
PO Box 8248, Chattanooga TN 37411 
1-800-346-4887 	 1-815-499-5554 
MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE 
PO Box 7309, Houston TX 77248-7309 
Phone 713-882-7077 
TAPES 
AUDIO TEACH & DANCE TAPES BY ED FOOTE. MS & Plus 
taught all-position to dancers who already know the calls from 
standard position. A-1 and A-2 taught with walkthru & practice 
of all calls. Teach tapes emphasize understanding of calls, are 
widely acclaimed as best on the market. Drill tapes, dance 
tapes & Iwo-couple tape also available. Write for literature to: 
Ed Foote, 140 McCandless PI., Wexford PA 15000. 
VIDEO ALL POSITION TEACH TAPES BY ED FOOTE. Calls are 
taught all position for dancers who already know the calls from 
standard position. Numerous wallahrus of the more difficult 
calls at each Callerlab program, along with brief samples of 
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Product Line 
TELEX ANNOUNCES NEW 
GOOSENECK SERIES 
MINNEAPOLIS, MN. — Telex Com-
munications, Inc. has announced a new 
electret condenser gooseneck microphone 
series. The EGM Series includes per-
manent and quick mount unidirectional 
goosenecks, available in either a twelve or 
nineteen inch style. 
Perma-mount electret goosenecks 
(Models EGM040P/EGM-41P) feature a 
standard 5/8"-27 threaded flange for 
mounting on a mic stand, a 5/8'-27 threaded 
adapter for mounting to a podium or other 
surface, and an XLR-3M mic connector. 
Phantom power (5-52 Vdc)• is required. 
The EGM-40Q/EGM-410 quick mounts 
have an XLR-3M connector, which allows 
easy removal for economy and secure 
storage. These units plug into any standard 
3-pin panel jack or microphone cable 
which provides 5-52 Vdc phantom power. 
An optional shock mount (Model SH40) 
dampens surface-transmitted mechanical 
noise. 
Steel reinforcements make the EGM 
Series gooseneck microphones durable 
and dependable. A silent mic on/off switch 
as a standard feature is available only from 
Telex, and a windscreen is included with all 
models. This new line was designed for 
applications including high quality sound  
reinforcement, recording, and public ad-
dress applications. 
The EGM Series is available for imme-
diate shipment, and carries a suggested 
retail price ranging from $210 to $240 
depending on model. 
Telex Communications, Inc. head-
quarters in Minneapolis, Minnesota, is a 
leading manufacturer of professional 
audio, audiovisual presentation, com-
munication and hearing instrument 
products. It markets its products 
worldwide and has offices in London, Sin-
gapore, and Toronto. 
the YAK STACK & the DIRECTOR 
SOUND COLUMNS 
imitated But Never Duplicated! 
Vr5A 
NUM 
Call or write 
	
Special! 





Plastic Record Covers 
P.O. Box 361 $10 per hundred 
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Puzzle Page by John Blackmore 
The grid below is made up of basic and mainstream calls. You can trace the calls 
by moving one square in any direction (up, down, left, right or diagonally) and your 
track may cross so that any square can be used more than once in a call. For ex-
ample the nine squares which contain two E's and 2 D's 
WHE 
NAE would aive W-h-e-e-I a-n-d D-e-a-I 
DDL 
There are well over 30 calls to be found. Remember for family moves such as RUN 
to be used in a call it needs specifying who Runs, for example ENDS RUN so that 
RUN, FOLD, HINGE etc. are not calls by themselves 
JADTDEDNROWAHALT 
TVNHBNRAELLYMSF A 
WI EERUIGFNDENA I G 
S P L FHR SHTAL I SHNE 
TRFOTEAWSHEF ACRN 
AECASEUHDDTTNEGT 
D YL IWQEEANUHTORA 
E BFRTAPLRORENPAU 
N SON I FLEMCSSD I NQ 
B DYLDEDNADOAPODS 
GLOBAL SOCIAL VENTURE NETWORK 
and 
CALLER WAYNE MORVENT 
pre.1 
USSR SQUARE DANCE 
HOMESTAY TRIPS 
April 6-20, Moscow, Sochi 
May 18-June 1, Moscow, Simferopol 
June 1-15, Moscow, Leningrad 
• Stay in homes of Russian people 
• See the sights through the eyes of the Russians 
• Demonstrate and square dance with the Russians 
Future Trips Planned 
Wayne Morvent 	 Lisa Smith 
4915 Beaumont Dr. 	 Global Social Venture Network 
Beaumont TX 77708 721 Montecillo Rd. 
409-899-1098 	 San Rafael CA 94903 
415-491-1532 
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Per Couple 	Per Person 
$40.00 0 520.00 ❑ 
PRE-REGLSTRATION — 45th ANNUAL SILVER STATE FESTIVAL 
Pre-Registration Package All Dance Events (3 days) Ends April 15 
American Squareclance, ...anuary 1992 73 
45tin SILVER KEE 
SQUARE Eg ROUND 
DANCE FESTIVAL 
MAY 1, 2, 3, 1992 
Sponsored By Interraub Square and Round Dance Council 
Reno Sparks Convention & K 	Authonry 
R  600 . 
1.( 1.4 „pip IJITLS CITY AI 
1993 — MAY 14. 15. 16 
1994 — APRIL 29. 30. MAY 1 
1995 — APRIL 28. 29.30 
1996 — MAY 3. 4. 5 
Future 
Dates 





Santa Crux. CA 
All LEVELS OF DAN1IINC. 
Elmer Sheffield 
Tallalutasee. 
Gary l Arnrs 
Sum) 	( A 
THE ROUNDS 
Vii 00.ar1a 
Santa Crux. CA 
Roger Morgs 
Sacramento. CA 
Sharon & 1 Amy 
Porker 
MAINSTREAM 
FRIDAY — SATURDAY 
PLUS LEVEL 
FRIDAY — SATURDAY — SUNDAY 
ADVANCED A-I & A-2 
FRIDAY S. SATURDAY 
2.HALLS. WOODEN FLOOR 
• SAT-MAINSTREAM 
Bill Priers 








FRIDAY — SATURDAY — SUNDAY 
CLOGGING 
FRIDAY — SATURDAY — SUNDAY 
AFTER PARTY 
SATURDAY NIGHT 
SQUARE DANCE ATTIRE REQUIRED AT ALL SESSIONS 
PRE-REGLMATION ONLY ELIGIBLE FOR DOOR PRIZES 
PLUS LEVEL 	 AQUA/et:ED 
FRIDAY 	 SATURDAY 1:11 SIT 







S 800 0 
513.00 0 
SIODO 0 
S 8.00 0 
S4800 0 	S2400 0 
800 pm. - 11:00 p.m. $16.00 	❑ 
AD Day MOO a.m. - 11:00 p.m $26.00 0 
7-30 pm. • 11:00 p.m. $20.00 0 
All Day 10:00 am. - 3:00 p.m. $18.00 0 
FUN — SQUARE DANCE AFTER PARTY — FUN 
SATURDAY NIGHT 1100 Rm. 7117Y,  
FREE TO ALL 
GUEST CALLERS 
NAME 
ADDRE.26 	  
Make Checks Payable Ti, 
Sliver State Square Dann Festival 
MAIL To 
AIWANLT REGISTRATHPS 
TERRY & (AROLYN HOLM 
1010 LEPORI WAY 
SPARKS. NV 89431 
17031359-W67 
No refunds after April 15. 1992 
07Y_ _ - - - . STATE 'UP 
How bd you near about the Silver State Square & Round Dance Festival" 0 Magazine 0 Flyer 0 Other 	  
PLEASE CHECX — 0 SQUARE DANCER 0 ROUND DANCER 0 CLOGGER 0 SOLO 0 TRAVEL BY RV 
OHIO 
A NEW LINE OF FASHIONS 




DORIS'S Crystal Magic Petticoats 
	
JANET'S S/D SHOPPE 
8331 Pinecrest Drive 
	
Rt. 9 Box 997 (318)855-4470 
Redwood Valley CA 85470 
	
Lake Charles LA 70811 
Free Swatches, Flyers 
	
Member NASROS; Visa & MC 
SHERRY'S DANCE STORE 
2488 Almaden Road 
San Jose CA 95125 
(408) 267-2333 
Complete Une of SD Apparel 
ROMIE'S S/D & WESTERN WEAR 
3827 El Cajon BNd. 
San Diego CA 92105 
(619) 280-2150 
COLORADO 
S/D RECORD ROUNDUP 
957 Sheridan Blvd.. 
Phone 303-238-4810 
Phone Orders Welcome 
FLORIDA 
OXBOW 5/0 SHOP 
8650 49th St. N. 
Pinellas Park FL 34888 
813-541-5700 
Everything the dancer needs 
ILLINOIS 
SQUARE DANCE ATTIRE 
7215 W. Irving Park Road 
Chicago IL 80634 
INDIANA 
BEV'S SQUARE DANCE & WEST 
112 Depot St. 
Auburn IN 48706 
219-925-3818 or 925-0839 
24-hour Phone Service 
KANSAS 
DOROTHY'S S/D SHOP, Inc. 
3300 Strong Ave. Box 8004 
Kansas City KS 68106 (913)282-4240 
Serving S&R dancers since 1972 
Catalog $1.03 
B/T S/D & WESTERN WEAR 
637 E. 47th SI. S., Wichita KS 
2 blk. W of 1-35 Tmk, Exit 42 
318-522-6670, Closed Sun/Mon 
All New First Lino Apparel 
MAINE 
WHEEL AND DEAL SHOP INC. 
RI 115 Yarmouth Rd. 
Gray ME 04039 
207-657-3412 
Catalog S2 Refund with 1st Order 
MARYLAND 
ANDES S/D & WESTERN APPAREL 
2109 Liberty Rd. (301-795-0808) 
Ektorsburg MD 21784 
Catalogue Available - $2 




Detroit MI 48209 




4017 Central Ave. NE 
Albuquerque NM 87108 
505-255-8961 
MINNESOTA 
SKYUNE S/D SHOP 
9 Skyline Dr. 507-345-1900 
Mankato MN 56001 
Member of NASROS 
We welcome mail orders! 
NEW YORK 
SKY RANCH WEST. & S/D STORE 
100-111 S. Main St. (315-868-2644) 
Central Square NY 13038 
Complete Western & S/D Store 
Catalog $1 Credited on 1st Order 
NORTH CAROLINA 
CIRCLE W S/D FASHIONS 
Don & Jackie Wilkins 
R I Box 313 (Phone 919-327-3337) 
Sneads Ferry NC 28460 
Mail Services-MasterCard-VISA 
TERRI'S WESTERN FASHIONS 
(Formerly M & H Western Fashions) 
13002 Lorain Ave. 
Cleaveland OH 44111 
218-871-5185 or 800-553-9761 
OAKLAHOMA 
LOWELL'S PLACE on Main 
119 West Main 
Moore OK 73180-5105 
Apparel 405-799-5802 
Just outside OK City & worth the trip 
PENNSYLVANIA 
FABIAN'S WESTERN WEAR 
Square Dance Apparel 
18th & Jefferson Sta. 
Lewisburg PA 17837 
Lewisburg PA 17837 
Phone: 1-717-823-6280 
SWING THRU 
RD 1 Box 428 






Wichita Falls TX 78301 
Square & Round Dance Regalia 
Immediate Mail Order Service 
CIRCLES & SQUARES INC. 
9047 Garland Rd. 
Dallas TX 75218 
214-328-86841 
S/D Apparel & Monogramming 
VIRGINIA 
LIW WESTERN APPAREL 
R. 4 Box 19 
Elkton VA 22827 
Phone: 703-298-8678 
TRIPLE R WESTERN WEAR 
KMB ENTERPRISES INC. 
250 W. Broad St. 
Falls Church VA 22048 
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DANCE. SUNDAY ONLY,ONE GIGANTIC 
HERS Ii IS LAST 
MAILINO ADDRESS 
ZIP CODE CITY 	 nArr 
TELEPHONE: ( 	  
AU. CODE 
Mats Chart Pmrable To 
DERRY CITY FESTIVAL 
Mad lir 
Vi andel! & Sherry Rervaida 
9709(1,m...ray Ort.4 








COUPLE_ St romE______ CIfAL1.ENCF Cy r  







Vendor Boot h• 
LouirviIles Finest 
Callen and Cuero 
Kenrocklana Square Dance Association. Inc. 
Presents 
The Derhy City Festival 1942 
April W. II. 12. 1492 
JUMP OPd I FIE PAP4f)WAr.nr■ 













RICHARD A HART LEE EDNARDS 
1-S02-267-6666 
IP TOD NEED ANT INFORMATION 
AD Emus Friday. Saturday. sad Su dap  
Atinse. Reporracs S14 00 prim:run 
Alto. Marl 17.1992 S17.1111 per pro. 
Hesse Send Mc Mute Inlumaiktn. 
C AWItal 1,ACTLMT_S 
- n(IWP promo/PO 







Chaziottx. North Carolina 




And Exposition Carrier 
SADISM, ROTEL LOUISVILLE 
SPECIAL RATE POI SOUARE 
DANCERS 049.00 PER ROOM 
1-800-133-3373 
STREET OR RURAL ROUTE 
rva MF.  
KALOX-Eel-ca-Longhorn 
NEW ON KALOX: 
K-1319 MARY ANN, Flip/Inst. by Jon Jones & Wayne Baldwin 
RECENT RELEASES ON KALOX: 
K-1318 ONE MORE TIME, Flip/Inst. by John Saunders 
POPULAR RELEASES STILL AVAILABLE 
LH-193 FREEDOM 
LH-194 FIRE BALL MAIL 
LH-1022 GOODNIGHTLITTLE GIRL 
NEW ROUNDS ON BELCO: 
B-400-A A COCA COLA COWBOY, Two—step by Jack & Ann 
1. Music only; 2, Cues by Jack 	Von der Heide 
B-400-B WHITE CHRISTMAS, Waltz by Pam & Larry Wacker 
1. Music only; 2. Cues by Pam 
RECENT RELEASES ON BELCO: 
B-398 MANHATTAN/HONOLULU HANA-HOU 
NEW ON CROW: 
C-002 OKLAHOMA HILLS, Flip, Inst. by Bill Crowson 
C-001 	CALENDAR GIRL, Flip/Inst. by Bill Crowson 










LH-138 TWO TIMIN' BLUES 
LH-144 BALLIN' THE JACK 
Ken Croft/ 
Elena de Zordo 
Richard & 
JoAnne Lawson 
Bill & Virginia 
Tracy 
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Creative 
Choreography 
by Ed Fraidenburg 
thru, Pass to the center, Square thru three, 
Left allemande. 
WHAT EVER HAPPENED TO "CROSS 
THE OCEAN/SEA"? 
From facing couples: (Ocean) Belles 
diagonal pass thru and face right; Beaus left 
touch 1/4. Ends in right hand waves. 
(Sea) Beaus diagonal pass thru and face 
left; Bells touch 1/4 Ends in left—hand 
waves. 
Heads lead right and circle to a line, Right 
and left thru, Cross the ocean, Right and 
left grand. 
Heads square thru four, Slide thru, Cross 
the ocean, Swing thru..Recycle, Left al-
lemande, 
Heads lead right and circle to a line, Right 
and left thru, Rollaway, Ends load the boat, 
Centers cross the ocean, Extend, Swing 
thru, Ends circulate, Recycle, Left al-
lemande. 
Heads square thru four, Right and left thru, 
Slide thru, Cross the sea, Left allemande. 
Heads lead right and circle to a line, Star 
thru, Cross the ocean, Swing thru , Recycle, 
Left allemande. 
Heads pass thru go round one to a line, 
Ends load the boat, Centers cross the 
ocean, Extend, Swing thru, Girls trade, Star 
76 
"SPIN CHAIN AND EXCHANGE THE 
GEARS" 
Heads pass thru go round one make a line, 
Pass the ocean, Spin chain and exchange the 
gears, Centers trade, Girls trade, Pass thru, 
Bend the line, Pass the ocean, Swing thru, 
Right and left grand. 
Heads square thru four, Pass the ocean, 
Spin the top, Spin chain and exchange the 
gears, Same sexes trade, right and left 
grand. 
Heads pass the ocean, Extend, Spin chain 
and exchange the gears, Swing thru, All 
eight circulate, Boys run, Bend the line, 
Cross trail thru, Left allemande. 
Heads lead right and circle to a line, Pass 
the ocean, Spin chain and exchange the 
gears, Recycle, Square thru 3/4, Trade by, 
Left allemande. 
Heads lead right and circle to a line, Spin 
the top, Spin chain and exchange the gears, 
Swing thru, Recycle, Pass thru, Trade by, 
Left allemande 
Heads pass thru go round one to a line, Spin 
the top, Spin chain and exchange the gears, 
Boys run, Left allemande. 





Heads star thru, Double pass thru, Clover-
leaf, Zoom, Pass thru, Left allemande. 
Heads pass thru go round one to a line, Pass 
thru, Tag the line, Cloverleaf, Square thru 
3/4, Left allemande. 
Heads square thru four, Swing thru, Boys 
run, Tag the line, Cloverleaf, Pass thru, 
Swing thru, Ends circulate, Girls trade, All 
pass thru, Partner trade, Left allemande, 
Right and left grand BUT on the third hand, 
Promenade. 
Heads lead right and circle to a line, Spin 
the top, Boys run..Tag the line, Cloverleaf, 
Girls square thru 3/4, Star thru, Promenade. 
Heads pass thru go round one to a line, Star 
thru, Double pass thru, Cloverleaf, Square 
thru 3/4, Left allemande. 
Heads lead to the right and circle to a line, 
Pass thru, Tag the line, Cloverleaf, Turn 
thru, Box the gnat, Right and left grand. 
Heads square thru four, Touch 1/4, Walk 
and dodge, tag the line, Cloverleaf, Turn 
thru, Star thru, Pass thru, Wheel and deal, 
Square thru 3/4, Left allemande. 
"SCOOT RATTLE AND ROLL" 
by Ron Hunter 
From parallel waves; Scootback; Centers 
trade; All hinge and roll. Ends in facing 
couples. 
EQUIVALENT TO RECYCLE 
Sample Choreo. 
Heads square thru four, Swing thru, 
SCOOT RATTLE and ROLL, Swing thru, 
SCOOT RATTLE and ROLL, Left al-
lemande. 
Heads lead right and circle to a line, Right 
and left thru, Spin the top, SCOOT RAT-
TLE and ROLL, Right and left grand. 
Heads lead right and circle to a line, Pass 
the ocean, Centers trade, SCOOT RAT-
TLE and ROLL, Pass thru, Left allemande. 
Heads pass thru go round one to a line, Pass 
the ocean, SCOOT RATTLE and ROLL, 
Star thru, Wheel and deal, Left allemande. 
Heads lead right and circle to a line, Right 
and left thru, Spin the top, Swing thru, 
SCOOT RATTLE and ROLL, Right and 
left grand. 
Heads lead right and circle to a line, Pass 
the ocean, SCOOT RATTLE and ROLL, 
Pass thru, Trade by, Touch to a wave, 
SCOOT RATTLE and ROLL, Square thru 
3/4..Left allemande. 
Heads square thru four, Touch 1/4, Centers 
trade, SCOOT RATTLE and ROLL, 
Swing thru, Ends circulate, Boys trade, Pass 
thru, Tag the line in, Left allemande. 
12  FIGURES 
"DO IT AGAIN" 
A fun idea for a nice change of pace. 
All or part of the dancers will repeat the last 
call given — The caller will designate who 
is to repeat the previous call. 
EXAMPLE: Heads square thru 4 -
everyone "DO IT AGAIN" (square thru 4) 
— Bend the line Square thru 2 — centers only 
"DO IT AGAIN" (square thru 2) 
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This is not intended to be a new call, just 
another way to enjoy the calls that the dan-
cers already know in a fun way. This can 
become quite challenging depending on 
how many dancer changes in the action you 
give them. Have fun! 
Heads square thru 4 ALL DO IT AGAIN 
(square thru 4) Bend the line - square thru 
2 CENTERS DO IT AGAIN (square thru 2) 
All partner trade You're home. 
Heads square thru 4 ALL DO IT AGAIN 
(square thru 4) Bend the line - Star thru -
Slide thru - DO IT AGAIN (slide thru) -
Left allemande. 
Heads pass the ocean - Extend - Swing thru 
- Boys run - Couples circulate - Ferris 
wheel - Pass thru - Swing thru - DO IT 
AGAIN (swing thru) Girls run - Girls fold 
- Left allemande. 
Heads square thru 2 - Swing thru - Girls 
circulate - Boys trade - Spin the top - DO 
IT AGAIN (spin the top) - Right and left 
grand. 
Heads pass the ocean -Swing thru - Extend 
— Boys trade — GIRLS DO IT AGAIN -
(trade) — CENTERS DO IT AGAIN -
(trade) — GIRLS DO IT AGAIN — (trade) -
Pass thru - Wheel and deal - Centers 
square thru 3/4 - All pass thru - Left al-
lemande. 
Heads right and left thru- Heads rollawway 
and slide thru - touch 1/4- Scoot back - DO 
IT AGAIN (scoot back) - Girls run - Pass 
thru - Tag the line in - Slide thru - DO IT 
AGAIN (SLIDE THRU) — AND AGAIN 
(slide thru) - Left allemande. 
Heads lead right circle to a line - Pass thru 
- Wheel and deal - Zoom - DO IT AGAIN 
(zoom) — Girls DO IT AGAIN (zoom) -
Centers right and left thru- Pass thru - ALL 
DO IT AGAIN (pass thru) - Left al-
lemande. 
DO IT AGAIN USING PLUS CALLS 
Heads pass the ocean - ping pong circulate 
BOYS DO IT AGAIN (ping pong circu-
late) - Extend - Scoot back - Explode and 
touch 1/4 - 8 circulate - Girls peel off - Left  
allemande. 
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Heads slide thru - DO IT AGAIN (slide 
thru) - Pass the ocean - Extend - Swing 
thru - Girls circulate - Boys trade - Scoot 
back - Follow your neighbor and spread -
DO IT AGAIN (follow your neighbor and 
spread) - Right and left grand. 
Heads touch 1/4 and spread - SIDES DO 
IT AGAIN (touch 1/4 and spread) - All 
wrong way single file promenade - Girls roll 
out - Skip one man - Left allemande. 
Heads slide thru and spread - DO IT 
AGAIN (slide thru and spread) - AND 
AGAIN (slide thru and spread) - AND 
AGAIN (slide thru and spread) - Sides slide 
thru - You're home. 
Left allemande - All 8 spin the top - DO IT 
AGAIN (all 8 spin the top) - All right and 
left grand. 
Heads right and left thru- Heads dixie style 
to a wave - Heads trade the wave - Ping 
pong circulate - DO IT AGAIN (ping pong 
circulate) - Extend - Linear cycle - Touch 
1/4 - Walk and dodge - Left allemande. 
Heads touch 1/4 - Boys run - Swing thru -
Girls fold - Peel the top - Explode and 
touch 1/4 - DO IT AGAIN (explode and 
touch 1/4) - 8 circulate - Boys run - Centers 
pass thru - 8 chain three - Left allemande. 
Heads touch 1/4 and roll - Heads pass thru 
and seperate around one to a line - Pass 
thru - Crossfire - Ping pong circulate - DO 
IT AGAIN (ping pong circulate) - Outsides 
roll - Right and left grand. 
PUZZLE ANSWERS: 










Right and left grand 
Cast off three quarters 
	
Rght and left thru 
Centers cross run 
	




Do paso See saw 
Do sado 
	
Sides ladies chain 
Ends fold Side ladies hinge 
Ends run 
	
Sides face grand square 
Fan the lop Sides hinge 
Ferris wheel 
	
Spin the lop 
Half sashay Square thru 
Half tag 
	
Tag the line 
Heads wheel around 
	
Trade by 
Ladies in men sashay Veer right 
Ladies hinge 
	
Wheel and deal 
Arrencan Squaredance, January 1992 
P. S.: MS/OS 
by Walt Cole 
TIMING'S THE THING: 
Intro: 
— — — 	Heads Square Thru 
— — — — 
Swing Thru — — 	— — Boys Run 
— — Tag The Line — — — -
Clover Leaf — Girls Square Thru 3/4 
— — Slide Thru 	— — — Roll 
Corner Swing — — — — Promenade 
— — — — 
— Heads Square 
Thru 
FOR THE MODULAR CALLER: 
Zero box: Swing thru, cast off 3/4, all eight 
circulate, (repeat sequence to a zero box.) 
Zero box: Right and left thru, dive thru, 
centers swing thru, boys run, 1/2 tag the 
line, left allemande. 
Zero line: Pass thru, wheel and deal, 
centers swing thru, all grand i ight and left. 
Zero box: swing thru, cast off 3/4, centers 
trade, (repeat sequence to a zero box). 
Zero box: Swing thru, boys run, bend the 
line, slide thru, (repeat sequence to zero 
box. 
Zero box: Swing thru, girls circulate, spin 
the top, right and left thru, Zero box. 
THE BASIC PROGRAM: 
Static square: Heads cross—trail and go 
around one to a line, star thru, pass thru, 
trade by, swing thru, boys run, ferris wheel, 
pass thru, left allemande. 
Static square: Heads half square thru, do 
sa do to a wave, all eight circulate, swing 
thru, girls trade, boys trade boys run, wheel 
and deal, left allemande. 
Zero box: sides rollaway 1/2 sashay, do sa 
do to a wave, boys trade, girls trade, centers 
trade, boys run right, pass thru, wheel and 
deal, zoom, square thru 3/4, left allemande. 
Zero line: square thru, trade by, do sa do 
to a wave, all eight circulate, swing thru, 
boys trade, boys run right, bend the line, 
right and left thru, cross—trail thru, left al-
lemande. 
THE MAINSTREAM PROGRAM: 
INVERTED LINES: 
Zero box: Swing thru, boys run, tag the 
line—in, pass thru, boys partner trade, girls 
trade, boys pass thru, boys run, lines for-
ward and back, touch 1/4, all eight circu-
late, girls U turn back, centers pass thru, all 
pass thru, left allemande. 
Zero line: Pass the ocean, girls trade, girls 
run, tag the line—in, pass thru, girls partner 
trade, girls square thru 3/4, boys cross—fold, 
touch 1/4, grand right and left. 
Zero line: Pass thru, wheel and deal, 
double pass thru, centers in, cast off 3/4, 
centers square thru 3/4, ends pass thru and 
cross fold, pass thru, trade by, star thru, 
pass thru, bend the line, right and left thru, 
flutter wheel, cross—trail thru, left al-
lemande. 
Get Out: 
Zero line: Right and left thru, dixie style to 
an ocean wave, recycle, square thru 3/4, left 
allemande. 
Across The Street Box : 
Heads 1/2 square thru, star thru, pass the 
ocean, swing thru, boys trade, all eight cir-
culate once and a half, grand right and left. 
Just MS 
Zero box (wave): Scoot back. boys run, tag 
the line, girls cloverleaf, boys U turn back, 
boys square thru, do sa do to a wave, boys 
run, slide thru, left allemande, (zero box) 
Zero line: pass the ocean, scoot back, girls 
circulate, boys trade, boys run, tag the line, 
cloverleaf, girls square thru 3/4, boys cour-
tesy turn 'em, slide thru, left allemande 
(zero box). 	continued on page 80 
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Zero line: Touch 1/4, all eight circulate, 
boys run, do sa do to a wave, all eight 
circulate, single hinge, split circulate, boys 
run, pass thru, wheel and deal, zoom, 
square thru 3/4, left allemande (zero box). 
Zero line: Right and left thru, rollaway 1/2 
sashay, touch 1/4, all eight circulate, girls 
run, do sa do to a wave, all eight circulate, 
single hinge, split circulate, scoot back, 
boys run, pass thru, wheel and deal, zoom, 
square thru 3/4, left allemande (zero box). 
Alamo To A Box: 
Static square: Allemande left to an alamo 
style, balance, heads walk and dodge and 
cloverleaf, sides walk and dodge, zero box. 
Left Touch: 
Zero line: Slide thru, touch 1/4, scoot back, 
boys fold, girls square thru 3/4, left touch 
1/4, balance, girls circulate, boys trade, 
boys cross—run, recycle, pass thru, trade by, 
left allemande (zero box). 
110111 Oculce/4 
(P.O. Boy 472 
Bonita. Ca. 91908-0472 
(619) 282-1851 
1-800-423-9046 
Mail Order Service 
Call or Write 
For Free Catalog 
Continued from ON LINE 
whatever level you select, Basic, 
Mainstream, Plus, A-1 or A-2. A Database 
is also supplied that consists of about 350 
calls. The tip generated is truly random 
with no consideration given to body flow, 
i.e., we are talking about ALL Position 
Dancing (APD). For example if we are in 
a STATIC SQUARE formation there are 
over 30 Basic level calls that might be 
generated. A database maintenance facility 
is also provided by the program. 
It has been necessary to write several 
utility programs to assist in developing the 
various programs. One of them, 
MAKEDANCE, is used to create and 
modify the positions of the dancers shown 
in the dance steps. Each dancer is uniquely 
identified by name, facing direction and 
position on the "square dance floor." This 
program is used to manipulate the data files  
used for each dance. Each frame shows a 
snapshot of the dancers as they progress 
through the call. Finally, we are ex-
perimenting with a fifty dollar device 
(Speech Thing, Covox, Inc., Eugene. Or.) 
that connects in—line with parallel printer 
on the computer that allows us to say the 
calls generated by GENDANCE program. 
We bought another device, Voice Master, 
that allowed us to record and save speech. 
We are just toying with the idea of record-
ing the 150 or so words used by Square 
Dance Callers and then use those together 
with the GENDANCE program to let the 
computer call a tip! If we could do that 
maybe we could develop a program called 
TALKTIP. Wouldn't that be fun! 
someone spoke correctly when they said 
"The differences between men and boys is 
the price of their toys." 





STAND BY ME 
WHEN YOU'RE SMILING 
DIAMOND HOEDOWN 





JACK MURTHA ENTERPRISES • PO BOX 3055 • YUBA CITY CA 95992 3055 • (916) 6731120 
What's Going On In Suuare Dancing 
ROUNDALAB TEACHERS 
SEMINAR/CLINIC 
In it's continuing efforts to provide 
educational opportunities for Round 
Dance Teachers to increase their 
knowledge and expertise, ROUNDALAB 
will sponsor its annual Wednesday 
Teachers Seminar/Clinic on Wednesday, 
June 24,1992, prior to the National Square 
Dance Convention. Chairing the event are 
Don & Pete Hickman of San Antonio, TX. 
The main thrust of the day—long semi-
nar/clinic will be Teaching Teachers to 
Teach and giving them many helpful hints 
on Associative Teaching of various 
rhythms. Handouts will be provided. 
At the morning session Clinicians Iry & 
Betty Easterday of Hagertown, MD. topic 
will be Associative Teaching of Waltz and 
Foxtrot in Phases III & IV. Bill & Carol 
Goss of San Diego, CA. will cover Associa-
tive Teaching of West Coast Swing and Jive 
in the afternoon. If time permits they will 
go into some of the Phase V figures. A 
buffet lunch will be served at noon. 
The Seminar/Clinic will be held in the 
spacious Disabled Americans Veterans 
(DAV) Hall in Middletown, Ohio. Ad-
vance registrations arc required. For addi-
tional information, please contact the 
ROUNDALAB office at PO Box 37, 
Lower Waterford, VT 05848. 
ROUNDALAB 
Office has moved to Vermont 
ROUNDALAB, has moved its head-
quarters from New Jersey to Vermont. The 
new address will be PO Box 37, Lower 
Waterford, Vt. 05848-0037. All correspon-
dence should be sent to the Vermont ad-
dress 
41ST NATIONAL CONVENTION 
Cincinnati Establishments Wins Awards 
The American Automobile Association 
recently awarded their prestigious "Four 
Diamonds" Award to the following hotels 
and restaurants. this award indicates a 
great commitment to excellence. 
Hotels The Cincinnatian — The Hayatt 
Regency — Omni Netherland Plaza — The 
Westin — Cincinnati Marriot — Common-
wealth Hilton 
Restaurants — Maisonette — Orchids 
at the Omni Netherland Plaza — The 
Palace at the Cincinnatian Hotel 
Rookwood pottery Restaurant 
Atop Mt. Adams 
In 1800, aided by the generosity of her 
father, Maria Longworth Nichols founded 
the original Rookwood Pottery. She used 
the name Rookwood after — her family 
estate — so named after the large number 
of crows (rooks) on the property. In 1892, 
an unusual Tudor—style was built to house 
the factory. The factory finally closed in the 
mid 1900's. Today the building houses of 
fives and artist 's studios. a fascinating res-
taurant has opened in the area that was 
once the kiln room — making a very inter-
esting setting. this building can be found in 
the renovated, prestigious area of the 
Mount Adams. 








From YAK STACK 
The DIRECTOR JUNIOR 
Weighs only 13 LBS. Good Through 1-31-92 
Quality Sound in a Smaller Unit 
Handles from 1 to 160 Watts 
INTRODUCTORY SPECIAL: Includes Our New 
"YAK PACK" PADDED CARRYING CASE 
$315.00 (Plus Shipping) 
Order yours today!! 
(Padded YAK PACKS also available for the full DIRECTOR) 
For further information, call Gary or Cindy at 
YAK STACK, (203)647-7530 or write 
PO Box 361, Tolland CT 06084-0361 
CALLERLAB 
Ken Ritucci, Chairman of the Advanced 
Quarterly Selections Committee, is 
pleased to announce that the committee 
has selected CLEAN SWEEP (A FRAC-
TION) as the Advanced Quarterly Selec-
tion for the period beginning December 1, 
1991. 
CLEAN SWEEP (A FRACTION) by 
Dave Hodson 
STARTING FORMATION: Facing 
Couples 
THE ACTION Circle Left Given Frac-
tion, ie 1/4, 1/2, 3/4, Couples Veer Left, Tag 
The Line, Right Roll To A Wave. 
ENDING FORMATION:Ocean 
Waves, Mini Waves 
TIMING: 1/4 = 14 beats 1/2 = 16 beats 
3/4 = 18 beats 
DANCE EXAMPLE: Zero Box, 
CLEAN SWEEP A 1/2, Quarter Thru, 
Scoot Back, Extend The Tag, Right & Left 
Grand! 
SINGING CALL EXAMPLE: Heads 
(Sides) Square Thru, Dosado, CLEAN 
SWEEP 1/2, Boys Run, Pass Thru, Wheel  
& Deal, Zoom, Centers Pass Thru,Swing 
Corner, Add Tag 
Tom Seller, Chairman of the Plus 
Quarterly Selection Committee, an-
nounces that his committee has selected 
NO NEW MOVEMENTS for the Plus 
Quarterly Selection for the period begin-
ning November 1, 1991. 
The current plus Quarterly selections 
are CUT TIIE DIAMOND AND broken 
wheel. 
Ed Foote, Chairman of the Challenge 
Committee, announces two new calls have 
been added to the C-1 list. 
The new selections are: 
Flip the line 1/4, 1/2, 3/4, Full 
Make Magic 
In addition, it was approved to add the 
following statement under Magic Column 
Formation/Concept: "At C-1, right or 
left—hand Magic Columns only." 
To order the new up—dated lists, call or 
write to the CALLERLAB Home Office. 
They may be ordered in bulk at $4.50 per 
hundred or $2.50 per 50. 
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TRAVEL 6 TOVR5  
413-566-3349 
119 Allen St. 
Hampden, Mass. 01036 MEG SIMKINS 
Everything for 
Square Dancers NMI 
a 
ii  
Handling 53 00 se. 
14-NIGHT SCANDENAVIA/Ri USSR CRUISE 
FROM $ 3960 
Sail on SONG OF NORWAY from Amterdam with stops in six ports, 
Stockholm, Helsinki, St. Petersburg, Visby, Copenhagen, and Oslo. 
Also sail through the 61—mile Kiel Canal. Spend 2 extra days in 
Amterdam to shop and sightsee. 
ROYAL` CARIBBEAN 
III, hit Val) NI '1.4 Iitis.411,  1111 •PA I 
Send SI 00 for cataiogue 
Refunded on first order.  
NEW 	 NEW 
Luxurious nylon organdy is used for this full, but light-weight, petticoat. All bot- 
toms are hemmed for comfort and long wear. Replaceable elastic at waistline. 
Extremely full #6000—Sixty yards-3 layers-20 yds. each $33.00 
Extremely full #5000—Fifty yards-2 layers-25 yds. each $31.00 
Extremely full #4000—Forty yards-2 layers-20 yds. each $28.00 
LENGTHS: 19,20,21,22 and 23 inches. 
COLORS: Red, Black, White, Light Blue, Royal Blue, Ivory, Peach, Burgundy, Pink, 
Hot Pink, Yellow, Purple, Lavender, Mint, Kelly Green, Navy. 
SIZES: Small, Medium and Large 
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Variety is one of the advantages we get from receiving Callerlink each month, 
the handiwork of Eric Wendell of 
Australia. Some good items on "Sound," 
"Projection," "Command" and other sub-
jects are interesting. From Alex Hanyss 
come examples of good MS variety like 
these: 
Circle right! 
Stars—why not have the ladies make a 
star for a change? 
Star promenade--again, you can put the 
ladies in the middle. Pass thru — for ex-
ample, face your corner, pass thru and 
swing the next. 
Rollaway--the men can roll away just 
well as the ladies. Grand square/slide--why 
not have the heads face for a change? You 
can even have men or ladies face, but this 
gets rather complicated and it would be a 
good idea to walk it through first. 
Star thru--"face your corner and star 
thru" put the dancers in a circle. 
Walk around the corner, seesaw 
partner--these are two separate move- 
ments, and you can do them one at a time. 
Sveryone needs practice on "cast off' no matter how experienced he/she is, 
we've found, so Warren Berquam in his 
Minnesota Callers' Notes gives callers a 
good series of practice figures, and corn- 
bines it with "slide thru" for extra interest. 
Try these: 
Zero box: Slide thru, pass thru, cast off 
3/4, slide thru (Zero box) left allemande... 
Zero line: Pass the ocean, recycle, slide 
thru, pass thru Cast off 3/4, pass the ocean, 
cast off 3/4, boys run Slide thru, make a 
wave, cast off 3/4, boys run, pass thru Wheel 
and deal, centers square thru 3/4, slide thru 
Crosstrail thru, left allemande... 
Zero line: Pass thru, tag the line in, 
centers square thru Ends star thru, centers 
in, cast off 3/4, star thru Double pass thru, 
leaders California twirl, square thru 3/4 
Left allemande... 
Very pertinent stuff on "angels" is given to us by Al Stevens and Rudi Pohl in 
Notes for European Callers: "A helper is 
not a teacher! His prime function, when 
filling in a square, is to be in the right place 
at the right time, to do correctly those 
things the caller is teaching and to do them 
in the style the caller is presenting. A helper 
who talks or tries to instruct, yanks, pushes 
or pulls new dancers in order to get them 
aimed in the right direction is certainly 
doing a disservice to the learner. The per-
son at the microphone is in the best posi-
tion to see where help is needed. 
Occasionally a word from the helper to the 
caller/teacher between tips may alert him 
to do something that needs his attention. 
FREE CATALOG 
ASHTON & CALIFONE AMPLIFERS 
ASTATIC & ELECTROVOICE 
MICROPHONES 
CUSTOMIZED MUSIC VOLUME CONTROLS 
SPEAKER STANDS 
RECORD SLEVES 
POLYETHLYENE RECORD STORAGE BOX 
RANDOM SOUND, INC. 
Oscar & Shirley Johnson 
7317 Harriet Ave., S., Minneapolis MN 55423 
612-869-9501 Bus. - 612-869-6168 Res. 
NADY WIRELESS MICROPHONES 
CALLER AND CUER CADDIES 
3 AND 5-YEAR CALENDARS 
MAGETIC & TRAVEL PATTER AIDS 
NEEDLES, WAX, MISC. 
REPAIR SERVICE 
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FT-120 (IT'S JUST) AN OLD-FASHIONED LOVE SONG 	FT-108 
FT-101 PICKING UP STRANGERS—Johnny Lee Hit FT-109 
FT-102 COMMON MAN—John Conlee Hit 	 FT-110 
FT-103 PICK ME UP ON YOUR WAY DOWN (Classic) 	FT-112 
FT-104 SNIPE ROMP--Great 34 Basic Flip Hoedown FT-113 
FT-105 LOVE'S BEEN A LITTLE HARD ON ME 
FT-106 SAVE THE LAST DANCE FOR ME—Dolly Parton Hit 
FT-107 SONG SUNG BLUE—Neil Diamond Hit 
TELL ME BABY WHY YOU BEEN GONE SO LONG 
TUNE UP—Best Selling 48 Basic Hoedown 
LOVE SICK BLUES—Hank Sr Classic 
HEARTBREAK HOTEL—Elyls, Willie and Leon Hit 
CROCODILE ROCK--70's Pop Hit 
FT-114 THERE MUST BE SOMETHING ABOUT ME BABY THAT SHE LOVES 
FT-115 HOUSTON One Day Closer to Youl—Gatlin Bros. Hits 
SHARPSHOOTER RECOROS—SS.101 HEY GOOD LOOKIN 
It you are interested 
in recording on Sharp 
Shooter Records. 
Call or wnte 
FINE TUNE RECORDS 
c/o Rick Hampton 
1280 Ventura 
Kingsburg CA 93631 
REC RDS 
"Those who come to the class ostensibly 
to help have just the opposite effect when 
they sit or stand on the side lines talking 
while the caller is trying to instruct. Many 
callers will make a definite point of meeting 
with the helpers before each class session. 
In this way, they can spell out what they 
want and do not want in the way of assis-
tance." 
Joe Uebelacker talks about teaching beginners in this issue of Canadian 
Callers Notes and gives us some slightly 
different slants, such as this one: "I don't 
change partners on singing calls at first. 
Sometimes I don't change partners until 
the second or third week of classes. To me, 
the most fundamental thing (concept) that 
dancers must learn is which direction to go 
to find partner and corner in the square, 
not matter which way they're facing when 
the command is given. New dancers get 
very confused when not facing in and are 
trying to find their partner or corner. For 
this reason, I make sure that the person I 
call "partner" is really original partner for 
the first few times we do singing calls. Once 
they have the "pattern" down pat, I'll ex-
plain how a singing call works ahead of time 
so they understand the terminology. Think 
about it for a bit...new words, new actions 
and new concepts. They just learned how 
to "swing a partner" and now you tell them 
to swing their corner who becomes their 
partner, but only for a while." Much more 
good theory follows. 
'mice bits of variety choreo can always be 
.1.11 found throughout Dick Han's Dan-
cetime Notes for Callers, such as this: 
Heads lead right, touch 1/4, split circu-
late, boys run 
Pass thru, girls trade, swing thru, girls 
trade, single hinge 
Centers trade, boys trade, touch 1/4, 
girls run, trade by Right and left grand... 
In Mainstream Flow by Rusty and Kay Fennell, we find this little silly goodie, 
just for some laughs. Save it for next Hal-
loween: "Spook 'Em:" From any four 
handed ocean wave, all dancers lead for-
ward and look in the direction of the dan-
cers facing their same way in the wave (alias 
"take a peek') and loudly say, "Boo." Timing 
is four beats by the time they rock back 
from their ocean waves to move into the 
next call...I will say that for added fun you 
can do a double "spook 'em" at the begin-
ning of the tip following the teach. This way 
all dancers can get in their one "Boo-boo" 
for the night. Dumb, huh? Have fun. 
A good definition of terms can be found 
tiLin this issue of Mechanics of Choreog-
raphy by Wayne Morvent. It is interesting 
to note that he names what we've known as 
an "inversion" a very descriptive "turn 
around." Good methodology is explained, 
such as this: "I find that a mixture of sight 
and module techniques provides for the 
very 
best calling. This mixture allows the 
caller to make use of "free-wheeling" with 
his choreography and then to move the 
dancers from an unknown state to a known 
state and make use of a memorized module 
for the resolution. This also gives the caller 
the use of zeros, equivalents, set-ups and 
get-outs. To this end, I am using this issue 
of Mechanics for a brief study of the 
modular and sight methods of managing 
choreography. 
(Watch for a new note service next 
month, MIKESIDE MANAGEMENT, 
from Stan and Cathie Burdick of Ohio.) 








$15.00 for 12 issues 
$16.00 for Canada 
$25.00 Foreign 
Name 	 
Address 	  
elly, Stele, Zip 	  
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SQUARE DANCE ROOK SERVICE 
38 VARIETIES - BOOKS FOR CALLERS, CUERS, LEADERS, DANCERS L CLOGGERS 
ACCOMPLISHING BETTER CALLING . . $4.00 HOEDOWN HERITAGE (History) 	. . . $3.00 
ADVANCED DIAGRAMED GUIDE 	 $10.00 LEADERSHIP-SHAPE (Tips galore) . . $7.00 
ADVANCED WORKSHOP NOTEBOOK 	. $9.00 MAINSTREAM S/DANCING (Diagrams) $1.00 
ALLEMANDE LEFT (Mentally Hadicapped) $5.00 MINI BOOK (Deffinations of S/D) 	 $7.00 
APPALACHIAN S/D FOR CLOGGERS 	. . $10.00 MODERN CONTRA DANCING 	 $3.00 
BURLESON S/D ENCYCLOPEDIA . . . . $15.00 MODERN MODULE MODE (Figures) $3.00 
CALLER CLINIC (Variety of subjects) . . . $6.00 PARTY LINE (After-party ideas) 	 $6.00 
CALLER'S GUIDEBOOK (300 page text) . $14.00 PLUS PROGRAM (Diagrams)  $1.00 
CHOREOGRAPHY GIMMICS 	 $6.00 PLUS WORKSHOP NUT EbUOK 	 $9.00 
CLIP ART I (Sketches, paste-up) 	 $3.00 PROCEDURES MANUAL FOR CLUBS . $25.00 
CLIP ART II (Aff different) 	  $4.00 SET-UP AND GET-OUT (Modules) . . 	. $6.00 
CLIP ART III (All different)  $5.00 SHOW AND SELL S/D (Better Promotion) $8.00 
CLOGGING (Basic book) 	  $4.00 SOLO DANCES (Single, line routines) 	. . $7.00 
DBD & TOUGH PLUS 	  $5.00 SOUNDING THE HALL (Equipment) . . $3.00 
DIAGRAMED GUIDE TO BETTER S/D . . $7.00 S/D STYLING (Smoother dancing) 	. . . . $4.00 
EASY LEVEL (0/N/S Material) 	 $6.00 TEACHING CLOGGING 	  $7.00 
EASY SING-A-LONG (Adaptations) $3.00 TEACHIG TOTS TO DANCE (Family) . 	. $3.00 
FIRST STEPS TO CONTRA (Basic) 	. $3.00 WHEEL AND DEALING (Nursing Homes) . $5.00 
FUNNY WORLD OF S/D (Cartoons) . . $4.00 WINDMILE SYSTEM (Image style) 	. . . . $5.00 
GOOD CLUB MANAGEMENT 	 $4.00 WORTH OF A SALESMAN (Showmanship)$10.00 
GUIDEBOOK FOR SQUARE DANCERS . $2.00 
POSTER PAK-1, PAK-2, PAK-3 (cartoons for fun & instruction . 	$10.00 each 
DIPLOMAS: SQUARE, ROUND, CLOGGING 	 $  20 each; 100-$15.00 
CERTIFICATES OF APPRECIATION 	  $.20 each; 100-$15,00 
PROMOTIONAL FOLDERS 	 100 for $10.; Quantity prices for 300 & 500 
MAGAZINE CASE (Holds one years's issues) 	 $3  00 
IN-FORMS (guides, helps; 150 subjects) . . . . $.50/1; Ask for quantity prices 
POSTAGE & HANDLING 
$1-$4.99 . $2.00 pstg Due to the proliferation of copying devices, it is 
$5-$9.99 . $2.75 pstg impossible to issue refunds on book orders, un- 
$10-19.99 $3.25 pstg less the book is defective. 
$20. & up $5.00 pstg 
ORDER FROM AMERICAN SQUAREDANCE MAGAZINE 
661 MIDDLEFIELD ROAD 	SALINAS, CA 93906.1004 
Phone: 408443-0761 or 449-9724 (During PST Business Hours) 
FINISH LINE 
To leave the old with a burst of song, 
To recall the right and forgive the wrong; 
To forget the thing that binds you fast 
To the vain regrets of the year that's past 
A Way to a Happy New Year 
Robert Brewster Beattle (1875-1946) 






Over 4000 Movements 
Listed, Terms, Etc. 
O1110E0HOEOLO 
O DECALS 
❑ RIBBONS  




I 0 OFJOTIODOE10 - 	°HOU° 
CUSTOM ENGRAVING 
P.O. BOX 947 - 1245 S. STRATHMORE AVE. 
LINDSAY, CA 93247 	209-562-3177 
JIM & CEC FISCHER 
Eb4bEJ] 	 EP] TJ Ef [Tt 
SQUARE DANCE 
ENCYCLOPEDIA 
OTHER BOOKS AVAILABLE: 
MINI-BOOK 	Basic thru C-3. 5 	X 8 $700 
ADVANCED DIAGRAMS Plus thru C-2 $1000 
EXTENDED DIAGRAMS C-3 $700 
DIAGRAMMED GUIDE Basic Ihru plus and $7 00 
top movements since 1977 
SANBORN ENTERPRISES 
661 Middlefield Road 
Salinas, CA 93906 





"MAY I HAVE YOUR 5QuARE DANCE RECoADVI' 
(USA & Canada) 
(201-445-7398 - Foreign) 
I fanhu rat's Tape & Record Service 1= 	P.O. Box 687 Ridgewood, NJ 07451-0687 
THE "ORIGINAL" MONTHLY 
SUBSCRIPTION TAPE SERVICE 
• Monthly Tape Contains ALL New 
Singing Calls & Hoedowns 
• 50,00 Records in Stock 
• Fast Professional Service 
• Free Classified Ads 
• Toll Free Order Lines 
The Continuing Choice 
of more than 1,650 Callers 
FREE SAMPLE TAPE 
(Callers only please) 
1-800-445-7398 
tifIMPIURST'S 
TAPE EI RECORD SERVICE 
A Division of Supreme Audio • Inc. 
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